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Or, with three cinquefoils Gules on the

cheveron.
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21. FIXCH, LORD FINCH
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Party palewise Gules and Azure crusilly Or,
over all a lion Urgent.

Azure, a lion Or, on a chief Argent a molct

between two roundels Gules.

Party palewise indented Argent and Sable, a

saltire countercharged.
Gules a saltire Argent, a molct for difference.

Argent, a bend G/<?J between three pellets,
with three swans Argent on the bend.

Or, a cheveron Sable with five horseshoes Or
thereon.

Azure, a lion passant Argent between three

griffon's heads razed Or.

Sable, a cross engrailed Or.

Sable, three shackbolts Argent.

Argent five scutcheons Azure crosswise, each

charged with five roundels Argent saltirewise

a border Gules with seven castles Or therein.

Argent, a bend engrailed Sable, a quarter Argent
with a horse's head Sable therein.

Argent, a cross formy Gules, flowered at the

ends.

Gules, a saltire Argent between twelve crosslets

Or.

Azure, a cheveron, between three leopards' faces

Or.

Argent, a fesse engrailed Gules between three

martlets Sable, with three cinquefoils Argent
on the fesse.

Azure, a cheveron between three garbs Or.

Sable, a cheveron between ten martlets Argent,
with five roundels Salle on the cheveron.
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PREFACE

THE
Parish of Hammersmith was formed in comparatively recent

years (i.e. in 1834), wnen ^ was separated from Fulham. Sjnce
then the boundaries have undergone some alteration. In the

present volume, following the uniform practice of the Committee, we have
described the parish within the limits shown on the Ordnance Survey of

1894, the year of the beginning of the London Survey Committee's work.

It would perhaps have been more fitting if we had begun with the

parent parish of Fulham before recording that of Hammersmith, but the

work in this neighbourhood was advanced enough to render prior publication
advisable. The Court Rolls of the Manor of Fulham have been searched

as far as the limited means at our disposal would allow for information

regarding property in Hammersmith, but no systematic attempt has been
made to pursue the interesting subject of the original parcels of land in

this area, a work which we may hope will be undertaken in the future by
some local historian.

Most of the property in Hammersmith seems to have been copyhold
under the Bishops of London, who (save for a brief space in the time of the

Commonwealth) have from the time of Erkenwald been lords of the manor
of Fulham. Copyhold tenure in some ways assists research, in that the

records of the Court Rolls are voluminous and contain much information

of local value. On the other hand, the very nature of the records tends to

make the entries mere copies of preceding ones, and in this way they often

fail to reveal important changes. Moreover, the Court Rolls themselves

are incomplete in the lyth and earlier centuries, a fact which will explain
the fragmentary character of some of the historical notes.

The name of Hammersmith will always be associated and rightly
with the northern shore of the Thames between Fulham and Chiswick, but

in truth only a small part of the parish adjoins the river-side, the bulk stretch-

ing northwards as far as the Harrow Road. The fact that until 1630 it had
not even a church (and then only a chapel of ease) suggests that the various

parts of the district were hardly joined together in a single community,
and it is indeed doubtful within what limits the name would be properly

applied in early days.
The derivation of the name Hammersmith is obscure, and so far no

serious attempt has been made to cpllect all the forms which it has taken

in the past. We will mention two or three suggestions which have already
been made, and the present writer will venture to add a tentative one of

his own. In the Encyclopedia Britannica we are told that the name appears
in the early form of Hermodeswode. This, however, which occurs in

Domesday, represents the modern Harmondsworth. Later in the same article

it is added that Hammersmith probably means Hamer's hythe or haven,
in which case it might have become Hamersy or Hamerithe, but certainly
would not have assumed its present form. Thomas Faulkner is even

more at sea with his attempted derivation from Ham-hythe. The Rev.

J. B. Johnston (Place-Names of England, and, Wales, 1915) holds that it was

probably derived from Hamers-Smite, the latter being an obscure word,
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perhaps meaning morass. He adds that it can hardly be Hamers Mythe
(O.K. for mouth of a river),

"
for there is none here." However, as we

point out in another section of this work, reference to Rocque's map of

1745 shows that, even then, what is now called the Creek, dividing the

I pper and Lower Mall, was the mouth of a not inconsiderable water-

irse, which would be an ideal place for an early settlement. Thus there

is perhaps good reason to believe that Johnston's rejected derivation is the

true one. Hamers is doubtless the genitive singular of a personal name,

-pelt Haimer in Domesday Book, which occurs with slight variations in

mil northern languages. At present the form Hamersmyth has been

traced back no further than the reign of Edward II.

Faulkner in his History of Hammersmith refers to the discovery in 1834,
ten feet below the surface, of portions of a Roman Causeway in what is now
called Goldhawk Road. The site of the excavation is more or less in the

line of a Roman road marked on a map in the Victoria County History of
London and also in Montagu Sharpe's Antiquities of Middlesex as running
from Essex to Brentford and onwards. The authorities, therefore, ha\ e

reason for calling this thoroughfare a Roman road on the Ordnance

Survey.
In mediaeval times the district seems to have lacked religious or semi-

religious foundations, save a Lazar House or Hospital which is shown on
\ ,rden's map of Middlesex (1593) on the main road between Palingswick
and the Creek. It is mentioned in the will of Dame Joan Frowyk, who died

in 1500,* and it was in existence as late as 1677, for Faulkner mentions t an

entry of that date in the Churchwardens' Book, referring to the expenditure
on "

burying the woman at the Spittle-house." Bowack, however, less than

thirty years after, states t that
"
not a stone, not so much as the Remembran

of it, is now left." From certain references to the building in the Fulham
Court Rolls for i8th April, 1616, it would appear to have been on tin-

north side of the road. In the early part of the 1 7th century the Hospital
was in the hands of Isabella, Lady Rich, as daughter and heiress of Sir Walter

Cope, and the Fulham Court Rolls contain an interesting record of how,
in 1618, it was forfeited to the Lord of the Manor (being held by copy of

court roll) by reason of a demise having been effected of the premises without

the licence of the latter having been obtained. On the appeal of Sir Henry
and Lady Rich the premises were restored.

The two most important houses in the district, the property of each

of which has apparently been regarded as a kind of sub-manor to Fulham,
were Butterwick s (near the church) and Palingswick (Ravenscourt Park).
The records of these houses have been investigated with great care by
Mr. \V. YV. Braines, of the staff of the London County Council, and we are

indebted to him for the admirable accounts included in this volume.

In the 1 7th century Hammersmith, particularly the area close to

* Somerset House Wills, 2, Moone.
t History and Antiquities of . . . Hammernnith, p. 264.

J Antiquities of Middlesex, p. 43.
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the river, became an important residential quarter,* and with the surviving
buildings of this and the succeeding century our survey has most to do.

The first result of this access of residents was the building of Hammersmith

Chapel (now the parish church) in 1630, largely through the generosity of

Sir Nicholas Crisp. The absence of the parish rate-books (except for a brief

period of five years) has greatly handicapped us in tracing the residents of

the buildings included in our survey.
It would be a serious omission in any account of the parish to pass

over the most striking feature of its latest development, i.e. the attraction

to the neighbourhood of a large number of important public institutions.

The transference of St. Paul's School to Hammersmith Road in 1880 has

been followed by the arrival of several other establishments of varying
character. The large buildings of the Post Office Savings Bank in Blythe
Road and St. Paul's School for Girls are two of the most striking recent

additions. The Roman Catholics have always held an important position
in Hammersmith, and two convents and other lesser foundations are still

here. The northern area from Shepherd's Bush to Wormwood Scrubs a

district of ancient forest and waste land contains the great convict prison,
an adjoining workhouse and infirmary, and the extensive grounds of the

exhibition known as the Great White City. Olympia is also within the
south-eastern limits of the parish. These latter, which did not displace

any buildings of historical interest, can be better tolerated than the intrusion

of certain -unwelcome manufactories which are gradually destroying the

beauty of the river-bank. Since the establishment of the Waterworks in

1806 and the building of the new bridge in 1825, the beautiful houses of

the Upper and Lower Malls have been gradually disappearing, and now
that the huge modern suburb threatens even these survivors, the last relics

of a peaceful and picturesque hamlet are seriously imperilled. We can feel

some little satisfaction, however, in presenting these records before the

flowing tide has quite overwhelmed them.
The compilation of this volume has been the work of several members

of the Survey Committee, aided by many good friends in and near Hammer-
smith. The initial survey was made by Mr. A. O. Collard, and was later

carried on by Mr. Percy Lovell, who went through the Court Rolls of the

manor, with the very kind consent of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The
Committee is indebted to Mr. De Bock Porter, the Steward of the manors,
for his courtesy and help in this connection. Further research, as already

mentioned, was undertaken by Mr. W. W. Braines, of the London County
Council, at the Record Office and elsewhere, and his help has proved
invaluable. The assistance should also be acknowledged of Mrs. Lewis

Chase, who searched documents and also placed at our disposal several

photographs. The residents of Hammersmith have been very helpful,

* The Middlesex Sessions Books, under date of December 1647, contain a reference to the

petition for fair rating presented by
" divers citizens of the city of London, who reside in the liberty

or township of Hammersmith . . . onely in summertyme, and divers others whose constant

residence is all the year in the said place."
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special
assistance being rendered by Mr. Warwick H. Draper, Mr. Emery

Walker, Mr. Cobden Sanderson, and by Mr. Joseph Martin, who placed
before the Committee much of his important Hammersmith collections

and contributed valuable information. The Committee arc anxious to

acknowledge the help of all the owners of property who have very kindly
allowed our members to record their houses, and have furnished historical

particulars from their title-deeds.

The thanks of the Committee are due to Major Sir Edward Coates,

Bt., for permission to reproduce several drawings from the Coates Collec-

tion, and also to Mr. J. Charles and Mr. Saunders for the loan of photographs.
A number of the photographic records have been supplied by the London

County Council.

In the midst of the preparation of this volume Mr. Percy Lovell

elected to serve with His Majesty's forces in the present European war.

Ik has accepted a commission in the Northumberland Fusiliers, and the

work of completing the book for the press has been carried out with much
skill by Mr. Walter H. Godfrey, to whom also we should offer our thanks.

PHILIP NORMAN.
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I. BRADMORE [FORMERLY BUTTERWICK]
HOUSE (DEMOLISHED).*

GROUND LANDLORD AND OCCUPIER.

The London General Omnibus Company, Limited.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

Bradmore House was in its origin a portion or offshoot of a large

mansion known as Butterwick House. The earliest reference we have to

the former is in 1739, when Elizabeth Tumor and Frances Bradshaw sold to

Elijah Impey f
"

all that capitall messuage tenement or farmhouse now or

heretofore commonly called the Great House, being antiently the Manner
House of Butterix alias Butterwicke, with the appurtenances and all courts,

grounds . . . orchards, gardens, walks, trees and appurtenances, and all new

erections or buildings to the said messuage or tenement belonging." These

additions had probably been made by Henry Feme (the father of Elizabeth

and Frances), who had purchased the house in 1700, and are referred to in

the following note by Lysons :

" Mr. Feme was connected with Mrs.

Oldfield, the actress, and built 3 hansome apartments in a spot of ground
next the Old Hall and communicating with it, with a stone staircase leading
from those apartments to the garden, and fronted them with curious brick-

work. The connection between him and Mrs. O. being broke of, he went

no further in the building. Mr. Impey, who made the purchases, added to it

the rooms which now make the house next adjoining to the old house to the

north."t There seems no reason to doubt, in the main, the above ex-

planation of how Bradmore House (" the house next adjoining ... to the

north ") came into being, although it is probable that the new buildings
took the place of some portion of the older Butterwick House. It seems

probable that Impey divided the house somewhat early in his period of

residence, but no leases of the northern portion have been discovered

to confirm this, and the history of both houses is a blank until the year

1822, when the executors of Sir Elijah Impey disposed of the two

separately.
To carry the history further in detail is outside the scope of this

volume. It may here be said, however, that Butterwick House (i.e. the

southern building) stood until 1836, when it was pulled down.|| The
* Portions of the house have been re-erected on the old site, and at The Geffrye Museum.

Kingsland Road (see below).

t Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1739, II., 410, 411.

t British Museum Addl. MSS. (Lysons' Collection), 9451, f. 408.
Indentures of lease and release, dated 25-a6th March and 5~6th April, 1822, between Ja?.

West and
(i) John Ash and

(ii) Thos. Steward respectively. (Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1822,

IX., 83, and IV., 421.)

|| Faulkner, History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 303.
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deeds *
relating to the sale of the various plots into which the grounds were

divided give the depth of the property opposite Fulham Palace Road as

97 feet, and mention that the northern boundary was Dr. Chisholm's school-

grounds. A reference to the map shows clearly that Dr. Chisholm's estab-

lishment must have been at Bradmore House, and this is confirmed by the
deed of 1822, above-mentioned, which relates to the sale of the northern

property to John Ash. The house, described in the deed as "theretofore

part of the capital messuage . . . theretofore called the Great llou^e, being

anciently the manor house of Buttcrix alias Butterwicke," containing, with

the grounds, etc., I acre, I rood, and II perches, is also said to be in the

occupation of Dr. Geo. Chisholm for a term expiring at Midsummer, 1830.
The identity of Bradmore House with (i) Dr. Chisholm's house, and

(ii) the northern portion of the enlarged Butterwick House, may therefore

be accepted as certain.

In 1913 Bradmore House, which had previously been itself subdivided
into two houses, was demolished by the London General Omnibus Company,
who proposed to erect a garage on the site. At that time no noteworthy
part of the ancient house existed beyond the fine wing referred to by Lysons
and built about 1700, the eastern front of which presented a beautiful com-

position in brickwork. This front (Plates 9 and 1 1) was of two storeys, the

centre portion being flanked by two stone pilasters, with composite capitals,
the full height of the building and crowned by a fine entablature of brick

with stone pedestals, balustrading, and vases over all. The window and door

openings had semicircular heads, surrounded by a raised band of brick
;

while the central window on the first floor was enclosed by simple Doric

pilasters which reached the main frieze, triglyphs appearing in this part of

the frieze and one each over the composite capitals. On each side of the

central building there was a wing slightly recessed, with windows similarly
treated. In the wings the architrave and frieze were omitted, the main
cornice being carried across at a lower level and ramped down from the
centre. A stone angle pilaster of Doric detail with its own section of en-

tablature finished each angle of the building, and the cornice was returned

along the sides of the house. Over the angle was a stone pedestal and vase,
and the wings were surmounted by a wrought-iron balustrade that followed
the ramp of the cornice.

The first floor was the principal one, and on the north side the garden
was approached by a stone staircase with good wrought-iron panels to the
balustrade. Before the flight reached the ground it made a quarter-turn,
and against the landing was a well-designed brick niche with seat (Plates 15
and 1 6), semicircular in plan, having a finely moulded shell with a head in

the centre. The niche was flanked by fluted pilasters with Ionic capitals,
the volutes of which had perished ; they supported a pediment enriched
with modillions, egg and tongue and other carved mouldings.

Sales by Thos. Steward, at the direction of John Turner, to (i) John Dendy, (ii) Thos. and
Wm. Druce, dated I/th ScptrmK-r and zgth November, 1836, respectively. (Middlesex Registry
Memorials, 1836, VI., 594, and VIII., 376.)
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The principal room on the first floor measured 30 by 20 feet and
was 1 8 feet high. It was elaborately panelled throughout, and had fine

pilasters supporting a bold cornice which was

elaborately carved with foliage (Plates 18 and 19).
A second room on the same floor was panelled in

a somewhat simpler manner (Plate 20).

The London General Omnibus Company,
at the suggestion and with the help of the London

County Council, resolved to preserve the main
architectural features, and were successful in re-

erecting the brick and stone front as the fagade of

their new offices. It now faces west instead of

cast, but the fine workmanship is visible to the

public in Queen Street in place of being hidden
in a private garden. The building has been set

somewhat higher than originally, and the windows
of the wings on the ground floor have been omitted
to allow of the entrance doors. The fine decora-

tive woodwork of the principal room has been
refixed in the billiard-room, which was specially
built to receive it. This woodwork is the pro-

perty of the London County Council, and, in

accordance with an agreement between the Coun-
cil and the company, arrangements have been
made for the public to have free access to the

room on the first Monday of every month
between the hours of 10 A.M. and noon. The
brick niche has been carefully removed by the

Council, and re-erected in Geffrye's Garden, Kingsland Road, and the

panelling of the second room has been refixed in its entirety in the Geffrye
Museum.

Of the original form of Butterwick House practically nothing is

known, but if one may judge from the indications on Salter's map of 1830,
which are somewhat confirmed by the later buildings which existed recently
on the site, it would seem to have consisted, at least in part, of three sides of

a courtyard, open towards Queen Street. The main block, which perhaps
contained the hall, ran north and south, and in the latter direction projected
some distance beyond the southern wing of the forecourt. This projection

probably constituted the chief part of that section of the buildings which
retained the old name of Butterwick House, and which was pulled down in

1836. In the extra-illustrated copy of Lysons' Environs preserved at the

Guildhall are two drawings of Butterwick House. One of these (Plate 4)
shows a building of the early i6th century, with staircase projections, and

represents in all probability the eastern front of this part of the main block

south of Bradmore House. Its character would suggest that it was probably
a rebuilding by Sir William Essex, who held Butterwick from 1500 until

WROUGHT!EON BALUSTERS
TO GARDEN 3TA[RCASt .

BRADMORE HOUSE
HAMMERSMITH
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1548. The second drawing in the Guild-

hall (Plate 5) represents a Georgian
elevation not unlike the western front of

Bradmore House (compare Plate 8), but

with a different arrangement of windows.

The artist could scarcely, however, have

meant it to depict the northern house, as

it is carefully inscribed as Butterwick, and

we must therefore conclude that the two

portions, when converted into separate

dwellings, were refronted by the same

hand and in a similar manner.

A cast-iron fireback, which had

been built into the walls of the house,
discovered on the demolition ofwas

CAST IRON FIRE HACK. FOUMD
IN FLUE. AT BK-ADMORE. HOUSE
HAMMERSMITH .

i lie building in 1913 and is preserved

by the London General Omnibus Com-

pany.

HISTORY OF BUTTERWICK'S MANOR AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

In the latter part of the 141)1 century one of the chief landholders in Fulham (including

Hammersmith) was a John Butterwick, usually spelt
"
Boterwyk." There are several records

which refer to a
"
John Doget called Boterwyk and Alice his wife," and the suggestion that

Doget was identical with the Fulham landholder is confirmed by several considerations, of

which that relating to his property at Tottenham may here be given.

On 20th February, 1387-8, Joan, the widow of William de Brightly, kinsman and heir of

John de Stonford, remitted and quit-claimed to
"
John Doget dicto Boterwyk

" and Alice

his wife all her claim and right in a messuage, 300 acres of land, 15 acres of meadow, 14 acres

of wood, and 4Od. rent, with appurtenances in
" Totenham " and "

Haryngeye," formerly

her husband's.t This property, called the Manor of
"
Duket," is known by statements made

in the course of certain Chancery proceedings of the reign of Henry VI. t to have subsequently

been held by Robert Scarburgh. As will be shown below, Robert Scarburgh was the great-

grandson of John Butterwick, the holder of the Fulham lands, and there can therefore be no doubt

of the identity of the latter with "
John Doget called Boterwyk." Occasionally he is called

" de "

Butterwick, showing that he derived the name by which he was generally known in London

from the country village, either in Yorbhire or Lincolnshire, whence he or his family came.

Besides the property at Fulham and Tottenham, Butterwick held land at Knightsbridge,

Kensington, Brompton, Chelsea, Westminster, and the City of London. He had for some

time been under-sheriff of Middlesex, when in 1387!) he was by the King's order removed

from his office in favour of the royal nominee, Thomas Usk,f on the ground that he was getting

too old for the work.**

See e.g. quitclaims by (a)
" Robert Gy of Woxebrigg," 2Oth March, II Richard II., and

(b) Joan, widow of William de Brightly, zoth February, II Richard II. (Close Roll, 228 d).
t See (b) above.

t Robinson'- //n/rv iinJ Antiquities of . . . Tnttcnbam (2nd ed.), I., p. 244.

See Final Concords
(<j)

between John Do^ct de Boterwyk, citizen of Ix>ndon, and Alice

his wife and Richard Charles, and (b) John Doget de Botterwyk and Alice his wife and Roger Belet

de Lalham (Feet of Fines, Middx., 46 Edw. III.).

|| City of London Letterbooks, H., p. 317.

fl Author of The Testament of Love, formerly ascribed to Chaucer.

It is perhaps just possible that he was the son of a certain "John de Butterwicke
"
who,
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John Butterwick died some time between 1390 and 1394,* leaving a son Robert and a

daughter Elizabeth, married to John Ixnyng.t To his wife Alice he bequeathed all his lands

and tenements in the parishes of All Hallows, Bread Street, St. Sepulchre Without, and St.

Nicholas Shambles. No other property is mentioned. We find that subsequently a chantry
was maintained in the church of All Hallows for the souls of John

"
Boterwyk

" and Alice his

wife, and William Roote and Elizabeth his wife.J This suggests that his daughter Elizabeth

married again, her second husband being William Roote. That this was actually the case

will be seen below.

The lands or tenants of John
"
Boterwyk," or late of John

"
Bot'wyk," are frequently

referred to in the Fulham Court Rolls, but gradually the references come to bear the name of

Alice Butterwick.

Alice died, it would seem, in 7 Henry V. (1419-20), for at a court held at Michaelmas,

1421, a precept was made to
"

retain in the lord's hands all the customary lands and meadows

which were lately Alice Butterwick's, the parcels of which appear more fully in the roll of

the general court held on the Sunday next after the Octave of St. Michael in the yth year of

the reign of King Henry V., and thereof to remit the issues to the lord until ... the wife of

John ||
Rote shall come to pay the

'

gersuma.'
"

Elizabeth Roote held the property until 1436. At a court held in November in that year
a return was made of the customary lands held by Elizabeth Roote "

que fuit uxor Willi. Rote,"

comprising :

6 acres of
"
Bordelond," parcel of William Osebarne's holding.

3 acres of
"
Bordelond," parcel of Hugh Osebarne's holding.^1

acre in
" Westmede "

of [" White's "
"] holding.

I acre parcel of
"
Balsex

"
holding.

acre parcel of
"

Strangate's
"

holding.

\ acre in
" Cherlomede."

I rood land in
"
Laymedepightell," parcel of Broun's holding.

I acre meadow in
"
Westmede," parcel of John Coxston's holding.

J-
acre in

"
Laymedecroft."

I rood meadow in
"
Estmede," parcel of the holding of William atte Brooke.

Robert, the son of Elizabeth, daughter of Elizabeth Roote, was declared to be the nearest

heir and was admitted to the property.
This was Robert Scarburgh, for at a court held on the Monday after Hock-day, 1454, the

in the course of an inquisition held at York on the age of John de Mowbray, gave evidence to the effect

that his son John had been born in the same month as Mowbray, and was then (23rd May, 1329)

18 years old and more (Inquisitions Post Mortem, Calendar VII., p. 192). If so, Butterwick would

have been 76 years old in 1387.
* His will was dated 2ist April, 1390, and proved 2Oth January, 1393-4 (Calendar of Wills,

Court ofHusting, II., p. 303).

t Possibly identical with John Gladwyne of Ixnyng, mentioned in a deed of 28th October,

1377, in connection with John
"
Boterwyk

"
(Calendar of Close Rolls, 1377-81, p. 112).

1 See will of Thomas Beaumond (Calendar of Wills, Court of Rusting, II., p. 533), dated

8th June, 1454.
Even as late as 1 1 Henry IV. (1409-10) the land of John Butterwick is referred to, but

that this is in no way conclusive against the identification with the person of that name who died

before 1394 is clearly shown by the fact that on 2nd March, 1396, the lands lately John Butterwick's

are mentioned.

|| Apparently a mistake for William (see below).

If The Osbarns are mentioned several times in the Court Rolls. Hugh Osbarn was alive in

17 Ric. II. (1393-4), when permission was granted him to let to the Vicar of Fulham a rood of

meadow in Chyrlhammarsh, next to the meadow of John
"
Boterwyk

" on the north. In 1 1 Ric. II.

(1387-8), in consequence of John
"
Boterwyke

"
having made default in a suit, it was decided to seize

into the lord's hands a croft containing an acre and a half with appurtenances in Fulham called

" Osbarnes rode." See also p. 69 for
"
Osburne's tenement."

** The name is illegible, but later records show that it was White.
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lands that had belonged to Robert Scarburgh, then recently dead, were said to have formerly

belonged to Elizabeth
"
que fuit uior VVillelmi Rote," and to have come to him "

jure

itario" after her death as the son and heir of Elizabeth, daughter of Elizabeth Roote.

As has b:-en shown above, Elizabeth Roote was the daughter of John Buttcrwick, and the

descent of the property down tu the death of Robert Scarburgh in 1454. is therefore clear.

A li-t i>. given of property held by Scarburgh of the Lord of i ol Fulham. As

regard- the customary land>, the>e -ire, with one or two unimportant different en in spelling,

ideotica] with the list made at the death of Elizabeth Roote. In addition Scarburgh u

to be seised of the under-mentioned free 1 ..

I free holding in
"
Hamcrsmyth," lately William Yongeman's ;

1 field of free land called " \\ idd "
; t

I parcel of free land called
"
Brookrcdyng

"
;

I pasture of free land at
"

le Pirr

IS of land called
"

Ali-good-trodc. Smyth<trode and Mori-trode," and 1: '.If a holding
and 20 "

acrewarc
"

of land of
"
Smythlond

"
in Hammersmith ;

't her half in the hand* of William Oilman ;t

as well as other customary lands and holdings, together with meadows and pastures within

the demesne of Fulham to the same adjoining. All the above-mentioned, as well as those

unspecified, the lord of the manor granted to Hugh Pakcnham,
"
tcmporalium cpiscopatus

Sui supen i

Pakenham did not retain them long, for in November of the same year (1454) Sir Tin inu-

Charlton was distrained to pay fealty to the lord for his free lands and holdings which were

lately Robert Scarburgh's.
Sir Thomas Charlton the younger was the grandson of Thomas and Alice Charlton, who

seem to have lv Id the manor of Palingswick at the beginning of the 1 5th century (seep. 106).
He was the son of Sir Thomas who died in 1448,!! and of Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Adam
Francis. In additi m to the extensive property belonging to his own family, he inherited

the manor of Edmonton through his mother and his mother's sister, Agnes, wife of Sir William
Porter. He died on 26th February, 1464-5.1!

He had, however, already parted with the Kutterwick's property, for in November, 1461,
\\ illiam K--CX was fined for default in suit at court

"
pro tenemcnto Butterwykkes." No

document has been di-iovcrcd recording the transfer of the property to K--r\, but n !

to the Iran-action is probably to be found in the following extract from the inquisition In Ki

on the death of E<scx :

" " And they say Sir Thos. Charleton and Ric. Chauncy were

of a messi . res of land, 4 acres of meadow, l acres of pasture, and 373. jA. annual
rent in Fulham

; and by deed dated Tuesday in the Feast of SS. Peter and Paul, 35 1 Ienr\ VI.

Can this be the property referred to in 1297-8 in a final concord respecting 5 acres of land
in "Fulcham" between "William le Yongeman

"
of

" Fuleham "
(qu.) and William CJodcwyn

and Joan his wife (imped."). (Feet of Fines, 26 Edward I.) ?

t In the survey of Sir William Essex's estate in 1550 (see p. 7), the name is given as
"

\\o\\

richfeld," and is probably to be identified with "
WoluerychetVKl," where the tenant of the lands

of
"
Bot'wyk

"
was ordered to scour a ditch in 1393-4 (Fulham Court AVA. 17 Ric. 11.). It would

seem to be the field referred to in the Fulham Court Rolls for 1385-6, when John Butt.

was "
presented

"
for not having scoured 10 perches of his ditch betv. ;oft and "

Wlueroue-.-

feld," and again in 1418-9, when Alice Butterwick was "presented" in respect of 10 perches in
"
Wollerisfeld." This form of the name is evidently connected with Worrels Field or Woldes Field,

at North End, Fulham, where there was a large amount of land belonging to Butterwick's Manor
(see p. 15).

t Probably the same William Colman who in 1 1 I lenry IV. (1409-10) surrendered half an acre of

land lying in
"

le Newcroft "
between the hind of John Bnt'wyk on the \\' A illiam

Coupere on the east (Fulham Court Rolls).

Court held on St. Katherir 53 Henry VI.

||
Norden's Spfculum Brittaniae, p. 18.

U Inquisitimtes Post Mortem, Edward IV., File 17, No. 31.

Inquisitiones Post Mortem, Chaiuery, Edward IV., 77-80.
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(1457), they gave this property to William [Essex] and Edith [his wife], with remainders to the

heirs of William."*

According to the inscription on his son's tomb,t William Essex was remembrancer in

Edward IV.'s Exchequer, and vice-treasurer of England. He died on z6th May, 1480, seised,

in addition to the property mentioned above, of the manor of
" Wendons "

in Fulham, land

in Knightsbridge, and the manor of Westowne in Kensington, Brompton, Chelsea, Tyburn,
and Westbourne.

On his death an order was made to seize into the lord's hands all the customary lands J

which "
Boterwyk surrendered into the lord's hands for the use of William Essex and his heirs,"

a curiously inexact expression.

The property passed into the hands of William's son, Thomas, who died on loth November,

150x3, and was buried in Kensington Church.

His son, Sir William Essex, died in 1548, leaving, inter alia, the manor of
"
Butterwyckes

"

to his son, Thomas Essex.|| At the Fulham Manor Court held on 22nd November of the

same year, the homage presented that Sir William Essex had held the " manerium de Butteryx,"

but for what service they knew not. Time was therefore given to enquire, and in 1550 a

return was made of Essex's estate in Fulham Manor, to all intents and purposes identical with

that presented on the death of Robert Scarburgh .f

Sir William had evidently amassed much property, his will referring to lands in Wiltshire,

Berkshire, Surrey, Gloucester, Oxford, Somerset, Leicester, Shropshire, Derby, Warwick, and

Essex, as well as London. He seems to have resided principally in London, Walham Green,

and Lambourne, for he refers to plate which was either
" here at London or at Wandons,"

and to his
"
harneys and other artillary mete and necessary for the warres being in my armory

at Lamborn."
Thomas Essex died some time before 1567.** His eldest son William had predeceased

him,ft but Thomas, who had received the honour of knighthood before his death, left behind

at least five sons and three daughters.!!

* From the Ministers' Accounts (Bishops'' Temporalia), 4-5 Ed. IV. (1140-24), it appears that

Sir Thomas Charlton had had a dispute with the lord of the manor of Fulham concerning the out-

goings of 6J acres of land and the same amount of meadow, formerly belonging to Robert Scarburgh,

for the years 34 and 35 Henry VI. ;
and that William Essex had had a similar dispute concerning

the same property for the years 39 Henry VI. and 1-3 Ed. IV. These facts are evidently quite

consistent with the suggestion that the property passed from Charlton to Essex in 35 Henry VI.

t Weever's Ancient Monuments, p. 524.

J The list is practically identical with that set out on the death of Scarburgh.

Weever's Ancient Monuments, p. 524.

||
Somerset House Wills, 12, Populwell, dated 27th January, 1547-8, proved l8th August,

1548.

^1 The only differences arc : (l)
the half holding of Wm. Colman is omitted ; (2)

a free holding

in
"
Palyngieywyke

"
called

" Northebroke
"

is added this is obviously no part of the Butterwick

property (see p. 102) ; (3) a holding at
"
Wendengrene," formerly John Dowbeler's, afterwards

Thomas Hasele's, and lately Henry Whafer's, is added this is the manor of Wandons.
**

Lady Margaret Essex, widow, administratrix of the will of Sir Thomas Essex, her husband,

is referred to in a "sentence" dated 4th March, 1566-7 (Somerset House Wills, 8 Stonard). His

death had apparently taken place before Michaelmas in the preceding year, for a fine of that date is

extant between John Tamworth, quer., and Thomas Essex and Jane his wife, deforc. of the manor of

Westowne. The mention of Jane shows it was the younger Thomas (d. 1575) who is referred to.

He married Jane Browne, who survived him and afterwards married Christopher Litcote (Inq. on

Thomas, who died 1586).

ft See deed dated 5th February, 4 Edwd. VI. (1549-50), of Thomas Essex granting an annual

sum of 20 to Dorothy Essex, widow of William Essex, deceased, son and heir apparent of the said

Thomas (Close Roll, 469).

It From the wills of Sir William Essex (cited above) and Lady Margaret Essex (d. 1572),

widow of Sir Thomas (Somerset House Wills, 43 Daper), it appears that these were : Thomas,

Edmund, Humphrey, George, Edward, Lady Elizabeth Darrell, Mary Pheteplace, and Margaret

Disney.

Essex.
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His eldest surviving son, Thomas, succeeded him. He died on 28th December, 1575.*
He had, however, parted with ButtcrwickV Manor, a fine of Easter, 1573, recording the grant
in perpetuity

"
de manerio de Butterwycke

" and other property by Thomas Essex to William

Muschamp.
William Mu>iliamp died on 1st June, 5 James I. (1607), seised "of and in the manor of

Butterwickes with all its members and appurtenances in Fulham," and Mary his widow held it

until her death on 6th January, 16 Jas. I. (1618-9). It appears, however, that by indenture

dated 2<)th April, 34 Eliz. (1592), William Muschamp, then of Unsted, Surrey, and Eli/abet h

Kellingham had agreed to settle Butterwick's Manor and all the lands appertaining thereto on

Agmondesham, Muschamp's son, and Mary Bellingham, Elizabeth's daughter, on their marriage,
William and the elder Mary only retaining a life interest therein. The manor is said to be held

of the Bishop of London, of his manor of Fulham, in free socage by fealty and an annual rent.t

On 6th November, 1600, Agmondesham had sold to Christopher Smith a portion of the

Butterwick's property, amounting to about n acres. On and February, 1602-3, Agmonde-
Muscbamp. sham, then described as

"
of Farleigh, Sussex," had sold or mortgaged to Thomas lies

"
of

London "
for 600 the remainder of the property under the description of

"
all that the

manner or farme comonlie called Butterix alias Butterwickes, . . . with all rights . . . situate

in Hammersmith." Excepted from the transaction was "
a lease of the manor house or farme

aforesaid called Butterwickes alias Butterix, and of the houses, stables, barns, gardens, orchards,

lands . . . appertayning ... or reputed or taken as parcell of the said manor or farm ever

since the purchase of William Muschamp Esquier." The lease is stated to have been to

Christopher Smith, for 21 years after the death of Robert Kember, at an annual rent of 30.!
Thomas lies, whose name still survives in Hammersmith in the title of the almshoii

Brook Green which occupy the site of the earlier ones built by him some time before 1635,
held the manor for three years, selling it on 22nd March, i6c>5-6, to John Langley

"
of

Lambeth," who in turn disposed of it on nth February, 1607-8, ||
to Thomas Hunt, also

"
of Lambeth," and Joyce, his wife. Christopher Smith's lease had apparently expired some

time during the previou- two years, for no reservation of it was made. It is mentioned that the

"said manor . . . with the demesne landes thereunto belonging (the rentes and services except ed)
late or sometimes were in the sevcrall tenures of Robert Kember, John Shurbb and Christopher
Smyth

"
or their assigns, and it is therefore possible that these three individuals had been in

actual residence at Butterwick House.
On 1st June, 1622, a further transfer of the manor was made.f Thomas and Joyce Hunt

conveying it to Edward Latymer, Richard Chamberlain and Thomas Alurcd. Latymer was
the eldest son of William Latymer, Dean of Peterborough, and was a clerk in the Court of

Wards. His object in associating Chamberlain, a fellow clerk, and Alured, a kinsman, in the
transaction was that they should hold and dispose of the property to the purposes and uses

directed by him in his will or other writing," and by deeds of igth and 2Oth November in the
same year they severally declared that they would renounce any title or claim that they might
possess to any nominee of Latymer.ft In accordance with their undertaking they released
all interest and title in several portions of the manor which Latymer disposed of in his lifetime,

See statement in the inquisition on the Berks property of his son Thomas, who died in 1586
(Inqq. Post Mortem, second series).

t Inquisition on William Muschamp (Inqq. Post Mortem, Chancery, second series, 20 Jas. I.,
644-3)-

J Indenture, dated 2nd February, 45 Eliz., between
"
Agmondisham

"
Muschamp and Thomas

lies (Close Roll, 45 Eliz., 1746).
Close Roll, 4 James I. (1839).

||
Close Roll, 5 James I. (1912).

H Feet of Fines, Middlesex, 20 Jas. I., Trinity. The date is taken from particulars given in the
sale by Chamberlain and Alured in 1627, and the statement made by them in the suit of Themilthorpe
referred to below.

Chancery Proceedings, Chas. I., T 37-46, Suit of Bartrum Themilthorpe v. R. Chamberlain
and T. Alured.

n See Close Roll, 3 Chas. I. (2719) Indenture bet. Chamberlain and Alured and Sir Henry
Barker, Ric. Cluett, etc.

8
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and on his death, in November, 1628, they proceeded to carry out the terms of his will, which

provided inter alia for the endowment of the Latymer School Foundation in Hammersmith.

Part of the manor property, however, still remained untouched, and of this Chamberlain and

Alured proceeded to dispose in sections, one of which comprised the manor house and 25 acres

of land (see below).
It must have been within the period of ownership of Latymer and his friends that the

Earl of Mulgrave occupied Butterwick House if indeed he ever resided there. The question
is one of considerable difficulty. The facts are as follows :

(i) Lysons' Extracts from the Parish Books contain an entry
"

1626. E. of Mulgrave at

Hammersmith "
;

* and the assessment for the Poor of Hammersmith for the same year, quoted

by Faulkner,t contains the name of
"
the Right Honrbl. the Earle of Mulgrave."

(ii)
In 1630 an order was made to all the landowners in Shortlands

"
leading from Par-

bridge unto the Earle of Moulgrave's pale." t

(iii)
The Earl took an active part in the building of Hammersmith Chapel, which was

consecrated in 1631, and headed the list of signatures to the agreement concerning it. At

the same time he promised to provide the curate with lodging and diet as long as he (the Earl)

resided in the parish (of Fulham).||

From the above considerations it seems fairly certain that the Earl was resident in the

locality during the years 1626-31.
It is not so certain that his residence was Butterwick House.

(iv) It is mentioned in G. E. Cfokayne's] Peerage, 1893 edn., that the Earl died at

Butterwick House.

(v) Lysons says 11 that
"

it is probable
" that this-was his residence.

(vi) Faulkner says
*" that he resided at the house, which was built by him, and took its

name from the seat of his family in Lincolnshire.

(vii) Faulkner also states tt that on the occasion of the removal of Lord Fairfax's army to

Hammersmith in 1647
" the general officers were quartered, it appears, at Butterwick House,

at that time the property and residence of the Earl of Mulgrave."
With regard to these statements it may be said :

(iv) would be conclusive if the authority on which the statement is made were known.

Unfortunately no authority is given, and the present editor of G. E. C. has expressed the opinion

that the place of death is
"
guesswork by early historians." In this connection it may be

pointed out that there is reason to believe that Mulgrave removed from Hammersmith to

Kensington some time between 1631 and his death in 1646. He was certainly possessed of

a house at the latter place in 1639,!! his will specifically
mentions his

"
dwelling howse

"
in

Kensington, and the Parliamentary Assessments for the support of the army from 1643 to

1646 consistently show him at Kensington. |||| Moreover, it is tolerably certain fU that Chris-

topher Clapham was at Butterwick House for some years prior to 1646.

(v) is evidently due to the idea that there is a connection between Butterwick House and

the barony of Butterwick, and may, therefore, be dismissed.

(vi) The statements that the house was built by Mulgrave and took its name from the

barony of Butterwick are entirely refuted by the early history of the manor given above.

*
British Museum Addl. A/SS. (Lysons' Collection), 9451, f. 393.

t History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 423.

t Fulham Court Rolls, 190-6.
Newcourt's Repertorium, I., p. 611.

|| Lysons' Environs of London, 2nd edn., II., p. 265 n.

U Ibid., p. 263.
**

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 301.

tt Ibid., p. 89.

tt Feet of Fines, Middlesex, 15 Chas. I., Easter.

Commonwealth Exchequer Papers, Nos. 164 to 170.

Illl Moreover, reference is made in August 1641 (Middlesex Sessions Books Calendars, Book No. I,

p. 100) to
" the Rt. Honble. the Earl of Mulgrave . . . and divers others the inhabitants of the

parish of Kensington."
1111 Seep. II.
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Sheffield.

(vii) Faulkner quotes no authority for this statement, which is certainly incorrect so far

as it refers to the house being the proper t\' of M ^ aKo labours under the same
difficulties which have he-en advanced against (iv). The ordinary sources of information, and

particularly the tik-- of the 1'erfect Diurnall, the Perfect Summary, the Perfect Occurrences, etc..

have been M-archcd, and the only statement bearing on the point which can be found is the

following, dated 51! '647: "This night the general! quartered at Hammersmith

against the church."
'

Thir-, in all probability, is Faulkner's authority, and it will b<

that while, no doubt, Butterwick House is referred to, it does not assist us in the identification

of the house with Mulgrave's rcsid-

The most reliable evidence pointing to Butterwick House as the Earl's residence seems

to be that contained in (ii). Parr Bridge, situated a short distance south of Butterwick House
in what is now Fulham Palace Road, was at the south-western corner of Shortlands.t One
would rather have expected, however, some <uch expression as

"
leading from Parr Bridge to

the VVorple Way," now Great Church Lane, which must have divided the grounds of Butter-

wick House from the south-western portion of Shortlands.

On the whole one cannot say more than that it is possible that the Earl lived there, but

probably not later than some time between 1631 and 1639. If this should prove to be so,

the residence of Karon Sheffield of Butterwick at Butterwick House must be regarded as a

strange coiiuiii

Edmund Sheffield, Earl of Mulgravc, the only son of John, second Baron Sheffield of

Butterwick, Lincolnshire, was born about 1564 and succeeded to the barony in 1568. He
d as a volunteer in the Netherlands in 1585, and in 1588 took part in the defeat of the

Spanish Armada, being in command of the White Bear. For his services he was knighted by
Howard. In 1591 he was granted the manor of Mulgravc in Yorkshire, and two years later

was made a Knight of the Garter. On the accession of James I. in 1603 he became lord-

lieutenant of Yorkshire and president of the Council of the North. The latter position he

resigned, perhaps not altogether voluntarily, in 1619. At the coronation of Charles I. in 1626

he was raised to the dignity of Karl of Mulgrave. Nevertheless he joined the opposition to

Charles, and on the outbreak of the Civil War he definitely supported the Parliament. He
died in 1646, and. in accordance with the terms of his will, he was buried "

in the chapell of

Hammersmith without pompe or charge beyond decency." t

On gth February, 1632-3, Chamberlain and Alured sold to William Chalkhill the elder,

of Starch Green,
"

all that the manor or farme commonly called Butterix alias Butterwick

alias Buttcrwickes, with the appurtenances, now or late in the tenure of the said William

Chalkhill or his assigns . . . and all those closes of land, meadow, and pasture, containing . . .

25 acres . . . called Butterix alias Butterwickes ... in occupation of William Chalkhill and
of John Francklyn or one of them ... or their assigns . . . lying ... in Fulham and

Hamersmyth." On 25th October,]] in the same year, Chalkhill disposed of the property
to Robert Moyle,

"
of the Inner Temple,^ one of the Prothonotaries of the Common

Pleas."

That MoyU-'s relations with his more humble neighbours were not always of an amicable

nature may be gathered from the fact that in January 1638 <), Stephen Hall, of Fulham,

wheelwright, was conxictrd of
"
abusing Mr. Moyle, late one of His Majesty's Justices of the

A Perfect Summary of Chief Passages in Parliament, 2-9 August, E. 518 (1691).

t One portion of Shortlands is known to have been bounded on the south by Parr Lane

(i.e. Fulham Palace Road), while another portion had the common sew.-r (i.e. Parr Ditch, following
the line of the parish boundary in 1894) as its southern boundary (Endowed Charities, County of London,

v, P- 355)-

t Somerset House Wills, Twisse, 141.
Close Roll, 8 Chas. I. (2952).

||
Close Roll, 9 Chas. I. (2981). The date 5th October, 19 Chas. II. (i.e. 1667), given in the

abstract of title deeds in Lysons' MSS. Collection preserved at the British Museum, is wrong. The

year 1665, given by Faulkner (History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 308), is probably
due to a miscalculation, just as the name Mayer (for Moyle) in the same statement is a mis-

reading.

f Bencher, 3rd November, 1635. (Calendar of Inner Temple Records, II., p. 225.)
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Peace, and speaking scandalous words."
* !

Moyle' s chief residence was at the manor house t of

West Twyford, Middlesex, and his widow was living there a few months after his death, which

occurred on 3Oth August, 1638.! He left his freehold lands in Middlesex and Kent to his

wife, Margaret, for life, with reversion to his eldest son, Walter, then nearly 10 years old. His

monument, of alabaster, with medallion head, is still to be seen in West Twyford Church.

Shortly afterwards his widow
||

married Christopher Clapham, whose name appears

among the householders of Hammersmith in all the Parliamentary Assessments for the support
of the Army f from 1643 to 1646, presumably in respect of Butterwick House.

Christopher Clapham was specially connected with Stamford. He was sworn a freeman

of the borough on l6th November, 1658, on which occasion he presented the town with a

silver cup bearing the arms of his own and his wife's families, and a few months later he was

elected to represent the borough in Parliament. Stamford's historian
**

praises him as
"
a

forward and firm supporter of the town liberties and immunities, and a great adversary to

the disturbers of the same." He was knighted a short time before May, 1661. Margaret,
who was his second wife, died in January, 1673-4, and Sir Christopher himself in August,

i686.tt

Amongst the Feet of Fines for Easter, 1655, is an item relating to a lease by Christopher

Clapham and Margaret his wife to John Upton of one messuage, one garden and one orchard

with appurtenances in Hammersmith from 25th December, 1654, ^or 2I vears
" W the aforesaid

Margaret shall so long live," at .40 rent a year. It seems very probable that the messuage in

question was Butterwick House, but unfortunately it has not proved possible to obtain con-

firmatory evidence of the suggestion that Upton resided there.tt

Walter, the son of Robert Moyle, never held the manor of Butterwicks, as his mother

outlived him. He was born on l6th September, i628, and died on 24th May, 1660,
" cum

annos 31 numerasset," leaving two sons, Walter and Arthur, and a daughter, Margaret.|||| His

bust also may be seen in West Twyford Church.

The manor remained with the family until igth February, 1677,^! when Walter Moyle,
the younger, conveyed the property to William Ambrose, for the use of Ann Cleeve and her

heirs, under the description of
"

a capital messuage, tenement, or farmhouse in Hammersmith,
then or theretofore called the Great House, being anciently the Manor House of Botterwicke

otherwise Butterwickes otherwise Butterix otherwise Butterwicke and the courts, grounds,

etc."
***

On 71)1 May, 1700, Ann Cleeve disposed of the premises to Henry Feme, who died

probably in 1723.ttt From the account given by Lysons it seems pretty certain that the Femes

resided at the house, and this is confirmed by the evidence of Bowack ttt and by the fact that

* Middlesex County Records, Calendar of Sessions Books, Sessions Book No. I, January 1638-9
to September 1644.

t Since rebuilt and known as Twyford Abbey (information kindly supplied by Mrs. Basil

Holmes).
I Inquisitiones Post Mortem (Middx.), Chancery, second series, 591 (74).

His will (Somerset House Wills, Lee, 109) was dated zgth August, 1638.

|| Daughter of Anthony Oldfield of Spalding (Thoresby's Ducatus Leodiensis, p. 2 1 8).

U Commonwealth Exchequer Papers, Nos. 164 to 170.
**

Quoted by W. H. in Gentleman's Magazine, 1853, II., p. 384.

ft Extracts from parish register (quoted by W. H.) :

"
1673. The Lade Clapham was buareed,

January 30 ;
1686. Sir Christopher Clapham Knt. bury'ed in ye vault, August 16."

tt He was still resident at Hammersmith in 1660 (see Indenture of 2nd January, 1659-60,
between Laurence Hewar alias Oxburgh and others and "

John Upton of Hamersmyth, . . . Esq."-
Close Roll (1659) 4028)-

He is said to have been 9 years, 1 1 months and 14 days old at his father's death.

||||
Monumental inscription in West Twyford Church.

ff Probably 1677-8.
***

Lysons' MSS. Collection, British Museum Addl. MSS., 945 i,f. 408.

ttt Administration granted, September-October, 1723.

ttt
" At a handsome House fronting the Chappel Fern Esq." (Antiquities of Middlesex,

P- 43)-

I I
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Impey.

the will of Elizabeth Feme (Henry's widow), dated 23rd June, 1729, gives her plan of residence

Hammersmith." She died, it would seem, in the early part of 1733.*
llenn I

'

on, Robert, left ud oo-horaMt, EHzabeth Tnrnor and Franca

Bradshaw, and i :6th June, 1739, sold to Elijah Impey t the house with "all new
>ns or buildings to th> .iagc belonging."

Apparently Impey had already occupied the house for some years, for we are told that

his third and youngest son, afterwards Sir Elijah Impey, was born on 131(1 June, 1732, at
"
Butterwick House.'' t The younger Elijah's residence at the house, however, could only

have extended to the first seven years of his life, and occasional holidays, for in 1739 he was

sent to Wi -uninster School. He afterward- went to Trinity College, Cambridge, was called

to the U.ir in 1756, and in 1766 was nude Recorder of Basingstoke. In 1772 he was counsel

for the East India Company before the Hou>e of Commons, and when in the following year
a supreme court of justice was established at Calcutta, Impey was appointed the first chief

justice. Before leaving England he received the order of knighthood. Almost immediately
on arrival in India he was called upon to try Nand Kumar for forgery, as a result of which the

latter was found guilty and condemned to death. Leave to appeal was refused, and Impey
was afterwards charged (apparently without foundation in fact) with exacting the death penalty

by collusion with Warren Hastings, against whom Nand Kumar had preferred accu*.itions of

corruption. Impey was desirous of extending the jurisdiction of his court, and Hastings
d him in his attempt. For a time, however, the opposition of Sir Philip Francis eff

; ius curtailment of even his existing powers. In 1780 the scheme was revived and acted

upon, although no authorisation had been received from England. On these and other grounds
he was recalled in 1783 to explain his conduct, and after an adventurous voyage he arrived in

London in June, 1784. In 1788 a committee of the whole House discussed whether the

accusations justified his impeachment. He made a brilliant defence and the impeachment
dropped. He resigned in 1789. He entered the House of Commons in 1790 as member for

New Romney, but although he retained his seat until 1796 he practically retired from public-
life in 1792. He died in 1809.

There is no evidence that he ever resided in Butterwick House except as stated above.

On his father's death in 1756, it seems probable that the eldest son, Michael, took over the

house. He died in 1794.
In 1795-6 a Mr. Dunlop is shown by the rate books to be in occupation of Butterwick

House.

As regards the residents of Bradmore House in the l8th century, Faulkner says ||
that

when he wrote (1839) it had been occupied as a school for more than a century,
" and for

nearly half that period by the late, and present, Dr. Chisholm." The only information given

by the rate books is that in 1795 and 1796 it was occupied by Walker. It would seem from
Faulkner's account that Dr. Chisholm's occupation must have begun almost immediately
after that date, and probably before 1800.

PROPERTY OF BUTTERWICK'S MANOR.
The situation and extent of the lands in Fulham and Hammersmith acquired by John

Butterwick are matters of considerable doubt. The description of the customary and free

lands in the hands of his great-grandson, Robert Scarburgh, affords few points of agreement
with such records as we possess of the property after it had come into the hands of William

Muschamp towards the close of the l6th century. It is possible to recognise in
" Wod-

richesfeld
" the Worrels Field (see p. 15) of later days, and the pasture at

"
le Pirre

J1
is no

doubt to be connected with I'earcroft or the land in Fulham Fields, but otherwise the

Her will was proved 171)1 May, 1733 (Somerset House Wills, Price, 149).
t Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1739, II., 410, 411.
I Dictionary of National Biography. E. B. Impey, in his Memoirs of Sir Elijah Impey, only says

he was born at Hammersmith, but certainly implies that it was at Butterwick Hou
He "

succeeded to his father's business, and the greater part of his estate at Hammersmith,
where he resided till his death in 1794

"
(!"..

B. Impc\'- .l/,-fWr< ,,f Sir Elijah Imprv, p. 3).

|| History and Antiquities nj . . . Hammersmith, p. 308.

12
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lands seem to have but little connection with the property afterwards comprised in Butter-

wick's Manor. This may be due simply to difference in description,* or it is perhaps just

possible that there was a re-shuffling of the lands, for it will be noticed that they are described

in 1603 as
"
the houses . . . lands . . . appertayning or reputed or taken as parcell of the

said manor . . . ever since the purchase of William Muschamp Esquier."f Be this as it

may, the extent and position of the lands from the time of Muschamp are fairly clear.

In 1600 Agmondesham Muschamp sold to Christopher Smith about II acres, comprising :

4J- acres of land lying in Southcroft and Newcroft, otherwise called Chiswick Field
;

2J acres of meadow in Charlemead ;

2 acres in Pearecroft
;

J acre in Westcroft
;

2 J-acres in Pingworth ;
and

I Pingwell, or small parcel of land, called Walnut Tree Pingwell.

On the death of William Muschamp in 1607 the property was found to consist of two

messuages and 120 acres of land, meadow, and pasture in Fulham.

The sale to Edmund Latymer in 1622 I specified the property as consisting of 2 messuages,

3 cottages, 2 gardens, 2 orchards, 80 acres of land, 10 acres of meadow, 30 acres of pasture,
16 acres of wood, and 405. rent. The wood acreage had apparently not been reckoned in the

earlier computation.

Fortunately Latymer held no lands in Fulham and Hammersmith other than those belong-

ing to Butterwick's Manor, and by tracing the disposal of his property it is possible to locate the

greater portion of the 120 acres. The details which have so far been discovered are as follows :

Sale to Henry Marsh in 1622
||

Arable land in Westcroft .......
Sale to Francis Leasy in 1624 1|

Land in or near Northcroft ......
Sale to Francis Leasy in 1626

1|

Land in the common field called Hill?.... I acre.

Land with a cottage . . . . . . . I

Bequest 1T to the Latymer School at Edmonton
Bell and Anchor public-house with garden ground . . acre.

Dwelling-house and nursery-ground . . . 4^ acres.

2 houses and ground on north side of Brook Green . \ acre.

4 cottages on north side of road leading from Brentford to

London, with land ...... l^ acres.

Other land . . . . . . . ij

8J acres.**

* For instance, it is known that half an acre of one of Osbarn's parcels was in Shortlands

(Fulham Court Rolls, 18 Henry VI.).

t See p. 8.

I Feet of Fines (Middlesex), 20 Jas. I., Trinity.

Chancery Proceedings, Chas. I., T. 37-46. Suit between Bartrum Themilthorpe and

R. Chamberlain and T. Alured.

||
From particulars given in Chancery Proceedings, etc., above.

II The particulars are taken from the Reports of the Commissioners appointed . . . to enquire

concerning Charities, Middlesex, 1819-37, Parish of Edmonton. Although the acreage and site of

the various items are correct, the character of much of the property (cottages, garden ground, etc.)

has changed in the interval.
* This land was evidently situated

(i)
on the north side of Hammersmith Road eastward from

Blythe Road, and (ii) in the neighbourhood of Brook Green. It included a close called Swan Leas,

evidently identical with the close of the same name which in 1556 was in possession of Thomas Essex

(Historical MSS. Commission, Report XV., App. 1 1, p. 260). With the Butterwick's property in this

locality is to be connected (i)

"
Buttrixe farme land

" which in 1601 (Fulham Court Rolls, Court Baron,

43 Eliz., quoted in Fulham Court Rolls for I5th April, 1631) is given as the eastern boundary of

property near Brook Green
;
and

(ii) the
"
lands called Butterwick in old deeds

"
which, according to

'3

3 acres,

j- acre.

2 acres.
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Bequest to Parish of St. Dunstan-in-thr V.

2 parcels of arable land in Fulham Fields

I parrel in Wolde's Field

Bequest to Latymer School at Hammersmith -

In Fulham Fields

In Shortlands. in the Short Shott

In Shortlands, in the Brook Shott

In Shortland-, in the Highway Shott .

In Shortlands, in the Highway Shott .

In Shortlands, in the Highway Shott .

In Shortlands, in the Highway Shott .

In Shortlands, in the Brook S! ...
In Northcroft .......
In Bradmore

In the north hi. i of Worn'Oiott I.anc

In the Marsh Field
'

On the north of Shepherd's Bush Gmimon .

A close on the north of the highway (Uxbridge Road)
In the marsh .......
In the marsh .......
In Fulham Fields, south of Parr Bridge
In Shortlands .......

3

6 a>

I acre.

I

J

*

J acre.

z\ a.

4 -

I a>

i ,.

28J acres.t

Faulkner (History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, pp. 400, 440), included a subterranean passage
in Blythe Lane.

The land in Fulham Fields adjoins the Fulham Workhouse, and that in Wolde's Field is

now The Cedars Estate in Hammersmith Road.

t These particulars are taken from Endowed Charities (County oj London), IV'., p. 355. In the

deed of conveyance of the property (quoted by Faulkner, History aid dntifutitt if . . . Hammer-

smith, pp. 414, ff.) the area is given as 35$- acres. The half-acre in Bradmore and the acre in North-

croft are clearly to be identified with the half-acre in
" Bradmer " and the acre in

" Northcrofte . . .

called Long Acre," part of the Butterwick's lands which were leased in 1607 by John Langley to

Christopher Smith (see Close Roll, 5 Jas. I., 1912 Indenture between John Langley and Thos. Hunt).

They are now the King Street and Glenthorne Road and the Rowan Road and Brook Green properties,

respectively. It may be said that the lands included in this bequest are roughly represented by :

14$ acres of land and houses in Wood Lane acquired by the Central London Railway

Company.
3J acres of land at Shepherd's Bush acquired at various dates by the West London and

L. and N.W. Railway Companies.
2 acres lying dispersedly at Shepherd's Bush alienated in 1810.

Half of the rite of the Lower School, Hammersmith Road, 120, King Street, and four

pieces of land adjoining.
Land in Glenthorne Road.

Nos. 128 and 130, Great Church Lane.

Nos. 47, 49, 51, Great Church Lane.

Latymer House, Great Church Lane.

Spike House, Hammersmith Road.

A plot of ground, near Sudbury House, and reaching from Hammersmith Road to Great

Church Lane.

Land on west side of Rowan Road and at the corner of that road and Brook Green.

Land in the 1 'xbridge Road and Providence Place.

About J acre in neighbourhood of Norland Gardens.

Land in Fulham Palace Road.

Land in Greyhound Road and Ancill Street.
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Sale by Latymer's executors (Chamberlain and Alured) to Wm. Chalkhill

of closes called Butterix*........ 25 acres.

Sale by executors to Henry Marsh *

Cottage with orchard and garden . . . . J acre.

Parcel of Worrels Field ...... 6 acres.

Sale by executors to Wm. Earsbie *-

2 parcels of Worrels Field ......
Land in Shortlands .......

To the above must probably be added seven closes of land called

Buttericks, near North End, which in 1670 were in the

possession of Sir Joseph Sheldon t .

7^ acres.

J acre.

18

A total of 106 acres.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

JTwo water-colour drawings of Butterwick House in the extra-illustrated edition of

Lysons' Environs at the Guildhall Library.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

JPlan of ground floor (measured drawing).

JPlan of first floor (measured drawing).

JElevation of garden front (measured drawing).

JSection through house (measured drawing).

JDetails of niche to stair (measured drawing).

JWrought-iron panel of balustrade (measured drawing).

JMain cornice to brick front (measured drawing).

JAnother brick cornice (measured drawing).

JDetails of internal wood cornices (measured drawing).

JCast-iron fireback (measured drawing).

JView of old front to Queen Street (photograph).
IView of garden front (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).
JView of garden front as re-erected (photograph).

Wrought-iron balustrade (photograph).
Three views of niche and details of same (photograph),

tlnterior of first-floor room (photograph).
tAnother view of same (photograph).
JView of another room (photograph).
JBrick niche (photograph).
tBrick cornice to niche (photograph).

*
Close Roll, 8 Chas. I. (2952).

t Deeds in the possession of the London County Council.

were a part of the 25 acres sold by Chalkhill.

t Illustrated here.

It is possible, however, that these
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II.- -THE PARISH CHURCH OF ST. PAUL*

It is believed that until the l/th century the mother church of

Fulham was the only place of worship in the whole of that large parish,

iiuluding the Hamlet of Hammersmith. The distance of the latter from
Fulham Church " made the erecting of a Chappel long Desir'd, and talk'd

of, before it could be effected," but about 1624, so Bowack tells us,t the

question began to be seriously considered. A svm of about 250 J was

raised by voluntary subscription, and the necessary land having been granted

by the then Bishop of London, Laud, a start was made with the building
about 1628. The chapel was completed in 1631, and on jth June in that

vear it was consecrated by the Bishop, who decreed that it should be called

the Chapel of St. Paul. The brick and sand for the building are stated by
Faulkner to have been presented by Sir Nicholas Crisp, whose total con-

tribution amounted to the value of 700. An annual subscription of

28 135. 4d. for the minister was promised by the inhabitants of Hammer-
smith. It is of interest to note that they were bound to repair one

day in the year to the mother church of Fulham, viz. on Easter Day, in

order to receive the Holy Communion, and on that day their chapel was
closed.

The following is a list of the perpetual curates up to the end of the

1 8th century, according to Hennessy :

Date of Appointment.

John Dent, A.M. . . . . . . . . 1631, July 13.

||
Isaac Knight . . . . . . . . . . 1647.
Matthew Fowler, D.D. .. .. .. 1661.

John Wade, A.M 1662, Dec. 2.

John Jones .. .. .. .. .. 1664-5, Jan. 14.

John Fllis 1671, July 31.

John Wade .. .. .. .. .. 1671.
Michael Hutchinson, D.D. .. .. 1717-
Fifield Allen 1740.
Thomas Mayne .. .. .. .. I 75 I -

Thomas Sampson .. .. .. .. J 7S7-

John Smith, D.D 1783, Feb. 6.

Thos. Stephen Atwood, M.A. .. .. 1788.

The present building having been erected in the years 1882-91, it is not necessary to yivi-

any general description of the structure
;
some notes on the church that preceded it, however, furnish

an introduction to the record of the monuments and fittings that have been preserved.
t Antiquities of Middlesex, p. 38.

t Faulkner's History and Antiquitte* of . . . Hammersmith, p. 96.
Novum Rfpertorium I'.ccltsiasticum Parocbiale I.ondinenst.

||

" A very zealous and payncfull preacher of the Gospcll," according to the Parliamentary

Survey of the Living, quoted by Faulkner, p. 421.

16
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By an Act of Parliament
*
passed in 1834 t^e Hamlet of Hammersmith

was made a separate parish for ecclesiastical purposes, and the perpetual

curacy of the Church of St. Paul was converted into a vicarage. The first

stone of the nave of the present church was laid in 1882.

Bowack's description! of the old church contains the following :

" The
whole building is of Brick, very spatious and regular, and at the East I (sic)

End is a large square Tower of the same, with a ring of Six Bells. The
inside is very well Finish'd, being beautified with several devices in painting.
The Cieling also is very neatly painted, and in several Compartments and
Ovals were finely depicted the Arms of England, also Roses, Thistles, Flower-

de-luces, y c. . . . The Glass of the Chancel Window was also finely painted
with Moses, Aaron, &c., also the Arms of the most considerable Benefactors.

... In several of the other Windows likewise there are the Benefactors'

Coats of Arms." Faulkner, among further items of information, adds that

the length of the church " from east to west is eighty feet, and its breadth,
from the north to the south transept, is forty-eight feet. The interior

comprises a nave, chancel, and aisles, separated by four octagonal stone pillars,

cased with wood, which support the galleries."

Photographs of the old church exist, and the building is further

illustrated by various drawings in the Coates Collection, among which are two

large pencil drawings of the exterior and interior respectively, also an interest-

ing sketch of the south side of the church by J. C. Nattes, c. 1812, beside

tinted drawings of some of the monuments. It is very curious that beyond
the classical treatment of the east end, which bore the date 1630, there is

scarcely any indication of the style of the period in the external views of

the building. It would seem indeed that there was a conscious attempt to

follow the mediaeval model, and the grouping of nave, aisles and chancel,

transepts and west tower, beside the use of buttresses and windows of a

Gothic or Tudor form, bear evidence to a desire to preserve a traditional

type, parallels to which exist in other parts of the country where churches

were erected in the seventeenth century. The transept projection was,

however, only equal to the aisle, so that the building could be treated regularly
within. The tower was 58 feet high,f| divided into four stages, and had a

projecting octagonal stair. It was supported by heavy angle buttresses,

and was crowned by a clock-turret and cupola. The east end of the chancel

was treated with brick pilasters and pediment, the latter of considerably
lower pitch than the steep gable. The chancel windows were plain circular-

headed lights, and the eastern limb of the church, if we except the clock-

turret, is the only part which exhibits the usual contemporary classical detail.

Internally the church seems to have been fitted with some elaboration.

A reredos carved after the manner of Grinling Gibbons occupied the wall

*
4 and 5 William IV., cap. LXXV.

t Antiquities of Middlesex, p. 38.

t This should be west.

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 107.

|| Ibid., p. 149.

B 17
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behind the altar. Lysons gives the following coats-of-arms in the windows :

The chancel (north) : the royal arms and those of the Earl of Mulgrave and

the Earl of Bedford
; (south) those of Laud, Bishop of London, the City

of London, and Crisp impaling Hayes. In the windows of the north aisle

were the arms of Cave and Prescot, and in those of the south aisle the arms

of Lord Zouch, and Crisp impaling Prescot.

The chief monuments in the old church are given in the following

list, compiled from Lysons and Faulkner. Those preserved in the

present building are marked by an asterisk and are more fully described

below :

Chancel (south wall). Sir Timothy (d. 1718) and Elizabeth (d. 1700-1)

Lannoy, with the arms of Lannoy.
Richard Alexander (d. 1794), Bridget his wife (d. 1770),

Rachel their daughter (d. 1832), and the last-named's husband,
Fcrdinando Anderdon (d. 1834). Arms of both familu-.

Edmond Lord Sheffield, Earl of Mulgrave, Baron of Butter-

wick, K.G. (d. 1646). Arms, Sheffield impaling Irvine, and the

Garter.

Michael Hutchinson, Curate of Hammersmith Chapel (d. 1740),
also his wife Mary (d. 1718), daughter of Sir Timothy Lannoy.
Arms, Hutchinson impaling Lannoy.

Elizabeth, wife of Anthony Askew, M.D., and daughter of

Robert Holford (d. 1773).
Chancel (north wall). Mary, wife of John Greene and daughter of Edward

Trussell (d. 1657). Arms, Green (obliterated) impaling Trussell.

James Smith, Alderman of London (d. 1667), and Sarah his

wife (d. 1680). Arms of Smith.

*Sir Edward Nevill (d. 1705) and Lady Frances, his wife (d.

1714). Arms of Nevill. (His wife's arms defaced.)
Francis Wolley (d. 1659). Arms of Wolley.

Chancel (floor). Martin Dalison (d. 1658).
Sir Ralph Box, Kt. (d. 1693).

Marquis de Heucourt (d. 1703). A double shield of arms.

Peter Brushall (d. 1769). Faulkner gives this in the nave.

Nave. William Brochett (d. 1788).
*A monument enclosing the heart of Sir Nicholas Crisp

(d. 1665) and having a bust of Charles I. Arms of Crisp.
On the floor, Timothy Walker (d. 1788).

North aisle. 'Tablet to eight members of the Impey family.
Sir Elijah Impcy (d. 1809) and his wife Mary (d. 1818). Arms,

Impey impaling Reade.

(floor). Thomas Bowden, apothecary (d. 1761), and five other members
of the same family.

William Gouge (d. 1738) and his wife Sarah (d. 1759).
William Roffey (d. 1785) and his daughter, Sarah Cowley

(d. 1767).

18
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South aisle. *James Scott (d. 1793).

*Stephen Wright (d. 1797).

*James Smith (d. 1798).
Thomas Clarke (d. 1786) and Sarah his wife_(d. 1792).
*Thomas Worlidge, painter (d. 1766).

(floor). Rebecca, wife of Thomas Best (d. 1792).
The oak pulpit from the old church is now in use in the mission

church of St. Mark, Hammersmith. It is hexagonal in plan and dates from
the latter part of the 1 7th century. The cornice and base are heavily
moulded, and the sides have panels inlaid with oak, each having a different

pattern, enclosed by a somewhat unusual bolection moulding, with shaped
horns at the upper angles. The original tapering soffit and post which

supported the pulpit have disappeared.
The present pulpit, the gift in 1900 of Prebendary A. J. Ingram,

Rector of St. Margaret's, Lothbury, came originally from the demolished

Church of All Hallows, Thames Street, which was built by Wren in 1683.
It is a beautiful example of work in the style of Grinling Gibbons.

Hexagonal in plan, it has the six sides complete, including the door. The
moulded cornice is not enriched, but one member of the base is carved.

The angles, from cornice to base, have some fine foliage in high relief

with two cherubs' heads above each. The panels are elliptical, enclosed

by a wreath or enriched band, and are inlaid with patterns in oak. Beneath

the base is a mass of flower and foliage deeply undercut, and the whole is

supported by a column with a composite capital having six angle volutes.

On one side of the pulpit is a quadrant landing, with carved balusters and

string enriched with a band of ornament. The stair is modern, but some
of the old balusters have been used. The sounding-board, an exceptionally
fine one, belonging to the pulpit is still at St. Margaret's, Lothbury. It is

a great pity that they have been separated. (See note on p. 32.)

The font is of the circular baluster type, the bowl and shaft of which
are slightly fluted. It is a simple but pleasing design in marble, dating from
the end of the I7th century, but it has recently been enclosed and partly
hidden by an elaborate ring of columns, etc., supporting a lofty font cover.

In the chancel are two oak chairs with carved backs of late 17th-

century design. Each chair has the following inscription :

" The gift of

the Revd. F. T. Atwood M.A. Perpetual Curate 1828."

There is a peal of eight bells, five of which are old, one other having
been recast. Three bear the inscription :

EX DONO NICOLAI CRISPI ARMIGERI DEO
ECCLESLE 1639

and also Sir Nicholas Crisp's arms. (He was not knighted until 1640.) A
fourth is inscribed :

THE TOWN BELL 1639

and another simply the year 1657. On the sixth it is stated that it was
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Smith.

formerly the gift of Sir Nicholas Crisp in 1639 but that it was recast by
s in 1870. (This is apparently the bell which Faulkner says was recast

by Richard Colton in 1747.) The remaining two arebyMears, having been

presented by subscription in 1813 ;
on one is the title

"
Princess of Wales,"

and on the other " Field-Marshall the Marquis of Wellington."

Wit- or -rut PAiR-or
CtifliRS in rnt SANC
TUARY Of 5fllNT PAULS
CtlURCtV tlAMNlRSMITH
MUSURtD -AND -PRAWN BY
AO-GOILARD ARCniTCCT
iSlPTEMBtR 1910

INSCRIBED ftT T(1[ BACK,

Ttlt-ClfT or-TML-Rt.V

rTATWOOD-MAPtRPCTW.
OJRATt IMS' -

The church plate includes the following silver pieces, which appear
to have been at one time gilt :

Two flagons 13 inches in height (lof inches without the covers), with
the London hall-mark of 1708-9.

Two chalices, 7^ inches high and 4^ inches in diameter, and corre-

sponding patens, 6 inches in diameter, each bearing the donor's coat-of-

arms (azure, a lion or on a chief argent a molet between two roundels gules)
and the following inscription : Theis cupps and Plates was guiven by James
Smith Esq. to the Chappell of Hammersmith in the yeare of our Lord 1657.

They bear the London hall-marks of 1656-7.
Above the doorways in the N. and S. porches respectively are two

stone tablets, one carved with the arms of Crisp (impaling Prcscot) with
helm and mantling, the other those of the City of London with supporters.
Both achievements are coloured. Faulkner refers

*
to them as under the

West Gallery in the Old Church.
The following are the monuments, preserved from the old church,

*
History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 439.
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which date back to the period preceding the I9th century, taken in the order

in which they have been fixed in the nave of the present building.

North wall (commencing at the east end).
A simple marble tablet to James Scott, the inscription being placed

on a white elliptical panel enclosed by green spandrels. On a semicircular

piece of green marble with a white border, beneath the tablet, is a shield

with the arms of Scott : Per pale indented argent and sable, a saltire counter-

coloured ;
an annulet for difference. The inscription reads :

This monument
is erected to the memory of

JAMES SCOTT Eff
whose life was beautified with thofe

amiable and eftimable qualities
which benefit fociety & form the benevolent friend.

A fudden vifitation of the Almighty
took him from among us

leaving many to mourn for him
on the 29

th

day of Novr

1793 Scott of Essex.

in the 64
th

year of his age.

A tablet to Stephen Wright, the upper part of which reads :

SACRED

TO THE MEMORY OF

STEPHEN WRIGHT ESQ*

LATE OF THIS HAMLET
WHO DIED JULY THE iS 1797

AGED 57 YEARS.

A small tablet to Richard Alexander, the father-in-law of Ferdinando
Anderdon of Rivercourt (see p. 74), who is also commemorated. The
latter part of the inscription is omitted here as it relates to the igth century.

SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF

RICHARD ALEXANDER ESQUIRE
LATE OF THIS H4MLET

WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE 14 JANUARY 1794
AGED 74 YEARS

AND BRIDGET HIS WIFE
WHO DIED 14 FEBRUARY 1770

AGED 32 YEARS.

In the pediment are two small shields with the following arms :

(a) Quarterly, i & 4 Sable three shackbolts argent (Anderdon), 2 & 3 Sable

a star of six points or between two flaunches ermine. On an escutcheon

of pretence azure a cheveron between three talbots' heads erased argent
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(Alexander), (b) Alexander impaling azure a cheveron between three

storks argent : crest ; a lion's head erased argent.

An oblong tablet of fluted white marble with a black marble frame
and elliptical panel to James Smith (d. 1798).

TO THE MEMORY
OF

JAMES SMITH ESQ." FORMERLY OF

ROTHERDAM BUT LATE OF THIS HAMLET WHO DIED

25 DEC" 1798 IN THE 75 YEAR OF HIS AGE

A white marble slab, divided into two tablets, the one to Sir Elijah

Impey" (d. 1809) and the other to his wife Dame Mary Impey (d. 1818),
surmounted by a double urn and bearing these arms : Gules on a cheveron
between three leopards' heads or three cinquefoils gules (Impey), impaling
gules a saltire between four garbs or (Reade).

In an architectural marble frame, with pediment, side pilasters, etc.,

a wall monument to other members of the Impey family enumerated below.

On a well-modelled shield in the pediment are the arms of Impey impaling

quarterly i & 4 argent three crowns gules, 2 & 3 azure three cinquefoils

argent for Frascr. The full inscription reads:

I "nderneath lyes interr'd the body of

JAMES IMPEY, M.A.'

of Chrijfs Church College, Oxford

son of ELIJAH IMPEY Eft of this

HAMLET
He dyed the 19

th Nov* 1750 Aged 30

Also ELIJAH IMPEY Eft
who died the 27

th of April 1756

Aged 73

MICHAEL IMPEY Eft of Richmond
died the 17

th of March 1765 Aged 84

ANN Wife of MICHAEL IMPEY Eft
died the 9

th of Feb17
1773 Aged 50

MARTHA Widow of ELIJAH IMPEY Eft
died the 15* of Oct 1*

1776 Aged 84
Mrs JANE SARAH IMPEY
died 27

th Dec' 1791 Aged 54

MICHAEL IMPEY Eft
died June 24

th

1794 Aged 77 years

ELIJAH MATTHEW IMPEY Eft
died the 24* of May 1 865

Aged 28
Sec p. 12.
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West wall.

An oblong marble tablet surmounted by an urn with drapery depending
on each side, to Elizabeth Askew.

Sacred to the Memory of

ELIZABETH
the Wife of Anthony AJkew M.D

and Daughter of Robert Holford Esq
r

Mafter in Chancery
She exchanged this Life for a better

on the 2nd Day of August 1773
in the 39* Year of her Age

South wall (commencing at the west end).
A wall tablet of excellent design in white marble, with side columns,

and entablature to Sir Edward Nevill and Lady Frances,* his wife. On a

fine shield above the monument, standing between two urns are the arms,

only those of Nevill being visible, viz. gules a saltire argent., a molet for

difference. On a draperied panel in the centre is the inscription, which
is somewhat indistinct :

This

Monument N ...

was Erected by the Lady
NEVILL to the Memory of her

Beloved Hufband Sir EDWARD
NEVILL Knt Second Juftice of

her Maj
ies Court of Comon Pleas

who died the 7
th of Aug" 1 705

and in the 77
th Year of

his Age

In the Same Grave with her Hufband
at her own requeft lies Buried . .

. . Dame FRANCES NEVILL who
died the 12 th of October 1714 in

the 73
d Year of her Age

Sir Edward Nevill lived in a house in Upper Mall, on the site of which
the present lead mills stand. It was formerly (1684-1695) the home of the
celebrated inventor and mathematician, Sir Samuel Morland, Bt. In this

connection we may note that George Morland, the painter, was married at

Hammersmith Church in 1786.

*
Lady Nevill bequeathed 100 to the Girls' Charity School at Hammersmith.
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Clarke.

A tablet very charmingly treated in white and green marble with

an elliptical panel and festoons commemorates Thomas and Sarah Clarke

who owned Nos. 21 and 22 Lower Mall (see p. 46).

Near this Place

are interred the Remains

of THOMAS CLARKE Efq"

and SARAH his Wife

He died the 12 th of April 1786

aged 70 years
She died the 25" of July 1792

aged 80 years

On a shield below the inscription are the following arms : argent
on a bend gules between three pellets three swans argent, impaling argent

(probably ermine}, on a bend cottised sable three griffon's heads erased or.

A tablet to George Bird (died 1774) and William Bird (died 1776)
of Brook Green.

At the end of the wall, near the south-east door, is a small stone tablet

to Thomas Worlidge inscribed :

Here lies

the Body of

THOMAS WORLIDGE
Painter

who died the 23
d
September, 1766

Aged 66 years

He who bad Art so near to Nature brought,
As ev'n to give to Shadows, life & thought,
Had yet, Alas ! no art or -power to save,

His own corporal substancefrom the grave,
Tet tho' his mortal part inactive lies,

Still WORLIDGE livesfor Genius never dies.

Against the south face of the pier which stands between the chancel

arch and that of the lady chapel, is fixed the most interesting monument

preserved in the church. Erected by Sir Nicholas Crisp during his life-

time in memory of Charles I., it is worthy of a better position in the church,
and it is intended to remove it to the west end as soon as practicable. The
monument consists of black and white marble, and is surmounted by a cornice

and broken pediment supporting a bronze bust of Charles I.;* below this

is an oval panel with the dedicatory inscription. In front of the lower part

A similar bronze bust of Charles I. is to be seen at St. Margaret, Lothbury. It is possible
that both are the work of Le Sueur, though there is no documentary evidence of this.
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of the monument is a pedestal of black marble carrying an urn or vase,

in which, in accordance with his wish, Sir Nicholas Crisp's heart was interred

at his death. Upon the pedestal is a further inscription in gold lettering and
a shield bearing the arms : argent on a cheveron sable five horse-shoes or,

in a quarter argent a hand gules, and in chief an escutcheon bearing sable

a cheveron between three owls argent for Prescot. The monument is

supported on a corbel, carved with cherub's head and on two console

brackets.

The following is the inscription beneath the bronze bust :

This effigies was

erected by the Speciall appointment
of Sr Nicholas Crispe Knight & Baronet

as a gratefull commemoration of that

Glorious Martyr King Charles

the first of blessed

Memory
and on the pedestal :

Within this Urn is entomb'd the

heart of Sr Nicholas Crispe Knight
and Baronet a Loyall Sharer in the

SufTrings of his Late & present

Maiesty. Hee first setled the trade

of Gould from Guyny & there

built the Castell of Cormantine

Died the 26 February

1665 Aged 67

yeares

The following is a short account of his life :

Sir Nicholas Crisp (or Crispe), the son of Ellis Crisp, a wealthy London merchant, was born

about 1599. From 1625 he was actively engaged in the African trade, and with five others

obtained in 1632 a monopoly of the trade with Guinea. The Long Parliament in 1641 expelled
him from the House for his share in certain of the patents connected with this trade, and he

was in addition heavily fined for his action in collecting the duties on merchandise, on the

security of which he had advanced money to the King, without a parliamentary grant. Naturally

enough, the outbreak of the Civil War found him a perfervid adherent of the King. In many
ways he rendered the royal cause signal assistance, and particularly in the equipment of a fleet,

which proved of the utmost service in maintaining the King's communications with the Conti-

nent and in the procuring of supplies. The consequent hostility of the Parliament inflicted

on him severe pecuniary losses. Interest and loyalty therefore combined in inducing him to

support the Restoration by all the means in his power. He signed the declaration of the London

Royalists in support of Monk, and was one of the commissioners sent by the city to wait on
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Charles II. at Breda. Change of fortune did not immediately follow the Restoration, but

in the course of three years he obtained the partial repayment of debts due to him from the

State, and the remainder was made up by the grant of lucrative offices. He was knighted in

1640 and received a baronetcy in 1665. Towards die end of his life he spent much time

at Hammersmith, where he had built for himself a magnificent mansion.* He died in

February i'>6'>. His body was interred in the Church of St. Mildred, Bread Street, but

his heart was sent to Hammersmith Chapel, where for many years it was the custom

to take it out on the anniversary of its entombment and refresh it with wine. His

remains were removed from St. Mildred's to Hammersmith Churchyard in 1898, where

they now lie buried. He encouraged new methods, particularly the art of brickmaking
as since practised.

The tomb of Sir Nicholas Crisp, formerly at St. Mildred's Church,
Bread Street, can be seen outside the church, and the original floor slab which
now stands at the head of the tomb against the north wall of the chancel

has a coat-of-arms, similar in detail to that on the memorial within the

church, and bears the following inscription :

HERE LYETH Y BODY OF S

NICHOLAS CRISP K & BARRONETT
ONE OF Y FARMERS OF HIS

MAGYSTIES CUSTOMES WHO
DEPARTED THIS LIFE Y 27 OF

FEBRUARY 1665

AGED 67 YEARS

An inscription on the modern tomb states that
"

after resting for

233 years in the Church of St. Mildred, Bread Street, the remains of Sir

Nicholas Crispe Knight and Baronet were removed to this spot on the

i8th June 1898."
It will be noticed that several of the monuments mentioned by Lysons

and enumerated on a preceding page are not now to be seen in the present
church. Some have disappeared, but a certain number are buried beneath

the vestry floor and only await the necessary funds for their reconstruction

and replacement. Among them are believed to be the monuments to the

Earl of Mulgrave (1646) and Alderman James Smith (1667), the latter the

donor of some of the church plate.
In the churchyard close to Sir Nicholas Crisp's tomb, and against

the north wall of the chancel, is a floor slab in memory of the Marquis of

IK-ucourt, which Faulkner mentions as near the pulpit in the old church.
It bears two coats-of-arms beneath a coronet with hounds as their supporters,
and the following inscription, which has been recently re-cut :

Brandenburgh House. As a matter of fact, on the formation of Hammersmith into a separate

parish the house was left in the Parish of Fulham, and is consequently not dealt with in this volume

(See Preface.)
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D. O. M. S.

Nobilissimo Illustrissimoq : 'Viro

LUDOFICO DE SAINT DELIS

MARCHIONI DE HEUCOURT
Nations Gallo

Fide Sineera

Pietate Eximia
Probitate Singulari

Conspicuo
Morum amoenitate amabili

Relictis quas amplas habebat. Opibus

Religionis Causa in Anglies profugo

ELIZABETHA
F. Nobilissima Le Comite de NONANT

Familia Oriunda

Uxor moerens

H.M.P.C.
Fixit Annas LXV11

Obijt die Decembris XFII
A.D. MDCCIII

A third slab against the same wall has no claim in respect of age to

be included in this survey, but it has a curious inscription with a certain

historical interest. It consists of a long dissertation on the death of two

workmen, Richard Honey and George Francis, who were killed on I4th August,

1821, while attending the funeral of Caroline of Brunswick.

In the churchyard are a number of monuments dating from before

the nineteenth century.
The following are particulars of such as can be identified, the name,

age and date alone being given. Where the lettering has perished the

inscriptions have been completed from other sources, such as Lysons and

Faulkner, and from an old MS. list in the possession of Mr. Samuel Martin,
to whose kindness in collating our record with his own we are much in-

debted. Everything included in these pages which is now illegible is enclosed
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in square brackets. Unless particularly described, each monument is a head-

stone, and the stones are taken in the order in which they are found, starting
from the east and proceeding north, west and south. There are a number
of inscriptions which could not be deciphered.

I. Elizabeth, daughter of Edward and Ann Nurse. 4 March, 1792. [Aged
2 years 6 months.]

Jane. 27 November, 1796. Aged 10 months.

Mary. 5 January, 1797. Aged 2 years [4] months.

Elizabeth. 29 October, 1798. Aged 2 months.

2. Table tomb : S. side :

Barbara, wife of George Banks of Salisbury and mother of Mr. Banks

of this Hamlet. 22 June, 1767. Aged 63.
E. end:

George Banks, nephew and successor of Mr. Banks. 27 January,

1781. Aged 29.
N.side:

Mr. George Banks, Mason, late of this Hamlet. 11 October, 1779.

Aged 59.

3. Table tomb : N. side :

Isaac Depuy, Esq., of Layton, Co. Essex, late of the Island of St.

Christopher. 6 October, 1771. Aged 34.
W. end:

Jane Akers, wife of James Akers of the Island of St. Christopher and
sister of the above. 25 February, 1789. Aged 65.

E. end:

A coat of arms: a bridge of masonry (?) in chief a sun between two

molets, impaling three garbs. Crest : a lion rampant.

4. William, son of William and Mary Shaddock. [27] March, 177(4. Aged
2 years 6 months.]

5. Robert Burgess, Tallow Chandler. 8 May, 1799. Aged 45.

(And others of the igth century.)

6. William Ling (?).

7. Tall altar tomb with urn :

Jane, late wife of Lawrence Laforest. 21 April, 1797. Aged 71.
Lawrence Laforest. 28 September, 1803. Aged 73.

(And others of later date.)

8. John Highlord Bland, late of St. James's Street, sword cutler and belt

maker to the King, Prince of Wales, y* Army, etc. 3 August, 1791.

Aged 59.

(And others of the igth century.)
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9. John West. 4 February, 1767. Aged 51.

Mrs. Elizabeth West. 1 8 May, 1774. Aged 62.

John West, son of the above. 20 February, 1774. Aged 30.

(And others of the igth century.)

10. Master Roger [Ewens] native of Bengali. 1 3 January, 1 7[85J. [Aged 13.]

11. Leger stone :

John Foot. 2 March, 1756.

(And others of the igth century.)

12. Mary, wife of Richard Kinton. 29 November, 1789. Aged 43.

13. John Baler. [11] February, 1795. [Aged 63.]

14. Leger stone :

Francis Degen. 30 September, 1783. Aged 64.

Mrs. Katherine Foljambe. 30 November, 1789. Aged 67.

Arms : two swords saltirewise ;
crest : two crossed swords.

15. William Ch. . . . 22 April, 1767 (?).

1 6. John McGill. 23 May, 1793. Aged53(?).
And Elizabeth his widow.

17. Joseph H . . arson. February, 1779. Aged [52].

Susanna his wife. [15 January, 1781. Aged 59].

1 8. Ann, wife of John Grange. 7 January, I7[6s]. Aged 28.

19. George Walker. 3 January, 1786. Aged 59.

Also Mrs. Maria Lasbery relict.

20. Shaped Headstone carved with consoles and cherub's head :

Sarah, daughter of John and Hannah Hurst. 27 Sept., 1765.

Aged 7 months.

John, son of the same. 27 April, 1778. Aged 17.

Mrs. Elizabeth Emms. [27 Sept., 1 800. Aged 78.]

21. Rozana, wife of Thomas Saunders, Painter. 1796. Aged 39.

22. Martha, wife of Thomas Gam[mion]. [7] February, 1760. 2gth year.

23. Mrs. Esther Thrift. 7 November, 1791. Aged [70].

24. Elizabeth Gordon. 25 February, I76[i]. Aged 61.

Robert Gordon. 25 March, 1765. Aged 66.

Mary Atcheson, sister of Elizabeth Gordon. 10 June, 1766. Aged [58].

25. Francis, son of Thomas and Mary Sturdy. 22 Sept., 1755. Aged
6 years 1 1 months.
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26. The following inscription is given in full :

P.M.S.

Johannis Freyre
Qui Limae natus

Americac meridionalis civitati?

Jam Libcrac

Legatus a suis missus

Cortes Hispanicos adiit

Postea

Tumultu urgente civili

Hispania relicta

[Refugium]
[In Britannia quaesivit]

27. Thomas Rowley. 1781. Aged 63.

28. Table tomb : N. side :

John Thornhill, Esq., son of John Thornhill, Esq., of Thornhill in

Dorsetshire. 10 January, 1779. Aged 55.
S. side :

John Thornhill, Esq., son of Sir James Thornhill, Kt., of Thornhill,
in Dorsetshire. 23 Sept., 1757. Aged 57.

29. Mrs. Ann Kidson. 20 March, 1792. Aged 67.

John Hammett. 9 Jan., 1794. Aged [42].
Ann Maria, his widow. 12 June, 1796. Aged 39.

30. Edward Speer. 16 May, 1758. Aged 60.

Elizabeth, his wife, i February, 1792. Aged 96.
Edward Speer, son of the above. 29 January, 1820. Aged 81.

31. Rachael, wife of John Rhodes. 28 July, 1773. Aged 70.

John Rhodes. December, 1787. Aged 62.

Elizabeth Jane Rhodes. 17 October, 1789. Aged 3.

Sarah, wife of the above John Rhodes. 15 March, [1800. Aged 50].

32. Patrick Hevy. 14 November, 1778. Aged 78.

Elizabeth, wife of the above. 27 December, 1779. Aged 90.

33. Ann, wife of Henry Peter Stacy. 13 July, 1799. Aged 39.

34. John, son of Joseph and Elizabeth Taylor. 31 August, 1755. Aged
[2 years and 8 months].

35. Leger stone:

Edward Trevor, son of Roger Trevor of Bodyniol, County of Mont-

gomery. 23 May, 1746. Aged 30.
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Sarah, wife of Thomas Cowper, widow ot above iLdward Trevor.

29 November, 1763. Aged 46.

Thomas Cowper, Esq., 37 years Clerk of the Rules in the Court of

King's Bench. 25 June, 1784. Aged 69.

36. Susannah . . . February 177 ... Aged 88.

Mary Ann Osbern. 15 February, 1769.

James Osbern. September, 1776.

37. Hannah Hughes. 26 April, 1793. Aged 50.

John Hughes. 24 November, 1801. Aged 63.

38. Susan, wife of Matthew Beach. 10 February, 1756. Aged 41.

39. Mrs. Elizabeth Lamb. 1788.

40. Mrs. Sarah Chapman, wife of William Chapman. 28 November, 1769.

Aged 61.

William, son of the above. 30 October, 1751. Aged 7.

William Chapman. [16 Sept., 1789. Aged 76.]

41. Jane, wife of Richard Chapman. March, 1781. Aged 51.

42. Leger stone :

William Bird, bricklayer. 17 Feb., 1788. Aged 42.

Elizabeth Bird, widow of the above. 21 August, 1815. Aged 71.

Richard Henry Bird, son of the above. 17 August. 1787. Aged
3 months.

Thomas, son of the above. 30 September, 1790. Aged 7.

43. Catharine Reignolds, widow of Robert Reignolds. 7 June, 1791.

Aged 50.

Mrs. Mary Bell, wife of Francis Bell, daughter of Catharine Reignolds.
21 October, 179-. Aged 25.

44. Headstone with carved top and cherub's head, between palm branches :

Robert Reignolds. 2 November, 1773. Aged 42.

Catharine, daughter of the above. 16 December

45. Robert Moor, late of the parish of St. Clement Danes. 16 August, 1774.

Aged 72.

Esther, his widow. 9 February, 1752. Aged 62.

46. Henry Dodd. 23 April, 1752. Aged 4 years 6 months.

John Dodd, his father. 23 October, 1761. Aged 47.

John, son of John Dodd. 10 August, 1763. Aged [15].

47. Ann Richardson Smith. 18 April, 1768. Aged 28.

48. Mrs. Mary Rose, wife of William Rose. I September, 1798. Aged 63.
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49. Mrs. Ann Southby. 22 September, 1771. Aged 41.

Henry Southby. 27 December, 1792. Aged 55.

50. Ann Giffard. [18 April, 1759. Aged 38.]

51. [John] Elrington. 15 September, I7[24]. [Aged 44.]

[John, son of the above. 20 May, 1723. Aged 2 years 4 months.]

52. Headstone with top carved with skull and crossbones :

Mary Waters, wife of George Waters. [23] December, 1720.

Aged 67.
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OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

1809. View from the north (engraving) in Woodburn's One Hundred Viies of Churches

in the Environs of London.

View from north reproduced in Isabella Hurt's Historical Notices, etc.

The Coates Collection contains

Two large pencil drawings, one of the erter or and another of the interior of the church.

tA drawing inscribed. The church, Hammersmith, from Mr. Hurst's door.

tLithograph of the church (north side) by Wilkinson, 1824.

Drawings of various monuments, including Sir Nicholas Crisp, James Scott, family of

Impey, etc.

Photographs of the old church are
^in

the vestry of the present building, and also at the

public library, Ravenscourt Park.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

tThe pulpit (photograph).
tSir Nicholas Crisp's monument (photograph).

fSir Edward Nevill's monument (photograph).
tChairs in Chancel (measured drawing).

t \rrns on Marquis of Heucourt's tomb (drawing).

' Mr. Norman's remrj of tin- Steelyard gives some interestingevidence concerning the gift of

the pulpit(nowat Hammersmith) tut he Church of All Hallows the CJrc.it. There seems little doubt
that it was presented by Theodore jacobsen, of the Steelyard, in 1682 or soon after, and it should

be noted that the sounding-board (which is at St. Margaret's, Lothbury) was carved with an eagle,
like the screen which was presented to the same church.

t Reproduced here.
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III. Nos. 24 AND 26 QUEEN STREET

These two cottages have the appearance of having been originally
one house, and date from the latter part of the lyth century. They are

built of finely toned brickwork, and have a long tiled roof ending in gables.
The windows retain their old sashes with heavy moulded sash-bars, and in

the eastern gable on the first floor is a boldly projecting bay-window with
canted sides in timber. The eastern wall continues northwards over a

small shop.
The building, which adjoins the churchyard, is supposed to have been

intended as the residence of the curates of St. Paul's Chapel, now the parish

church, but no evidence has been discovered in support of this supposition,
and it is known that several of the incumbents lived elsewhere, notably
Dr. Michael Hutchinson and the Rev. T. S. Atwood. The cottages are still

very picturesque, with the ample foliage which surrounds them, but before

the destruction of the old church they had still greater beauty in being

part of a most effective group. This is well shown in the water-colour

drawing in the Coates Collection, by J. C. Nattes, which we reproduce
here (Plate 27) by the kind permission of Major Sir Edward Coates.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

The cottages are in excellent repair.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

*Wash drawing by J. C. Nattes in the Coates Collection.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

Photograph of the cottages from the south.

Another view of the same.

*
Reproduced here
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IV. VINCENT HOUSE, No. 49 QUEEN
STREET (DEMOLISHED)

Vincent House, which has not long been rebuilt, was a plain late-

Georgian building standing on the east side of Queen Street. The brick

front of three storeys, with four windows on the first floor and three on the

second, had pilaster projections at each angle, and above the parapet rose a

slate Mansard roof with two dormer windows lighting the rooms on the third

floor. The staircase showed some curious cast-iron balusters, and on the

ground floor was a fireplace with an elaborate cast-iron interior, having

spiral columns ornamented with the vine, and a hob grate with reeded

pilasters wreathed with floral ornament. Both were interesting examples
of a period when design in cast-iron work retained some good qualities.

The most remarkable feature of the house, however, occurred on

the first floor, where one of the rooms was completely panelled with late

16th-century panels, and had a good plaster ceiling of later date. Two
panels, with twin arches and drop, which had at one time formed part of

an overmantel, remained over a late fireplace. The panelling, which reached

from floor to ceiling and possessed an excellent dentil cornice, had almost

the appearance of being in situ, but it is more likely that the room had been

arranged, if not built, to receive it, about the end of the i8th century. The

ceiling was probably designed at the same time to complete the effect, and

if our supposition is correct, it forms a curiously early example of the

preservation and adaptation of old work to a new building. We have no

information as to the original source of the panelling.

This property bjre an anniul charge of 10, under the will of John Allen (1666), to

be divided among twenty poor persons in Hammersmith on Christmas Day. Faulkner *

mentions that this sum had been paid by Thomas Wetherell and Richard Elwcll, "the

successive occupiers and owners of premises situated in Queen Street." In Allen's bequest
the property is referred to as three tenements.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

tThe panelled room (measured drawing).
Front to Queen Street (photograph).
Cast-iron balustrade to stair (photograph).

Fireplace, ground floor (photograph).
tPanelled room (photograph).
Another view of same (photograph).

tPlaster ceiling (photograph).
Two more views of same (photograph).

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 177. t Reproduced here.
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V. No. 34 QUEEN STREET

This house, on the west side of Queen Street, belongs to the late

Georgian period. It has no special point of interest beyond its boldly project-

ing bay-window on the first floor, which overhangs the footway. It may be
remarked that this type of window, fitted with sashes, though not uncommon
in the suburban parishes of London and many county towns, is yet more

particularly noticeable in Hammersmith, and is to be met with among many
houses contemporary with the building and others which are later in date.

When once introduced its obvious advantages would no doubt lead to its

repetition in a given neighbourhood, and it is a matter of regret that the

severity of the present building laws have banished these very picturesque
features from our modern buildings.

VI. Nos. 65 TO 79 QUEEN STREET

This row of cottages is characteristic of the old appearance of Queen
Street, which was evidently the ancient thoroughfare down to the river,

occupying somewhat the same relative position in the parish as Queen's
Road West (otherwise Paradise Row, or Royal Hospital Road) in Chelsea.

The buildings probably date back to the lyth century. They are of warm-
coloured brick, two storeys high, with rooms within the old tiled roof,

lighted by a row of pleasant dormer windows. No. 79 has a higher roof

than the others, approximating to the Mansard form with hipped ends.

The windows throughout are wood casements arranged in two lights with
wooden bars, excepting some small single-light casements on the first floor,

which retain their old lead glazing. In one opening a sash window has been
inserted.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

TKe cottages are not in good condition.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

View of cottages from the south.

View of cottages from the north.

*
Reproduced here.
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VII. Nos. 72 AND 74 QUEEN STREET

These two cottages are an important survival of the earlier buildings
of Queen Street. They formed almost certainly at one time a single house,

and date from a period not later than the middle of the i/th century.
The back or western front is the most interesting part of the building, as

here can be seen the original staircase projection, carried higher than the

main eaves, and finished with an independent hipped roof. The effect of

this characteristic arrangement is somewhat lessened to-day by two later

additions built on each side of the central projection, and roofed with

pantiles. The brickwork and tiles of the older portions are of a beautiful

colour, and the whole building makes a striking picture.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

The cottages are in very fair repair.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

'Photograph from the west.

VIII. Nos. 97, 99 AND 101 QUEEN STREET

These three houses, dating from the middle of the i8th century,
have been largely altered by their conversion into shops. Their old brick

fronts, with red brick dressings and sash windows, can be seen behind the

business premises that occupy their former gardens.

*
Reproduced here.
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IX.- -THE CANNON PUBLIC HOUSE (No. 80)
AND Nos. 82 AND 84. QUEN STREET

Among the large number of inns for which Hammersmith has long
been noted, the Cannon is one of the few which retain a certain measure

of their ancient appearance. It is little more than a simple cottage of the

1 8th century, with plastered front, but it is made picturesque by a large

overhanging bay-window on the first floor similar to that referred to in the

description of No. 34 Queen Street. The building has not altered much
since it was sketched by J.

T. Wilson in 1869, as appears from his drawing

preserved in the Coates Collection.

A pair of brick cottages, standing back from the road and adjoin-

ing the Cannon Public House on the south, Nos. 82 and 84, are survivals

of the earlier houses that bordered Queen Street from the old church to

the river. They have no special architectural character, but are well pre-
served and, in contrast with their surroundings, are of cheerful appearance.

In their rear, towards the west, runs a row of houses, six in number,
on the south side of Ship Lane which are of 18th-century date. Ship
Lane, which was formerly known as Pingsworth Lane and also as the

"road from Pinsor Gate," was the commencement of the narrow way
leading from Queen Street to the Mall, at the High Bridge over the

creek. The whole neighbourhood has been completely transformed by
the modern Bridge Road and the many streets and houses that have

sprung up around it, the eastern part of the old passage-way being quite
obscured except for the small portion bordered by these cottages.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Good.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Water-colour drawing of the Cannon by J. T. Wilson (1869), Coates Collection.

do. do. by E. A. Phipson, Ravenscoun Park Library.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

'Photograph of the Camion.

*
Reproduced here.
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X.--THE ROUND HOUSE, QUEEN'S WHARF

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

Messrs. Rosser and Russell occupy the building.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Queen's Road terminates towards the south against the river wall.

To the west a very narrow footway communicates with the Lower Mall,
while on the east is Queen's Wharf, occupied by a large building erected in

the early years of the igth century. Though outside the scope of the London

Survey, it is worth mentioning on account of its prominence as a landmark

on the river bank, its round tower and cupola roof giving it a picturesque
character. It now contains engineering works : in the office is an excellent

chimney-piece of Adam design of which we give a drawing.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Drawing of mantelpiece, by A. O. CoUard.

Reproduced here.
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XL Nos. 6, 7, 8 AND 9 LOWER MALL

These houses form a pleasant group, but are all somewhat modern. They
are, however, the successors of earlier houses on the same site, and may still

have some portions of the older fabrics incorporated in the re-erected build-

ings. The building of the Suspension Bridge has cut a large hole in this

part of the Lower Mall, and has altogether changed its aspect. Nos. I and 2

Lower Mall are also partly old, and in the former is a fanlight and hood over

the door. Of the group further west, the doorway of No. 6 has an overdoor

with reeded frieze on brackets ;
that of No. 7 has a broad architrave round a

square frame enclosing a fanlight ;
and No. 8 has an Adam doorway with

quarter columns on each side and a semicircular fanlight above. The

history of these properties is by no means complete, but the following notes

may prove to be of local interest.

The whole property is now freehold, belonging to Miss Julia King-Salter, the owner of

Kent House (No. 10), but it was formerly held as copyhold of the Manor of Fulham. Nos. 6

and 7 occupy the site of a
"
messuage and orchard "

(containing \ an acre and 3 perches)

called Bedles,* to which Sarah Spriggins was admitted in 1734. In her admission it is described

as formerly occupied by Gerard van der Needen and Gilbert Laty. Peter Dupont married

Sarah Spriggins in 1764, and in 1769 he surrendered the property to John Cruikshank. On
the latter's death, in 1786, George Cruikshank succeeded. In 1811, on the admission of

Joseph Purdon, the old house had probably been pulled down, for the property is described

as three messuages, and in 1865, when the Rev. Peter King-Salter came into possession, we find

him admitted to
"

all those two copyhold houses situate in Hammersmith Lower Mall in the

several occupations of Joseph Allen and Captain Henry West, also all that messuage in Ship

Lane being at the rear of Mr. Allen's messuage . . . formerly known as all that customary

messuage called Bedles by estimation \ an acre 3 perches which raid premises consist of 3

messuages with the ground, gardens, etc. belonging."
Nos. 8 and 9 are smaller plots of land having a frontage on the Lower Mall, but being

separated from Rutland Road (formerly Ship Lane) by part of the gardens of the adjoining

Kent House. They seem to have been under one ownership during the second half of the l8th

century, for in 1754we find Robert Gary admitted to the property, which was afterwards divided.

No further admission takes place until 1803, when Amy Askew and Mary Gary are admitted

to two-thirds, and Adam Askew and his wife to the remaining one-third. The description of

No. 8 in 1898, when it was enfranchised, reads "all that tenement on the Lower Mall con-

tinuing on the South side from East to West 20 feet and on the North side from East to West

25 feet," and in the same entry it is further described as
"

all those two cottages abutting

South on the river Thames, North on lands belonging to Mrs. Kirkman,t East on a house in

* An earlier reference (one of several) to Bedles is found in the Fulbam Court Rolls for 1 5th

April, 1631 : when the Homage presented that William Smith, citizen and grocer, of London, held a

customary tenement in Hammersmith " vocatum Bedells
"

abutting on the Thames on the south,

with an orchard adjacent leading from the north of the tenement to the common field called

Pingsworth. The name is obviously derived from the Bedyll family. Henry Bedyll,
"
son and

heir of John Bedille
"

(Court Rolls', St. Katherine's Feast, 19 Edwd. IV.), was "
presented

" in

5 Henry VII. (1489-90) for not having repaired the wharf facing the Thames in front of his dwelling-

house.

t This description is evidently cited from an earlier period, when the Kirkman family held

Kent House, and Joseph Purdon owned Nos. 6 and 7.
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possession of Joseph Purdon, West on a house belonging to Thomas Wetherall, which now
consist of Aston House and the site of Hope Cottage lately pulled down." Hope Cottage was

apparently the house at the rear of No. 8 shown on the 1870 Ordnance plans but absent from
those of 1894.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

Views of Nos. 6 to 9 (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).

Doorway of No. 7 (photograph).
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XII. KENT HOUSE, No. 10 LOWER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The freehold is the property of Miss Julia King-Salter, the present
tenant being Miss Sedgefield.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

Kent House *
is a very fine example of the architectural treatment

of a house in the latter part of the 1 8th century. The earliest reference

in the Court Rolls of the Manor of Fulham that can be connected at all

certainly with the house itself occurs in 1762, and it is probable that this

coincides approximately with the date of its erection. Its brickwork is

comparatively light in colour, but architects had already for some years
been experimenting with bricks that would match stonework better than

the warm-coloured brick that was in general use.t The main features

of the south front are the two great bay-windows with canted sides, which

in reality form important projecting wings flanking the central portion.

They are carried up the same height as the remainder of the house, the whole

being finished with a brick parapet over a bold cornice with plain modillions.

The building is of two storeys, and the windows of the bays are plain square-
headed sashes, having, however, a small reeded architrave on the exterior,

and at the angles a square block with paterae. This method of treating
the architrave suggests a later date, but it is probably an instance of the

anticipation of a detail in a subsequent style. The door and window above,

in the centre of the front, both with small side lights to the middle opening
and spanned by a segmental arch, are well designed. The tympanum of

the latter is filled with fan ornament, while the former is glazed. A narrow

window is set in the wall on each side of the above, the upper ones being
circular-headed. These windows have oval medallions over them on the

ground floor, and panels with carved swags above the first floor, beneath

the cornice. The doorway is reached by a flight of steps, and the forecourt

is enclosed by a gateway and railings of wrought iron. The arrangement
of the side panels to the gate is a little curious, but the detail of the scroll-

work in the overthrow and in the spearheads to the railings is of a very high

order, and suggests an even earlier date than that of the house. The whole

grouping, however, of gate, railings and doorway appears to be a single

conception, and is wonderfully successful.

The interior contains several fine rooms, full of interesting detail,

* The origin of the name is obscure. A family named Kent held considerable property in

the neighbourhood. Robert Kent and Lucy Kent (the latter referred to in the Court Rolls of 1790
as deceased) owned a Brewhouse called Strand Gate and a house named Awdes, both in the Lower

Mall, but their sites are uncertain.

t Compare Argyll House, Chelsea, Survey of London, Vol. IV. (Parish of Chelsea, Part II.),

p. 82.
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and the main staircase, which is curved in plan, is a striking example of its

period. On the ground floor arc a large dining-room and drawing-room

occupying the wings, and the whole space between is taken up by the

staircase hall, the walls of which are treated with pilasters, arcading, and

panels either tinted or marbled. The drawing-room has a good plaster

ceiling and panelled walls
;
the chimney-piece is richly carved, with cary-

atid supporters and a surround of Siena marble ; the steel grate is of good

design.
The first floor seems to have been rearranged, and some of the larger

rooms have been probably subdivided. The middle bedroom has a good
moulded mantelpiece and interior with reeded hobs. Several of the rooms

have elaborate cornices, that to the circular bedroom having modillions

and enriched mouldings, and a frieze of alternate flutes and paterae. The
scheme of decoration appears to be largely original, the mouldings and panels

being treated with varying harmonious colours and occasionally but sparingly

gilt.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Excellent.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The earliest reference in the Fulham Court Rolls to Kent House appears to be in the

year 1762, when Charles Wingfield surrenders
" The Mansion House with the piece of ground

set out in breadth J-
a perch on the north side of the brick wall which was formerly a ditch

and bank for a fence together with 8 perch of land lying in the ditch behind the said wall

containing an acre more or less abutting South on the Thames and land formerly of Anthony
Collins west and land heretofore of John Wedgeboro' and the road from Pinsor Gate North

and land heretofore of Thomas Trout East." There is, however, no reference to the date

of Charles VVingfield's admission.

The surrender quoted above is to Harriet Wingfield, who surrenders the property in 1766
to Christopher Ebrall, and he on the same day surrenders to Mary Weldon.

In 1771, Mary Weldon, the widow of Col. Thomas Weldon, surrenders to Francis

Degen, who himself, in November 1783, surrenders to John Danvers and William

Manning.
The description of the house is still the same in the surrender of William Manning to

William Cox on igth December, 1788, and in this year we find Kent House and Nos. n and

12 Upper Mall referred to in the same surrender.

William Cox on 26th September, 1792, surrenders both the properties to Abraham

Kirkman, and at this date the description of Kent House is altered to
" The messuage or

Mansion House near the waterside with Coach house, stables and garden thereto fronting
South on the River Thames now in possession of Abraham Kirkman."

Abraham Kirkman surrenders both properties to Charlotte Kirkman in 1795, while in

1799 (presumably on the death of Charlotte Kirkman) the properties are left to his nine

children, seven of whom in the course of this and the following year surrender their shares to

Joseph Kirkman, who on 3rd December, 1800, surrenders his eight shares to Francis Matthews
and Abraham Kirkman. The final admission, before the enfranchisement in 1865, was that

of the Reverend J. P. King-Salter, when the house is described as
" All those nine undivided

shares of that Mansion House near the Waterside with the coach house, etc. belonging fronting
S. on the Thames for some time past in the occupation of Thomas Hunt and then of Maria

Hunt now known as Kent House and in the occupation of Thomas Durran." The surrender

is by the last-named.
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Faulkner *
dismisses the house in the following words :

"
adjoining t is Kent House, in the

occupation of Mr. and Mrs. Hunt, as a seminary for young gentlemen and ladies."

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

JPlans of the ground floor (measured drawings).

JSouth elevation (measured drawing).

tWrought-iron gateway (measured drawing).
View of south front (photograph).

JView of entrance doorway (photograph).

Wrought-iron gate (photograph).
Another view of same (photograph).

*

History^
and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 312.

t Adjoining, that is to say, the residence of Mrs. Francis Cotton, of which he has just been

speaking.

I Reproduced here.
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XIII. Nos. n AND 12 LOWER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD.

The property is freehold, belonging to Miss Julia King-Salter.

(il-NERAL DESCRIPTION.

These two cottages of brick and tile date back certainly to the early

part of the ijth century. They have been altered somewhat, as regards
their windows and internal fittings, but they remain substantially as they
were built. The passage under the west end has an early moulded lintel of

oak. The cottages are of two storeys separated by a band of brickwork, the
eaves showing the projecting ends of the attic floor joists. The roof has

two dormer windows.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Good.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

The description of the cottages in the Court Rolls of the Manor is :

" two tenements and

foreyards near the river formerly in the tenure of Anthony and Thomas Price." The earliest

admission that has been traced is that of John Maple in 1719. They passed from the Maple
family in 1774 to William Cowden. Soon after, as we h:.vc seen, they arc found in the

possession of the owners of Kent House, and have since remained part of that property. The
group of cottages in this portion of the Lower Mall was long known as Little Wapping."

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

tView of south front
(photograph).

*
Faulkner's History and Antiquitifs of . . . Hammersmith, p. 312.

t Reproduced here.
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XIV. No. 21 LOWER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

Ground landlord : H. C. Joscelyn, Esq.
Leaseholders : Messrs. William Taylor and Co.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

There is no documentary evidence as to the date of this house, but it

can scarcely be later than the early years of the i8th century, and may indeed
have been first built before the reign of Queen Anne. Its character has

been considerably altered since, and were it not for its fine cornice and tiled

roof it would appear to be a late Georgian building.
It is a compact, square-built house of two storeys, with rooms in the

roof lighted by two dormer windows on both the north and south side.

The windows have been modernised, and the circular-headed entrance door-

way lacks whatever porch or hood formerly adorned it. In the 1 8th century
the room to the west of the entrance was extended on the ground floor,

and curiously overlaps a part of the adjoining vicarage, which was formerly
in the same ownership. The old wall was not removed below the ground
floor, and can still be seen in the basement. More modern extensions on
the east side and various internal rearrangements have been made to convert
the building into the present business offices.

There is a good deal of interesting detail left in the interior of the

house, dating mainly from the period of George I. In the dining-room is a

good chimney-piece of wood which may be earlier. It has a heavy cornice

with enriched bed moulding, elaborately carved frieze, ending in scrolls,

and an architrave with egg and tongue ornament, and mitred ears, enclosing
a stone surround. There^is an excellent staircase (Plate 43) within

panelled walls, and several of the rooms notably that on the north side of

the ground floor retain their panelling and deep cornices. The stair is

designed on generous lines as regards its size and the strength of its materials
;

it is approached through an archway with a key block carved on each face.

In one of the rooms is a delightful fireplace of the Adam period ;
with

pilasters having characteristic composite capitals, and a frieze carved in light
relief with figure and other subjects. Over the garden door is a fanlight of

similar date, with bars and bosses of cast lead.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Fairly good.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

On 3ist March, 1746, John Cartwright is admitted to this property and to that adjoining
it on the west, i.e. the present vicarage. He surrendered the whole to Thomas Clarke in 1756,
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who left the portion on which No. 21 stands to Sarah Clarke, presumably his widow. Her

daughter married the Rev. Phipps Weston, who eventually surrendered the property in 1793
to the Rev. Cecil Taylor and Thomas Lane. In the entry in the Court Rolls relating to the

last transaction, the house is referred to as
"

late in the occupation of Sarah Clarke and abut-

ting west on a house and garden formerly in the occupation of Lady Bridget Williams," who,
as we shall see, was an early tenant of the vicarage. A tablet to Thomas Clarke and Sarah

liis wife is to be seen in the Parish Church (see p. 24).
It may be worth noting that a slip of land, between the river and the footway of the

Lower Mall but lying west of the vicarage, went with the property. From an entry in the

Court Rolls in 1786 under the name of Thomas Clarke we learn that it was bounded north

by the " common footpath," south by the river, west by the common sewer and east by the

wharf, which itself adjoined the vicarage on the east. It is noticeable that the piece of land

between the footway and the river immediately in front of the vicarage is unoccupied, and was

no doubt part of the property belonging to the house. How far westward Clarke's plot of

land was situated it is not possible to determine. A shed, formerly a cottage, is described as

standing on the site, references to which can be traced back in the Court Rolls to the year 1719,
when it is described as formerly occupied by William Pooke.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

Plans of the house, with No. 22 (measured drawing).
Staircase (measured drawing).
View from the south (photograph).
Another view from the south (photograph).
North front, with No. 22 (photograph).
Detail of cornice (photograph).

Fireplace in dining-room (photograph).

Fireplace in reception-room (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.
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XV.--THE VICARAGE, No. 22 LOWER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD AND LEASEHOLDERS.

The house was originally copyhold of the manor of Fulham, but was

enfranchised in 1868. The present vicar is the Rev. George Nelson Walsh,
M.A.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The house would appear to date from some time before 1746, when
it was described as

"
formerly occupied by Lady Bridget Williams," and it

is possible that the original building was erected at the same period as No. 21.

If this is so, however, the house has been remodelled since, for both its

plan and its detail belong to the second half of the i8th century.
The entrance hall, which is on the western side of the building, opens

on to an elliptically planned staircase, from which a passage runs east dividing
the two front rooms from the two at the back, the former being now thrown
into one. The passage is partly covered by a vaulted ceiling, and leads to a

secondary staircase at the other end. The back study has been enlarged
towards the garden, and finishes in a wide bay-window.

The south front is simply treated, each of its two storeys having
five sash-windows of good proportions, separated by a brick-string course.

The entrance is in a slightly recessed wing, and has a square porch with

columns, pilasters and entablature of the Adam period. Over the porch is

a covered balcony with a balustrade of light ironwork. A cornice and a

frieze ornamented with paterae extend across the front, but are not con-

tinued round the back elevation
; above is a brick parapet. The slate roof

is of Mansard construction, with two dormer windows to the south and

three to the north.

The interior is full of interesting architectural detail, chiefly of the

Adam period. The archway between the entrance hall and staircase has

pilasters with well-modelled capitals and medallions on the frieze. The
little vaulted passage on the ground floor is enriched with plaster ornament,
and there are a number of semi-elliptical panels over the internal doorways
and recesses filled with ornament of characteristic fan design. There are

also various panels on the walls, with festoons, flowers and figures modelled

in plaster in low relief.

Several excellent chimney-pieces are also preserved. One at the

east end of the drawing-room is of mid-i8th-century date, with enriched

architrave, having mitred ears, a fine frieze with a head supported by festoons

of fruit and flower, and a cornice- carved with egg and tongue ornament.

On each side are elaborate scrolls reaching from the ears of the architrave

to the plinth. In the dining-room is another carved wood chimney-piece,
the detail of which is more in keeping with the decoration in the house.
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It has side pilasters, and at each end of the frieze are modelled figures of

children.

In a room over the drawing-room is an even finer example of an Adam
fireplace, the frieze and cornice being beautifully detailed, and the pilasters

having twined festoons hanging from their capitals. The western chimney-
piece in the drawing-room is a simple design in marble, with inlaid fluted

frieze and central panel.
The house has a large garden extending to Aspen Place.

CONDITION OK REPAIR.

Good.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

We have seen, in the history of No. 21 Lower Mall, that John Cartwright was admitu-il

to this and the neighbouring property on 3151 March, 1746. In his admission No. 22 is de-

scribed as "The Turret House formerly occupied by Lady Bridget Williams." Cartwright's

successor, Thomas Clarke, surrendered the western house to James Scott in 1772, and on the

latter's death in 1794 ' Passcd to Sir John Hale. As far as is known the Rev. James Connell was

the first vicar of Hammersmith to live here, where he is found in 1860, when the entry in the

Court Rolls is as follows :
"

Sir Charles Wheatstone surrenders all that messuage or tenement

called the Turret House situate near the waterside in Hammersmith formerly in the occupation
of Lady Bridget Williams with the forecourt and garden thereto adjoining being enclosed with

a brick wall abutting west on a garden formerly in the possession of Jonathan Rashley but now
of Frederick Aldridge Clarke, east on a messuage and garden formerly of John Cartwright
and now in the occupation of Henry Poulson Bowling, which said messuage was formerly
the estate of John Cartwright and was at one time in the occupation of James Scott, Esq.,
afterwards of William Sergison and now of James Connell,* to which premises amongst others

the said Sir Charles Wheatstone was admitted tenant the I2th day of January, 1856, on the

surrender of St. John George Paul Methuen." In 1868 the property was enfranchised, and

in the record in the Court Rolls the description is the same as die above with the addition

of a plan of the premises and the adjoining houses, etc., in which the lane bounding the north

of the garden, now called Aspen Place, is marked "
Cut-throat Lane "

! The enfranchise-

ment is made by the Rev. James Connell, although his successor, the Rev. Edward Hamilton

Blyth, is referred to as occupier.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

fPlan of ground floor (see No. 21 Lower Mall).

tSouth front (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).

do. do.

tNorth front (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph),

do. do.

The porch and entrance (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).
The hall, interior (photograph).
Another view in hall (photograph).
Vaulted passage (photograph).

tDetail of pilaster in hall (photograph).
Another view of same (photograph).

* Mr. Connell is particularly described as Vicar of Hammersmith,

t Reproduced here.
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Doorway and overdoor, 1st floor landing (photograph).

"Fireplace in drawing-room, east side (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).

do. do.

"Detail of the same fireplace (photograph).

'Fireplace in drawing-room, west side (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).

*Fireplace in dining-room (photograph).
*Detail of the same (photograph).

Fireplace in room over drawing-room (photograph).
Plaster panel over niche (photograph).
Another plaster panel (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.
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XVI. WEST LODGE, No. 27 LOWER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The premises are in the occupation of the Tilbury Motor Body
Company.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

This house, like several others on the Mall, retains the core of an

earlier house than would appear from its exterior. It has, in fact, been

entirely recased, back and front, with stock brickwork, and the addition of

a circular bay-window on the south as well as on the north elevation in-

tensifies its apparent late character. The alterations seem to have been

made early in the igth century, and to this period can be assigned the circular

iron balustrade of the first floor balcony to the front bay, the balustrading
over the porch and above the parapet of the house, and the attractive little

entrance gate with its arch of iron scrollwork supporting a lampholder.
The chief internal feature remaining from the original house is a

fine staircase, with balusters and carved brackets similar in detail to that at

Manor Hall, illustrated in Plate 120. The eastern front room is almost

the only one to retain its early panelling, and here is an exceptionally fine

marble fireplace of considerable size with deep bolection moulded architrave

and well-designed cornice (c. 1700 or perhaps earlier). Within the opening
is a richly ornamented grate and deep border of cast-iron belonging to the

Adam period. The staircase and panelling belong to the second decade of

the 1 8th century.
The house formerly possessed a cistern with date and initials

S I M
1694

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

View of south front and entrance gate (photograph).
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XVII. THE BURIAL GROUND OF THE
FRIENDS' MEETING HOUSE, LOWER MALL

Although no burials have taken place for some years past, the Friends'

Meeting House, caretaker's cottage, and garden plot still remain on the

Lower Mall west of No. 27 (West Lodge), the burial ground lying to the

north as far as Aspen Place. The meeting house remains much as Faulkner

describes it,* a plain building of the last century, consisting of one room
furnished with benches for the worshippers, but the caretaker's cottage

adjoining it is picturesque, and certainly dates back as far as the Georgian

period. The burial ground has the appearance now of a quiet enclosed

garden plot. It was in existence in 1780, for an entry in the Fulham
Manor Court Rolls of that date refers to the surrender by John Sherwin of
"

a cottage near the waterside with the garden and burying ground thereto

belonging abutting north on the road leading from Pearcroft to the High
Bridge, south on the Thames, east on a tenement heretofore of Mr. Short-

house, and west on a tenement heretofore of William Pennick."

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

Photograph of the burial ground.

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 315.
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XVIII. BANNERS YARD

Just east of the point at which the Lower Mall (or Middle Mall as

it used to be called) joins the converging lane now known as Aspen Place,

the two footways are connected by a little irregular row of cottages, standing
in a court named Banners Yard. The middle cottage is the earliest in date

and is somewhat larger than its neighbours, forming probably at one time a

detached building with its garden. It was built apparently in the ijth

"
BaNllUfS YflB!) A5PE.N PLACE .'

- LIWtR MALL tlAMMCRSMITn

century, and retains some of its casement windows. The whole row has

whitewashed walls and old tile roofs, and though it is difficult to get a full

view of the buildings, one obtains a pleasant glimpse of them in passing.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Pen-and-ink drawing by Mr. A. O. Collard.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

View of Banners Yard (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.
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XIX.- -THE CREEK AND THE HIGH BRIDGE

The Lower and Upper Mall are separated from one another by the

Creek, a picturesque inlet of the Thames which, there is little doubt, formed
the cradle of the early riverside life of Hammersmith. The Creek is spanned
by a wooden bridge called the High Bridge, and, appropriately enough,
we find here clustered about its banks a little village of cottages, some
of which take us back as far as the ijth century. At the High Bridge
there converge four old footways or bridle paths, two on the east the

Lower Mall and Aspen Place,* and two on the west : the Upper Mall
and Bridge Street, the latter having once been the commencement of a

path which led at first north-west and then proceeded parallel with the
Mall towards Chiswick. This way is now closed, and Bridge Street com-
municates with Hampshire Hog Lane, which was a northern tributary of

the old bridle path, or, as it is called in the Manor Rolls, the Warple
Way.t

The Creek extends northwards as far as King Street, and for this

distance is navigable by barges. The eastern bank is occupied by wharves,
and the western by malt-houses which formed part of the Town Brewery
founded by Joseph Cromwell about the year lySo.t These form a very
picturesque setting for the water when the tide is high, the effect being
heightened by barges moored to the steep walls and banks.

The Creek was once the mouth of a stream which, as the Stamford

Brook, is very distinctly marked on Rocque's map of 1741-45 (Plate i). It

rose some distance north-east of Gunnersbury House, and flowed immediately
east of the then Duke of Kingston's well-known mansion, Berrymead Priory,
Acton. After a somewhat devious course it passed north of the house in

Ravenscourt Park, having fed no doubt in earlier days the moat which
surrounded the manor house of Palingswick on this site. Then, having
received a tributary stream rising in the neighbourhood of Harlesden Green,
it turned south towards the Creek, entering it through a brick culvert

which made an oblique easterly turn beneath King Street. A drawing of

part of this culvert under the premises of Messrs. Seldon and Son, 1 80 King
Street, was made by Mr. A. O. Collard in 1910. The name of the stream is

perpetuated by Stamford Brook Green, and by the district just beyond the

parish boundary called Stamford Brook. It appears to be a mere coincidence

that the word Stamford has been applied not only to this watercourse but

(with slight variation) to the creek south of Counter's Bridge (q.v .),
and to

the bridge carrying the'Fulham road across this creek and now spanning the

* This lane seems to have been known by a variety of names at different periods, as :

Ship Lane, Pingsworth Lane, the road leading from Pearcroft, the way from Pinsor Gate and Cut-

throat Lane.

t See p. 97.

t Faulkner's History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 52.
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railway on the same site. The two watercourses were a considerable distance

apart, and evidently quite independent.
How long a bridge has existed at this spot it is difficult to say. There

was certainly one as early as 1541, for the Fulham Court Rolls mention a

surrender, dated Whit Tuesday in that year, by Richard Arnold and Margaret
his wife, of lands including an acre at

"
Highbridge, Hamersmyth."

Faulkner says t that the bridge was rebuilt by Bishop Compton in 1712, and
Thome perhaps refers t to another re-edifying when he credits Bishop
Sherlock with building it in 1751. Both statements, however, are unsup-

ported by evidence. The bridge was repaired by Bishop Howley in i820,
and again in a very substantial fashion by Bishop Blomfield in 1837.!!

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

URocque's map of London,
fSailer's map of Hammersmith.

Drawing of the culvert under 180 King Street (1910) by A. O. Collard.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

HView of the creek (photograph).

Thomas
there called

o 1"T'" "* *&" '- **
***i*v-ia*i*^r

in
j V
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surrendered by James Reeve, bounded by the Thames on the south and the footway leading from the

bridge called Highbridge on the north.

t History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 321.
I Handbook to the Environs of London, p. 273.

Report of the Committee of Magistrates appointed to make inquiry respecting the public bridges
n . . . Middlesex (1826), p. 189.

|| Faulkner, op. cit., p. 321.
f Reproduced here.
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XX. Nos. 5, 6 AND 7 BRIDGE STREET

XXI. Nos. 8 AND 9 BRIDGE STREET

jENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

Nos. 8 and 9 may originally have been one house as shown below.

They date from the latter part of the Ijth century, and still retain some

of their early two-light mullioned windows, divided by the usual transoms.

Nos. 5, 6 and 7 are late Georgian cottages, built at the end of the i8th

century by Samuel Naylor, and taking the place of two houses similar in all

probability to that now divided into Nos. 8 and 9.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Good.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

Bridge Street, formerly known as Angel Alley, dates back at least to the 1 7th century

judging from the age of the cottages numbered 8 and 9 and it in all probability formed the

eastern end of the lane or bridle-way towards Chiswick, part of which was closed by Edward

Trussell in the middle of the century.* The northern group of houses (Nos. 5, 6 and 7) were

formerly four in number, the three southernmost of which remain. They are thus described

in an entry in the Court Rolls of the manor in 1887 :
"
All that parcel of ground whereon

stood two messuages formerly in the tenure of James Loggin and William Webster abutting
eastward on the Creek, west on Angel Alley then called Bridge Street, north on the house

formerly in the occupation of John Jones, and afterwards of William Murnford, and south on

the house formerly in the occupation of Roger Bradford and afterwards of Richard Spinnell,
on which piece of ground there stood four cottages erected and built by Samuel Naylor, de-

ceased, theretofore in the several tenure of Henry Webb, John Turner, Thomas Madami and

Jonathan Sawyer." In an earlier entry (5th March, 1799) it is stated that Samuel Naylor had

acquired the copyhold from Thomas Foster in 1785, the description reading :
" A parcel of

land at Highbridge whereon lately stood 5 [sic]
tenements formerly in the tenure of James

Loggin and William Webster, abutting eastward on the Creek, west on Angel Alley, and south

on a house formerly in the occupation of Richard
[sic] Bradford and then of Richard Spinnell."

From this it would appear that Samuel Naylor built his cottages at the end of the l8h century,
a date that would agree with the character of the buildings.

George Bateman was admitted in 1744 to the property on which Nos. 4 to 7 now stand.

He is succeeded by John Ellerton in the same year, George Cane (1761), and John Powlls

(1768). Thomas Foster surrenders in 1785 and Samuel Naylor is admitted. He in his

turn surrenders in 1799, and in 1887 we find the surrender of Charlotte Jane Smith. The

property returned to the Naylor family, and now the copyhold of Nos. 5 to 9 are held by
A. M. Naylor, Esq.

The fact that the four cottages were erected on the site of two earlier onesf suggests that the

original houses in Bridge Street were larger than the present ones. If this is so, Nos. 8 and 9 may
have been one house, that occupied by Roger Bradford and afterwards by Richard Spinnell.t

* See p. 76.

t We follow the 1887 reading in preference to that of 1799, as only two tenants are named.

J There are various references in the Court Rolls to a cottage in Hog Lane abutting east

towards the Creek, formerly the estate of Roger Bradford and formerly in the possession of Gosling.
It passed into the hands of William Cowden, and his successors were James Cade (1782), Eleanor

Fulham, the daughter of Cade, and Daniel Fulham (1799), and Daniel Springthorpe (l8co).
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XXII. NAYLOR'S COTTAGES, Nos. i TO 4
HAMPSHIRE HOG LANE

GROUND LANDLORD.

The freeholder is A. M. Naylor, Esq.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The four cottages in Hampshire Hog Lane at the northern end of

the grounds of Hampshire House were erected on a portion of a long narrow

field purchased by Samuel Naylor from William Falkner *
in 1776; in the

deed of purchase in the possession of the owner the field is described as

abutting at the south end on premises of Mr. Carter,t and, west, on premises
in the occupation of Mrs. Nicholls, which latter would seem to coincide

with the "
little grass field

"
referred to in the historical notes relating to

Nos. 22 and 24 Upper Mall (see p. 69). There is no indication of any

building on the plan attached to this deed, but, from various details in the

easternmost cottage, we may conclude that it is part of an earlier structure.

The upper storey overhangs a considerable distance, and beneath it is an

original window with broad flush frame and a sash with heavy glazing bars.

There is a timber gable at the back and the roofs are covered with pantiles.

The remainder dates from the latter part of the 1 8th century, and does not

contain any features deserving of special record. The greater portion of

the field on which the cottages were built has been incorporated in the

gardens of Hampshire House.
The lane derives its name from the Hampshire Hog Inn, which

stands at the eastern corner of its junction with the High Road. It runs

practically
the whole way between walls of ancient brickwork, and with the

immediate neighbourhood of the Creek and the Highbridge to which it

leads, preserves more completely than any other part the atmosphere of a

Hammersmith which now belongs to the past.

William Falkner owned the neighbouring property of Rivercourt ircm 1761-67(566 p. jh).

t This must be the copyhold garden now let with Sussex House (see p. 6:).
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XXIII. HAMPSHIRE HOUSE AND
HAMPSHIRE COTTAGE

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDER, ETC.

Hampshire House is held by copyhold tenure of the Manor of Fulham

by A. M. Naylor, Esq. The leaseholders are the Hampshire House Trust.

Hampshire Cottage belongs to the Rowland Hill Trustees.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

In 1776 Mr. Samuel Naylor, great-grandfather of the present copy-
holder, was admitted to this property on the surrender of Thomas Harrison,

the description at his subsequent surrender (1799) reading:
"
All that half

acre of land with the cottage thereon erected, heretofore in the occupation
of William Lloyd, afterwards of Mrs. Young, now of Samuel Naylor, being

formerly the estate of Matthew Portman." Although the house is referred

to as a cottage, the building must have been the same size as shown on
Plate 54, the word cottage being repeated in the usual manner of the

entries in the Court Rolls from earlier descriptions of the property. From
the appearance of this very delightful little Georgian house it would seem to

have been built in Samuel Naylor's time or even earlier, and probably took

the place of a smaller residence. It is a characteristic building of the i8th

century, with a two-storeyed brick front and tiled roof, the two chimney-
stacks being in the gables. In its recent enlargement and alteration for

the purposes of the Hampshire House Trust, its old features have been

carefully preserved. The photograph (Plate 54) was taken before the

alterations.

Hampshire Cottage stands between the house on the east and the

lane which it adjoins. It has original flush frames to its windows and a wood
blocked eaves cornice, which indicates a building of the late I7th century.

Just north of the cottage garden, in the wall adjoining Hampshire Hog Lane,
are the remains of a good wrought-iron gateway. The side panels of scroll-

work and part of the overthrow, though much perished, are still to be seen,

and in the centre of the latter is a panel with the three letters W.A.C. inter-

laced in a monogram, the letter C being repeated (reversed) in the usual

way.

Hampshire Cottage was one of three copyhold messuages belonging
to Elizabeth Knight, who by will (dated I7th November, 1733) left her

freehold and copyhold property in trust for charitable purposes. The copy-
hold part of the estate was enfranchised in 1890 and is now administered by
the Rowland Hill Trustees.
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CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Good.

OLD PRINTS, VIEWS, ETC.

'Photograph, before alteration, by J.
Charles.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

*\Vrought-iron gateway (measured drawing).

'Monogram over gateway (full-size drawing).

I
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MONOGRAM IN GATEWW

Reproduced here.
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XXIV. MAISON BELGE, No. 9 UPPER MALL
XXV THE DOVES BINDERIES,

No. ii UPPER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDER, ETC.

The freehold of No. 1 1 is the property of Mrs. Warren
;
the present

leaseholder is T. J. Cobden Sanderson, Esq.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

These two houses are part of the original group of buildings which stood

south of the footway between Highbridge and the Upper Mall, and which

included at its western end the Doves Inn (q.v .). They can be seen in the

drawing by J. T. Wilson preserved in the Coates Collection (Plate 56) and

dated 1867, and also in a print of 1750 which is referred to below. No. 9
has been somewhat remodelled, but retains the greater part of the original

structure. It was refronted c. 1800 and possesses a curious eaves cornice

decorated with triglyphs.
The front of No. 1 1, facing west towards the footpath, has been almost

entirely covered by a modern building, which is separately numbered, and

is occupied in part by Mr. Cobden Sanderson and in part by the tenant of

Sussex House opposite. The river front, however, is practically untouched,
and can easily be identified with that shown in an engraving, dated 1750, and

entitled
" Mr. Baptist May's house and the Union Yacht under weigh."

In the print, over the central doorway, a window appears which no longer
exists. With its steep tiled roof, hipped at the ends, and its large central

chimney-stack, it presents a strikingly picturesque appearance towards the

water. The staircase in the centre of the house is a good Georgian example,
and on either side it opens on to rooms which retain their original panelling.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Good.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

No. II is now freehold, having been enfranchised from the Manor of Fulham. The

earliest deed in the possession of the present owner, dated 20th December, 1792, summarises

what is known of the house. The description runs :

"
All that piece or parcel of ozier ground

containing 10 roods or thereabouts as distinguished or separated from the other part thereof

and also all that dwelling house with the sheds, etc. standing thereon situate in Hammersmith

near the Highbridge measuring on the north side thereof 42 ft. 6 ins. and on the south side

43 ft. 7 ins. and on the west side 77 ft. and on the east side 90 ft. formerly in the occupation of

Richard Wilkinson, William Savine and Sarah Bennett since of Woodcock and late of Baptiste

May but now of Mr. Grover abutting east on another part of the ozier ground, north upon
the footpath and south on the river of Thames, formerly the estate of Susan Sharp and in

her will given and devised to Mary Fry." Mary Fry was admitted to Susannah Sharp's copy-
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hold property in 1768, and the above deed is a lease by the said Mary Fry to Thomas Wctherell.

The chief interest in this description lies in the positive statement that this was the house

in which Mr. Baptist May lived, which agrees with the engraving cited above. Whether or

no the other tenants named preceded Baptist May, we are able, from the architectural evidence,
to date the house from the first half of the 1 8th century.

Mr. Baptist May is known to have resided near the Highbridge in 1739. According to

Faulkner he was in that year trustee of the pews in Hammersmith Church. It is not known
whether he was related to Baptist May (1629-98), who was keeper of the Privy Purse to

Charles II., and patron of Grinling Gibbons.t The latter died unmarried, but left natural

issue from whom Baptist May of Hammersmith may have been descended. The first Baptist

May was perhaps named after Baptist Hicks, Viscount Campden, to whom he is believed to

have been related. It may be of interest to note that the name is perpetuated (but also dis-

guised) in Babmaes Mews at the top of Wells Street, St. James's.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Engraving entitled
" Mr. Baptist May's house and the Union Yacht under weigh

"
(1750).

\ copy is in the Guildhall copy of Lysons' Environs.

t Water-colour drawing of the Doves Inn and adjoining houses (east) by J. T. Wilson, in

the Coates Collection (July 1867).

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 321.
t See Dictionary of National Biography.
I Reproduced here.
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XXVI.- -THE SEASONS, No. 17 UPPER MALL
XXVII. THE DOVES INN, No. 19 UPPER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The leaseholder of No. 17 is A. Wyatt Papworth, Esq.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The northern block, comprising portions of both buildings, was

perhaps originally one house, or two adjacent cottages under the same roof

(see Additional note, infra). At an early period, however, the eastern room
was apparently divided off from the Doves Inn, and both parts were extended

BINJW,. TWJ'TWSeSSCIB'.VieMVtf.UmStMH.l.
HAMNCRbmTH

towards the south. The character of the architecture, which dates from the

middle or early portion of the i8th century, is quiet and unassuming, the

northern part facing the footpath being of two storeys, with cemented

walls and tiled roof. The entrance door to No. 17 has a wrought-iron grille,

of very charming detail, which fills the upper panel. The river front and
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garden of the Dcves Inn have not changed much since 1867, when
J. T.

Wilson made his water-colour drawing (Plate 56). The lead figure of a

pigeon or dove used to be seen attached to the building as a sign.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Very good.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The local tradition that James Thomson whose work marks so memorable a stage in the

history of English poetry frequented the Doves* and even wrote part of his poem
" Winter "

here, is commemorated by the name of
" The Seasons

" bestowed on No. 17. It is quite prob-
able that the tradition is well founded, and it is in any case established that he owed his death

to taking boat at Hammersmith Mall, after having walked rapidly thither from London, catch-

ing a fatal chill on the river journey thence to Kew (1748). It has been suggested that the room

occasionally occupied by Thomson may have been the upper room of No. 17 before it was
divided from the inn.

As regards No. 17 (The Seasons), this is supposed to have been prepared as a "
smoking

box" for Augustus Frederick, Duke of Sussex (1773-1843), whose visits to Hammersmith
are perhaps commemorated in the name of Sussex House opposite. The whole question is

obscure in the absence of any trustworthy evidence, but Faulkner, writing in 1839, savs : t
"
In the summer season the back of this cottage is pleasantly shaded by fresh luxuriant foliage,

and here His Royal Highness retires to smoke the social tube, and to enjoy the prospect of

the winding stream."

The only references to the property which have been discovered in the Court Rolls of the

Manor of Fulham appear in the limited period between 1790 and 1796. On I7th Novembe-,
1 790, Julian Bere, spinster, died seised of the Doves Coffee House, then in the occupation of James
Cade, and of a messuage adjoining occupied by one Hanson. At Julian Bere's death Hannah

Payne is admitted, but the property seems to have soon reverted to the Beer family, for in

1792 Montagu Beer is admitted to
"

a house, court, and two gardens formeily in the possession
of Anson, and a Coffee House called the Dove, near Chiswick," described as occupied by James
Thompson or his undertenant. The last entry (3rd November, 1796) records the surrender

by Montagu Beer of
" the Dove Coffee House by the Creek "

to the use of John Thompson
of Chiswick.

Is it possible that in the ownership of the Doves Inn by a family named Thompson may
be found, if not the origin, yet the strength of the tradition concerning the poet ? May not

an occasional visit of James Thomson have been thus magnified into a residence long enough
to enable him to write some part of his poem here ?

ADDITIONAL NOTE.

It should be mentioned that we have no definite information regarding the date at which
the Upper Mall was connected by the passage north of the Doves with the Highbridge. We
have already noticed that the original path westwards from the Creek passed further north,

beginning with Bridge Street (see p. 55). We shall see later that the Upper Mall was prob-

ably formed in the middle of the I7th century (see Rivercourt House, p. 76), but from the

description of the southern boundary of Sussex House in 1726 it would appear that it was not

a* yet continued to the Highbridge. The property west of Sussex House immediately north of

Nos. 17 and 19 is described in this year as
" land formerly of John George," and it seems likely

that it extended formerly to the waterside. The Court Rolls contain several references to
"
2 cottages and a grass orchard by the waterside

"
to which John George was admitted in

1678 and which pass to John Medley in 1700 and Jonas Durand in 1718. It is by no means

unlikely that these two cottages represent the original buildings of The Seasons and the Doves.

Dictionary of National Biography.
t History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 322.
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OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

'Water-colour drawing of the Doves Inn, by J. T. Wilson (July 1876), in the Coates

Collection.

Drawing of Doves Place, by A. O. Collard (1910).

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

View of Nos. 17 and 19 Upper Mall (photograph).
*South view of No. 17 (photograph).
View of door and wrought-iron grille, No 17 (photograph).

Two other views of the same (photograph).

Reproduced here.
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XXVIII. SUSSEX HOUSE, Nos. 12 AND 14 UPPER
MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDER, ETC.

The freehold belongs to A. M. Naylor, Esq. The present leaseholder

is Emery Walker, Esq.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

Sussex House is a very complete and interesting example of an early

Georgian building, dating from about the year 1726. It took the place of an

earlier house of which there are records as far back as 1628, and may still contain

some parts of the old structure. The house, as will be seen below, was

divided, probably when in course of erection, to accommodate two tenants,/

and a second staircase was built to the west which, on reference to the plan

(Plate 61), will be seen to be obviously an afterthought. This necessitated

the making of an arrangement with the owners of the adjoining copyhold
property, and in 1776 a piece of ground in addition to the site of the stair was

acquired, and has since been let with the western house.

The original plan was arranged for four rooms on the ground floor,

with a passage between the two front rooms and a staircase between those

at the back. There are three floors and a basement, and the rooms arc-

panelled throughout. The original and larger staircase is of good design,
with three balusters to each tread, and good carved brackets to the stair-ends.

It has an inlaid star pattern on the landing.
The front is symmetrically arranged and is built of warm-coloured stock

bricks with pilasters, stringcourses, quoins and window arches of red brick.

As was the usual practice at the period, the front is a 4i-inch veneer of brick-

work very insufficiently bonded to the walls, and in consequence it has needed
considerable repair. The central entrance doorway is of excellent design and

proportions ;
it consists of fluted pilasters supporting a Doric entablature

and curved pediment. The door inserted for the second house has a hood
on shaped brackets, carved with flower and foliage ;

this door takes the place
of the westernmost window of the south front. The western portion of the

building was called formerly Sussex Cottage, but the two parts are now in use

as one house.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

The house is in excellent condition.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

From information contained in the title deeds, and kindly communicated by Mr. A. M.

Naylor, we find that in 1628 Francis Leasy was the owner of the messuage and one rood of land

adjoining, the former being in the tenure of Thomas Greene and Mr. Stortwell. Francis sold
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the house to Samuel Leasy in the same year, and in 1645, in a description of the property, the
rood of land is described as an orchard divided from the orchard of Francis Leasy on the east.

In 1683 John Blainthard sold the house to William Reade, and in a deed of mortgage between
Reade and Richard Hughes in 1692 the property is described as late in the occupation of John
Pedder. In 1693 Tertullian Lewis purchased the house from Reade, and left it by will (dated
23rd April, 1699) to his son John Lewis. He sold it to Thomas Cox and Matthew Ailay in 1708,
and they leased it to Jonas Durand. At the same time Thomas Cox purchased 200 gooseberry
bushes from William Pedder, who apparently was till then using the rood of orchard land.

By an indenture dated 2lst September, 1726, Jonas Durand and James Brissac agreed to sell

to Nathaniel Bridgewater
"

all that new built capital messuage as the same was then divided
into two tenements, and the parcel of land thereto belonging, as the same was then divided,"
therein mentioned to contain one rood then in the tenure or occupation of Mr. George Cooke
and Mr. John Senex. This deed gives us the approximate date of the present structure

and also proves that it was divided into two tenements soon after, if not during, erection.

There can be no doubt about the identity of the property referred to in the deed, but it is

puzzling to find the southern boundary described as land and buildings formerly of William
Holden and now or late of Dr. Hutchinson, whereas the present boundary is the footpath
connecting the Upper Mall with the Highbridge. We must either assume that the footway
was not yet formed, or that it was at that time private property, as indeed the bank of the river

along the Mall was also.

We have no further information until 7th January, 1777, when Henry Joseph and John
Durand lease to Roger Thomas and Moses Hadley

" two messuages or tenements, one of them

formerly in the tenure of John Senex and the other of George Cooke, heretofore one dwelling
house, except the staircase of the dwelling house formerly of George Cooke, which stair stands

on a piece of copyhold ground purchased by Roger Thomas,* and all that parcel of ground
adjoining containing one rood heretofore in the tenure of Cooke and Senex."

The John Senex may have been the cartographer and engraver of that name who died in

1740. In 1719 he was engaged as a bookseller in Salisbury Court, Fleet Street.t He became
a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1728. His neighbour, George Cooke, bore the name of a

family who were also engravers and booksellers.

Sussex House is said to have obtained its name as an occasional residence of Augustus
Frederick, Duke of Sussex (1773-1 843), but it is more probable that it merely commemorates his

association with the locality. He was a subscriber to Faulkner's work on Hammersmith, in which
we find a reference only to his

"
Smoking Box" t (No. 17 Upper Mall). There was another

Sussex House near Parr Bridge, which was no doubt named for a like reason, although it has

also been claimed as a residence of the duke. The Duke of Sussex laid the foundation stone of

Hammersmith Bridge in 1825
" and dined with a numerous company at the Coffee house."

|J

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

HGround plan and south elevation (measured drawing).
^Entrance doorway and details (measured drawing).
South front (photograph).
North or garden front (photograph).
Entrance doorway (photograph).
Western doorway (photograph).
Staircase (photograph).
Another view of same (photograph).
Detail of carved bracket to stair (photograph).

* This does not mean that Roger Thomas was the first owner of Sussex Lodge to purchase the

piece of copyhold land. His predecessors, like himself, had to purchase the (freehold) house and

(copyhold) staircase separately.

t Dictionary of National Biography.
I History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 322.

Ibid., p. 169.

|| Ibid., p. 55.

1T Reproduced here.
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XXIX. Nos. 1 6 AND 1 8 UPPER MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDER, ETC.

The freehold is vested in the executors of the late Mrs. Cutler
;
the

tenants are :

No. 1 6, Robert William Lewis, Esq.
No. 1 8, Miss Wills.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

These two brick cottages with tiled roofs date from about 1725, and

are little altered from their original form. They are of two storeys and an

attic, with sash-windows having practically flush frames. The front (south)

wall is carried up above the former line of the eaves, to include window

openings (the centre two being blocked) with sashes that take the place of

dormers. This gives the front the appearance of being three storeys in

height. The garden front is whitewashed up to the sills of the first-floor

windows.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Good.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

In the conveyance to Samuel Naylor of the freehold of Sussex House in 1837, the western

boundary is given as
" land formerly of John George whereon two houses were built, thereto-

fore in the possession of Jonas Durand and then of Middleton and Mr. Mitchell." In the

admission of Samuel Naylor at the same time to the copyhold garden (to the north of 16 and 1 8

Upper Mall) the southern boundary reads :
"
premises formerly in the possession of Mr.

Sawyer, then of Middleton and Mr. Mitchell." The property described in both these refer-

ences is that of Nos. 16 and 18, and the specific reference to the two houses having been built

occurs first in a deed relating to Sussex House, dated 1726 ; the actual history, however, of the pro-

perty cannot be traced back in the Court Rolls loan earlier date than 1767. In that yearThomas
and Tabitha Dickenson surrendered it to John Brown. He was in occupation of both houses,

and surrendered them in 1797 to Lucretia Gynne, youngest daughter of Charles Ellis, while she

in the following year surrendered to Sarah Raitt
"
of the Mall." In the rate-books for 1795-1798

the name of Sarah Raitt occurs as an occupant of a house rated at 36, and probably to be

identified as No. 22 Upper Mall
(q.v.),

but in this year (1798) Nos. 16 and 18 are stated as

occupied, the one by George Pane (or Payne) and the other by herself. She may have changed
her place of residence at this time. At their enfranchisement the houses were described as
"
formerly the estate of Lucretia Gynne now known as 16 and 18 Upper Mall." * From

1795-1799 the rate-books give the name of George Payne as residing at No. 16.

From the above it seems that the cottages were built about 1725, and we may conjecture
that they stood on a slip of land which originally reached to the banks of the river, and was

at one time in the possession of John George. From the Court Rolls we learn, indeed, that

in 1678 John George was admitted to two cottages by the waterside. He surrendered them to

Richard Medley of Battersca in 1700, and in 1718 they were purchased by Jonas Durand, who
is mentioned above. If the copyhold property were all one strip it is probable that Durand

*
Kindly communicated by the late Mrs. Cutler from her title deeds.
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divided it, leaving the cottages by the waterside (presumably the original Doves Inn and The

Seasons), and built Nos. 16 and 18 Upper Mall on the northern part. The fact that the

riverside cottages are mentioned as having 3 roods of grass orchard, when Durand purchased
them, confirms this view. Moreover, in the sale of the freehold land on which Sussex House
now stands, in 1628 (when it also no doubt reached the river) the western boundary is

describsd as "the new dwelling house ofJohn Bennett," and it is curious that in 1700 the tenants

of John George are stated to have been John HilHatt and Bennett.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

View of south front (photograph).
"View of north (garden) front (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.
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XXX. Nos. 22 AND 24 UPPER MALL, AND THE SITE

OF DAY'S BAKERY (FORMERLY THE SUN INN)

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

Xo. 22. The freehold is vested in the executors of the late M;
Cutler.

No. 24. Copyhold property of the Manor of Fulham, held by
T. J. Cobden-Sanderson, Esq., who occupies the house.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The plan and photographs of these two houses point conclusively
to the fact that they formed originally one dwelling, and from certain of

the architectural details, notably the staircase of No. 24, we may learn

that the building belongs to the end of the iyth or the beginning of the

1 8th century. The earliest entry regarding the house in the Court Rolls

occurs in 1719, but since it refers to the former owners by name (vide

infra) it corroborates the evidence of the architectural style.

The division into two houses has resulted in a curious interlocking
of the two properties, which is rendered more complicated by the close

proximity of Kelmscott House (see Plate 67), from which the occupier
of No. 24 rents a scullery. In No. 24 are the more important survivals

from the old house. On the ground floor the kitchen and back sitting-room
retain their old sashes with heavy glazing bars. A large recess behind the

fireplace in the latter has a small window, above which, on the first and second

floors, are small casements. This room on the ground floor is panelled

throughout, as is also the staircase, which has square newels, moulded string
and handrail and well-designed balusters. These are of late 17th-century
character, but are somewhat slight, with the exception of those of the

upper landing on the second floor, which are earlier in design and size.

On this landing is some heavy bolection-moulded panelling which probably
formed part of the decoration of the original house, and also an old two-

panel door with an old lock and drop handle.

The south front of No. 22 was apparently raised at the end of

the 1 8th century, when the entrance-door with its side windows and
semicircular fanlight was inserted. A little later, perhaps, the curved

bay-window on the garden side was added, having the characteristic

triple division of lights of the period, their frames decorated with

reeding. There are some good chimney-pieces in both houses, and a

doorway on the second floor of No. 22 has a carved doorcase with

pilasters and enriched entablature of the Adam period, surmounted by
an elaborately carved frieze and cornice taken from elsewhere, but of a

similar date.
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CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Excellent.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

An entry in the Court Rolls of the Manor of Fulham under date nth November, 1719,
records that Thomas Dickens, lately deceased, devised by will (dated 24th August of the same

year) to
" Rachel Dickens, his daughter, wife of Francis Dickens," a messuage called

" Osburnes

Tenement,* lately Vennor's, and divers lands joining and pertaining to it situate near the

river Thames." This property, as is made clear by the title deeds of No. 24,t included the

sites of Nos. 22, 24 and Kelmscott House (No. 26), Upper Mall. Thomas Dickens of Fulham
and Francis Dickens of St. Giles' (his son-in-law) were successively Stewards of the Manor
of Fulham. The former is the earliest owner of the original house (now incorporated in

Nos. 22 and 24 Upper Mall) to be found in the Court Rolls, but we shall notice later (p. 76)
that the Rivercourt Estate in 1658 is described as bounded on the east by "lands of Thomas

Witham, Gent," who must thus have been a former owner.

When Catherine of Braganza resided at the adjoining house in the Mall, she took Nos.

22 and 24 also, for her household. From the accounts at the Public Record Office (quoted
on p. 79) we find that the rent was paid to Richard Vennor from 1694 until 1706, in which

year his name is replaced by that of Thomas Dickens, who apparently had just acquired
the property. From the title deeds we find that in 1747 it passed from Rachel Dickens

to Joseph Jones, whose son Joseph in 1765 surrendered it to Thomas Harrison. This

agrees with the documents relating to the copyhold field adjoining Sussex House (to the

rear of Nos. 16, 1 8 and 20), which describe the western boundary as "premises formerly of

Mr. Harrison." Harrison died on lyth November, 1783, and by will (dated 27th October,

1780) left the house to Elizabeth, second daughter of his nephew, Henry Webb. The de-

scription of the property at her admission is as follows :

"
a copyhold messuage on the Great

Mall with a large warehouse facing the Thames, stable and garden and little grass field late in

the occupation of Mrs. Nicholls and now of Mr. Stavely." By 1790 we find that the ware-

house has given way to Kelmscott House
(q.v.)

with Colonel Ralph Winwood as tenant, and in

this year he purchases the copyhold of the whole property on the surrender of Samuel Webb.
The grass field is divided between the new walled garden of Kelmscott House and the grounds
of the earlier building which is thus described :

"
also a messuage adjoining [i.e.

to Kelmscott]
with stable and garden, which garden is other part of the said grass field, late in occupation of

John Day, Baker, but now empty." In 1797 Colonel Winwood gives place to James Smith, and

the house is occupied by Elizabeth Hernon, widow. No information is available as to the date

of the division of the building into two houses (Nos. 22 and 24), although we have suggested
that the appearance of the name of Sarah Raitt next that of Mrs. Mary [sic]

Hernon in the

rate-books for 1795-1798 may indicate that the former occupied the eastern half.t When
Catherine of Braganza was here there were two houses on the site.

The baker, John Day, who is mentioned above as a former tenant, occupied as his bakery
an ancient building which stood on the site of the flats now numbered 20 Upper Mall. This

was originally the Sun Inn, and no doubt its garden reached to the waterside. Entries relating

to it occur in the Court Rolls between the years 1718 and 1799, and in the latter year it

is stated to be in the occupation of William Day.
"
Day's Bakery

" has only of late been

demolished, and a water-colour drawing of the building, in the possession of the late Mrs.

Cutler, is reproduced in Mr. Warwick H. Draper's Hammersmith (1913).
No. 22 was enfranchised by the husband of the late proprietress.

* See footnote on p. 5. On i8th October, 1611, Harman Kipping and Elizabeth, his wife,

surrendered the cottage called
" Osbornes " and a half-acre orchard adjoining, between the land of

Edw. Stonely on the west and that of Thos. Diccons on the east, and the Thames on the south, to

the use of Michael Cavendish for thirty years.

f Kindly lent by T. J. Cobden-Sanderson, Esq.
t See p. 66.
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OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Water-colour drawing of Day's Bakery in the possession of the late Mrs. Cutler.

Photograph of the group of buildings (with Kelmscott House) in the possession of

Mrs. Chase.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

No. 22. "Entrance front (photograph).
Garden front (photograph).
Bedroom door, second floor (photograph).

Chimney-piece, first floor (photograph).
No. 24. 'Garden front (photograph).

Staircase, ground floor (photograph).
Balusters of stairs, second floor (photograph).

'Plan of Nos. 22 and 24. with Kelmscott House (measured drawing).

*
Reproduced here.
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XXXI. KELMSCOTT HOUSE, No. 26 UPPER
MALL

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDER, ETC.

The property is copyhold held of the Manor of Fulham
; the present

copyholder and occupier is Warwick H. Draper, Esq.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.'

We can fix the date of this very charming house of the late Georgian
period to a few years before 1790, when Colonel Winwood was admitted,

probably as its first occupant (vide infra). The building has a simple front
of stock brick of three storeys, beside a lower ground floor and rooms in

the roof lighted by dormers. Each storey has five sash-windows regularly
spaced, excepting the ground floor, where the central space is occupied by
a well-designed entrance with Ionic pilasters, horizontal entablature and
semicircular fanlight. This entrance centres on the eastern of the two great
bastions in the river wall, which give an added width to the Mall, and, with
the tall elms that flank them, impart a generous and picturesque aspect to
the front. In the centre of the bastion the parapet is lowered, and the

opening occupied by some old ironwork which probably represents an

early water-gate.* The windows on the ground and first floor of the south
front of the house formerly possessed louvred shutters.

The plan is well arranged and represents the original design. The
lofty dining-room facing the garden on the ground floor is 16 feet high,
the levels of the first floor being adjusted to give this height, which is greater
than that of the southern rooms. It preserves its original modelled frieze

and finely carved wood mantelpiece. The latter has an enriched cornice,
a frieze on which are figure panels, and triple reeded columns on either side,
the opening being surrounded by a band of yellow Siena marble. The
window is an exceptionally graceful design ; slightly curved on plan, it is

deeply recessed and has a segmental head filled with cobweb glazing ;
the

reveals are panelled, with reeded columns on each side within the room,
while outside, four panelled pilasters with moulded capitals divide the

window into a central and two smaller side lights. This room is still hung
with the original

"
pimpernel

"
wallpaper placed in it by William Morris

in 1878.
The south-west room on the ground floor was connected with the

upper floor of the stable by William Morris by means of the small staircase.

The lower floor of the stable and coach-house has been altered by the present
owner to allow of a side entrance. On the first-floor landing a small room or

* In a drawing in the Coates Collection, c. 1800, the opening is shown, but the ironwork

omitted. The drawing may be unfinished, or the omission is perhaps due to an artist's licence.
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closet appears to have been fitted, either originally or early in the

century, with shelves for china supported by delicately turned pillars.

On the first floor is the drawing-room, 40 feet in length, fronting
the river. The western fireplace, with its grate of iron and brass, was

designed by Philip Webb, the distinguished architect, as a wedding gift

for William Morris. The window at the west end was blocked up some

years ago. The plaster ceiling (by Bankart) is modern. The upper bedrooms

were to some extent remodelled in 1910, and the old windows reopened.
At the end of the long garden is an old and well-proportioned orangery,

and in the garden are several interesting trees, notably a walnut, a tulip-tree
and an ilanthus.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Excellent.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

It has been stated already (see p. 69) that the grounds of Kelmscott House were originally

part of the land belonging to Nos. 22 and 24 Upper Mall, which were at first one building.

The house is on the site of a warehouse, as appears from the entry in the Court Rolls

of the admission of Colonel Ralph Winwood on 23rd June, 1790, where we read that Samuel

Webb surrenders a messuage on the Upper Mall with coach-house, stables, etc., late built on

ground occupied by a warehouse, and a walled garden late part of a grass field late in the occu-

pation of Mrs. Nicholls, since of Edward Scales and now of Ralph Winwood. The entry of

1780 describes the "
large warehouse facing the Thames "

as then existing, so that we can date

Kelmscott House to a few years before 1790. Colonel Winwood seems to have lived in the new

house, and at his surrender in 1797 to James Smith it is still called
"

a newly erected messuage
... in the occupation of Ralph Winwood." James Smith's name takes the place of Winwood's

in the rate-books for 1797.

Early in the I gth century Sir Francis Ronalds lived in this house, and here, as is recorded on

a tablet in the wall, he invented the electric telegraph, with the assistance of Sir Charles Wheat-

stone,* then a boy of fourteen. He laid in the garden eight miles of insulated cable, with

synchronising discs at the ends, fragments of which were dug up in 1871, and are preserved
in the Pavilion Museum at Brighton and at South Kensington. Ronalds communicated

his invention to Lord Melville, First Lord of the Admiralty, on i6th July, 1816, and nviivol

a reply from his secretary on 5th August that
"
telegraphs are now

['.#.
at the end of the French

War] totally unnecessary, and no other than the one in use
[i.e. semaphore] will be adopted

"
!

From 1868 to 1877 Dr. George Macdonald, minister, poet and novelist, lived in the house,

at that time called The Retreat.

In 1878 it passed into the hands of William Morris, and from that year until he died it was

intimately connected with his work. He renamed it after his beautiful old home in Oxford-

shire,
" and he liked to think that the water which ran under his window at Hammersmith had

passed the meadows and grey gables
"
of the parent house. One of the first things that Morris

did after settling here was to have a tapestry-loom built in his bedroom, where he practised

weaving with his own hands. During Morris's later years most of his energy wasabsorKd in

the printing of beautiful books. He founded the famous Kelmscott Press in 1890, and it was

first set up in a cottage within a few yards of his Hammersmith dwelling.t
It would not be fitting here to dwell at length on the achievements of one of the most

remarkable men of the igth century. An artist who worked untiringly with his own hands

and to whose genius we owe the revival of a dozen crafts which had either died out or become

See also p. 48.

t Sussex Cottage (the western part of the present Sussex House), No. 14 Upper Mall.
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utterly degraded, what he did for each would have made the fame of any ordinary mortal.

As poet and writer of prose romances he showed the same distinction and the same unity of

purpose. In his strivings after social reform we can all of us at least appreciate the fact that

he was inspired by the loftiest ideals. Of his lovable nature there can be no better proof than
the unvarying affection of his disciples and friends.

It should not be forgotten that Morris was one of the original members of the London

Survey Committee, and was enthusiastic in the task of preserving our ancient and historical

buildings, being in this and in so much else a pioneer.

Morris wove the early
" Hamrmrsmith "

carpets in the back part of the stables. The
south-west room on the ground floor served as his library and designing-room. He died in

the south-east room opposite, on 3rd October, 1896.

BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES.

Mackail's Life of William Morris (1907 ed.), I, pp. 371-372.
William Morris, His Art, Writing, and Public Life, by Aymer Vallance (1909).
Collected Works, edited by Miss May Morris (1912-1914), -passim.

William Morris, by A. Glutton-Brock (1913), pp. 108, 172.

Hammersmith, by W. H. Draper (1913), pp. 41, 58.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Water-colour drawing of Upper Mall opposite Kelmscott House, by J. C. Nattes, in the

Coates Collection.

Photograph of the hous: from the river in the possession of Mrs. Chase.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

Plan, together with Nos. 22 and 24 (measured drawing).
*View of the south front (photograph).
Another view of same (photograph).
Water gate (photograph).
Entrance door (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).

*Dining-room window, exterior (photograph).

*Dining-room window, interior (photograph).
Another view of the exterior (photograph).

*Dining-room, fireplace (photograph).

Dining-room, doors (photograph).

Dining-room, grate (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.
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XXXII. RIVERCOURT HOUSE, AND THE SITE OF

"THE QUEEN DOWAGER'S HOUSE," UPPER
MALL

GROUND LANDLORDS, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The property is freehold, belonging to Messrs. Chamberlen.
The present tenant of Rivercourt House is Gerald Spencer Pryse, Esq.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The grounds of Rivercourt House extended at one time from their

present western boundary across Rivercourt Road and as far east as Kelmscott
House. The house itself is the successor of an earlier building which probably
dated back to the 1 7th century. On the same estate and on the site of

Rivercourt Road was also another early house, that known as
"
the Queen

Dowager's," of which very little information has come down to us.

In 1804 we find Ferdinand Anderdon in occupation of the western

house, and from a memorandum of lease which he was negotiating from the

copyholder, Uriah Hozier, in that year, he was to be allowed to make " such

beneficial alterations as he shall think fit," and also to take down and rebuild

the coach-house and stables which stood on the east side. In the following

year the lease was effected, and in 1806 Anderdon also acquired a lease of the

eastern
*
part of the property, the buildings on which are described as

"
in

a ruinous condition." We may suppose that he then pulled down t the
"
Queen Dowager's House " and the adjoining cottage, which can be seen

on the Boydell engraving of Hammersmith from the river (Plate 3), and
threw their site into his gardens.

Whether Anderdon carried out any alterations to his house we cannot

say, but it is evident that he soon made up his mind to rebuild, and in 1808
he bought the copyhold of the estate. The character of the present house

supports the conjecture that it was built at this time, while certain earlier

features which it contains suggest that they were perhaps utilized from
the former house. The structure seems to have been entirely new, and its

position, so much in advance of the frontage line of the other houses in the

Mall, was probably due to a desire to gain a better view of the river4 The
building is quite picturesque with its projecting wing and pleasantly treated

stone balustrade above the parapet of its south front. The entrance and

garden doorways are quite possibly of 18th-century date, the former having
See Historical Notes below regarding an apparent discrepancy in the description of the

property in the lease.

t Faulkner says (History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 322) that the house was
demolished in 1808.

\ Rocque's map of 1745 (Plate i)
seems to indicate a projecting building somewhat in this

position, but the Boydell view shows only low stabling, the old house itself being just visible behind.
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columns and pediment and being approached by a flight of steps. In the

interior the chief feature of interest is a staircase, curved on plan, the hand-
rail of which rises in one continuous sweep. The hand-rail, balusters

and the stepped string with its carved brackets are of late 18th-century
character, and would seem to be earlier than the house itself. The remainder
of the internal decoration conforms to that in vogue at the beginning of

the 1 9th century.

Turning to the other buildings which once stood upon the gardens of

Rivercourt House, we can quickly exhaust the little evidence we have as

to their appearance. The "
Queen Dowager's House," so named from its

occupation by Catherine of Braganza, is almost entirely obscured by the

trees in BoydelPs engraving, and the only illustration at present known
is the drawing reproduced on Plate 73 from the extra-illustrated copy of

Lysons' Environs of London at the Guildhall Library. The angle chimney-
stacks suggest a 17th-century house, to which the Georgian work is merely
a later casing. It seems at first sight a little strange that this unpretentious

building should have been "
thought Magnificent enough to entertain Queen

Katherine" as Bowack puts it,* but it is evident from the accounts of the

Queen's expenditure here (which are preserved in the Record 'Office, and to

which we refer below) that she was very much attracted by the place and

spared no pains or expense to increase its beauty. She provided for a part
of her household by leasing also the adjoining property, and her establishment

must have resembled a miniature colony. Besides considerable alterations

to the house, and the probable refashioning of the river wall, at the stairs

of which she regularly alighted from her barge, the gardens received a large

amount of attention. The four acres were carefully laid out and walls and

buildings erected. A "
bay-tree house

" and a
"

green-house
"

are both

constantly mentioned, and the former is no doubt the same as the beautiful

orangery (often termed a Banqueting House) which remained until quite
a recent date.f A fine illustration of this building is preserved in the Coates

Collection of London drawings (Plate 74), where it is quaintly styled
" an

ancient mansion on the Upper Mall ;
Pavilion of Queen Katherine." Ac-

cording to a note in the supplement to Lysons' Environs of London (1811) the

house had been taken down,
"
except the banqueting-house which has been

converted into a grapery in the gardens of the present owner."

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Through the courtesy of the owners we have had access to the deeds of the property,

which comprises about 5f acres, and with the help of the Court Rolls of the Manor it is pos-

sible to follow with tolerable clearness the changes in ownership from about the year 1631.

It was then in the possession of Thcmas Hooker and was wholly or in part held by copyhold
tenure of the Manor of Fulham, as appears from certain deeds} dated 1 5th April to 1 8th May,

*
Antiquities of Middlesex, p. 43.

t Mrs. Cobden-Sanderson, who was staying at The Retreat (Kelmscott House) in 1875, tells

us that she remembers seeing the Orangery from the back windows. It lay to the left on ground
now occupied by the houses on the east side of Rivercourt Road, and had glazed walls and a flat roof.

t Fulham Court Rolls, 190/6.
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1631, wherein John Hopkins, Benjamin Ager and Mary his wife renounce all claim to a

cottage, an orchard, garden, and 10 acres of arable land in Fulham in favour of Thomas
Hooker, who is put in seizin. These 10 zcres were apparently not contiguous property,
but they probably represented land between the highway and the Thames west of Hampshire
Hog Lane, and the purchase by Hooker was for the purpose of further developing them as

building land. The embankment wall of the Mall is not likely to have been erected before

this date, while the land was still partly under the plough. It is improbable that there was
even a pathway by the river, since not only is the towing-path on the opposite bank, but it is

known that a public way existed formerly parallel with the river and midway between it and
the highway. This path, which extended from Beavor Lane to the creek, was closed in the

middle of the iyth century by Edward Trussell,' the owner of Seagreens, by a gift of .10 to

the poor of the parish. It seems reasonable to conclude that this act would coincide with the

opening of the new road by the river-side, but the subject is at present obscure (see pp. 80, 89).

In his will.t dated 4th May, 1632, Thomas Hooker, who directs that he shall be buried

in the chapel of Hammersmith "
near his pew as can be," leaves to his wife, Mary, his copyhold

lands, 10 acres, in the common field of Hammersmith. In 1636 Joseph Hooker, the son and
heir of Thomas, sells four acres of the property to Henry Box, the boundaries of which are

thus described : J Situated between the highway there on the north, land of Witham, gent.,
on the east, land of the aforesaid Joseph, of which part is in the occupation of Henry Box
on the west, and the river Thames on the south. The strip of land, lying west of the 4 acres,

appears to have been freehold, and was sold by James Hooker and others to Henry Box in 1650.
It is described at length as follows :

" All that tenement and piece or parcel of land with

appurtenances containing one acre, as the same is now divided and used, lying in Hammer-
smith, between a copyhold tenement there of the said Henry Box and in his the said Henry's
tenure on the east, and a copyhold tenement of the said Thomas Hooker in the occupation
of Ralph Gregg gent, on the west, one head thereof abutting on the highway leading from the

city of London to Brainford Middlesex of the North, and one other head thereof abutting upon
the river of Thames on the South, Part thereof now in the occupation of the said Henry Box,
and the other part thereof in the occupation of the said Ralph Gregg or their assigns, And
which said Tenement and one acre do contain from East to West that is to say from the brick

wall adjoining to the said copyhold tenement in the occupation of the said Ralph Gregg and

dividing the same from the said bargained premises at that end thereof next the said River
of Thames unto the said copyhold tenement in the occupation of the said Henry Box 65 feet

and so containing the same breadth and proportion all along in a straight lane from the said

highway to the said River of Thames as the same for a great or the most part thereof is now
divided and set out." The description is quoted here in full as it makes it quite clear that

the acre (or nearly IJ acres, if we take the measurements) of freehold land was west of Box's

copyhold property. This latter is referred to in all subsequent references in the Court Rolls
||

as containing 4 acres, but, as we shall see later, it is probable that the free land was really a

strip cut off from these 4 acres, which had been enfranchised, possibly with the intention of

making a road from the highway to the river. That it should still, though diminished in area,

retain the same description and acreage will cause no surprise to students of the entries made
under copyhold tenure.

We will now turn for a moment to the piece of land west of the freehold strip, referred to

as in the occupation of Ralph Gregg. In 1650 there is a recovery, surrender and release by
Thomas Hooker to Henry Box of a messuage and ij acres, and in 1654 t 'lc admission of Box
on the surrender of John Hooker of a

"
messuage and two acres of land now in the occupation

See p. 87.

t Somerset House Wills, 50, Audley.
I Fulham Court Rolls, 22 Chas. I ('190/13).

Close Rolls, 1650 (3555).

|| There is one exception which, if accurate, bears out our contention. In an extract from a

surrender to his will by Henry Box on igth October, 1653, the description runs : "one messuage
and 2j acres of land in Hammersmith abutting S. on the Thames, N. on the Highway, E. on lands

of one Thomas Witham and W. on other lands of the said Henry Box." We have not been able to

verify this, but it fits in exactly with our hypothesis.
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of Ralph Grigge." On 29th April, 1658, we find from an extract of the Court Rolls of

that date that Henry Box is in possession of the two properties (l) the so-called 4 acres

(with Witham on the east and " other lands
"

of Henry Box on the west) and (2) Ij acres
"

late in the occupation of Ralph Grigge." That these two plots were separated by the
" other

"
or freehold land in the same ownership is placed beyond dispute by the following

quotation from the Court Rolls under date 1 2th January, 1686-7 :
* "It is found by the

homage that Henry Box and Mary his wife, customary tenants of the manor, held by copy of

Court Roll 29 April 1658 a customary messuage situate in Hammersmith with garden and close

of meadow-land or pasture lying on the north of the aforesaid messuage containing four
[sic]

acres situate between the Highway there on the North, the land formerly Thomas Witham's

east, other land of Henry Box west and the River Thames south with stables workshops &c.

then in the occupation of Henry Box, And all that other messuage and tenement (customary)
with garden and orchard and l acres pasture in Hammersmith late in the tenure of Ralph
Gregge gent, abutting on the free lands of Henry Box east, on the land of Anne Billingsley
widow west, on the King's Highway north and the Thames south." The house belonging
to Anne Billingsley can be definitely identified with Hyde Lodge (q.v .),

and this confirms the

identification of Grigge or Gregg's house as the western part of the Rivercourt estate. This

leaves 4 acres to be divided between the freehold land and the remaining copyhold tenement,
which supports the view taken above.

The entry of 1686-7 records the death of Henry Box f and the admission of his son Ralph.

Ralph Box is chiefly known from his having taken, in 1682, a prominent part in one of the

stormiest elections to the shrievalty in the history of London. In the event Box himself was

elected sheriff, but, refusing to accept the office against the wish of the citizens, managed to

obtain his discharge but a few weeks after by the payment of a fine.t In 1689 he was master

of the Grocers' Company, and as such had the honour of conferring the freedom of the company
on William III. In return Box received the honour of knighthood. His will, dated I3th

March, 1693, is interesting, since it refers to the fact that his copyhold property would by
custom revert to his youngest son, Ralph. He therefore directs that Ralph shall surrender

his Hammersmith estate on his (the father's) death in favour of his elder brother Henry, Ralph

receiving property in London in compensation. About the same time he vests the freehold

land in trustees
|| (William Fawkner, Richard Buckby and Thomas Pitt), presumably also

for the use of his son Henry. The deed refers back to the date of purchase (8th August, 1650)

and makes the identification of the land quite clear.

The death of Sir Ralph Box occurred on 23rd March, 1 693-4, in his 67th year, and Bowack II

mentions his tomb in the floor of the chancel of Hammersmith Chapel. His son Ralph duly
surrendered the copyhold lands, and the latter's brother Henry was admitted.** From this

time, however, no entries relating to the property can be found in the records of the manor

until 1748, when Sir Charles Peyton and his wife Ruth, only surviving daughter of Henry Box,

came before the Court to establish their claim to the property held of the manor. It seems pro-
bable that at this time the fact that a portion of the landwas freehold was lost sight of, the more

so that it was still referred to as one portion of 4 acres and another of I acres, which in fact it

was if taken as a whole, the two parts being still probably divided by the brick wall mentioned

in the deed of 1650. However this may be, the property was treated henceforth as two parcels

of contiguous copyhold land, until it was enfranchised in 1872. It is difficult to account other-

wise for the complete disappearance of the freehold strip bought in 1650, unless it had for some

reason been resumed by the lord of the manor. On 9th December, 1761, Sir Charles Peyton

* Fulham Court Rolls, 1686-7, 171577.
t His death, however, had occurred more than twenty years previously. On 26th June,

19 Charles II, Ralph Box produced for enrolment an indenture between Henry Norman and Ralph
and Mary Box, and stated that Henry Box died " about i6th June 1662 "

(Coram Rege Rolls, 19 Chas. II,

Trin., 1890, 69).

J Sharpe's London and the Kingdom, II., pp. 473, 480, 483, 486.

Ibid., II, p. 548.

||
Indenture I5th January, 1694 (Close Roll, 6 W. III. (4777)).

IT Antiquities of Middlesex, p. 41.
**

Extracts from the Court Rolls in the Rivercourt deeds.
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Anderdon

Catherine of

Braganza

surrenders to William Faulkner (Junior) the two parts of the estate
" and all other heredita-

ments held of the said manor formerly of Henry Box and Eliza his wife." Jn 1767 William

Faulkner sells the copyhold to Thomas Hozier, the two houses being described in the sur-

render and the agreement for sale as in the occupation of James Allen and Thomas Hozier.

In a memorandum of agreement made nth October, 1804, Uriah Hozier, the youngest

nephew and heir of Thomas Hozier, agrees to lease to Ferdinando Anderdon "
all that brick

messuage or tenement with the coach-house, stable, garden land and appurtenances thereto

belonging and situate on the Upper Mall Hammersmith lately in the occupation of Mr. Searles

and now of the said Ferdinando Anderdon . . . with liberty to make such beneficial altera-

tions as he shall think fit and also to take down the coach-house and stable building adjoining
on the east side thereof and to rebuild in a more convenient spot." The actual lease, dated

1805, describes this property as
"
containing 2 acres of land more or less, heretofore in the

tenure of Richard Walmsley, afterwards of Searle and now of the said Ferdinando Anderdon."
It seems evident that this refers to the western and smaller portion of the estate. The

house stood apparently just behind the present build ng of Rivercourt, and the Boydell print

(1752) which we reproduce (Plate 3) shows a glimpse of the house and the low line of the

stables, projecting inconveniently forward towards the river. The rate-boob of 1795 and

1796 corroborate by giving the name of Richard Walmsley in the house adjoining Hyde Lodge
on the east, after which date it is marked empty.

Cn 2gth January, 1806, Uriah Hozier lets to Ferdinando Anderdon the balance of the

property (or the greater part of it), containing
"
by estimation 3 acres." It is described

as
"

all that customary tenement and the small messuage adjoining with the garden or close

of land lying behind the said messuages . . . which messuages and close of land are next to

and abut east upon that messuage and land thereto belonging and now in the occupation of

Ferdinando Anderdon." If the words "
abut east upon

"
be read

"
lie east of

" and it is

difficult to construe the matter otherwise the descriptian of the property will be clear, and

the
"
small messuage adjoining

" would stand on what was formerly the strip of freehold.

Indeed it may be that the mention of a tenement in the deed of 1650 actually refers to this

cottage, which can easily be seen in the Boydell engraving. The lease of 1806 further describes

the houses as
"

late in the occupations of Francis Plowden and Mr. Sandys, but have been for

some time past untenanted and in a ruinous condition," and this again is borne out by the

rate-books, which put
"
Sandes

"
in between the empty house of Mr. Walmsley (Rivercourt)

and that of the widow of Mr. Jones, the schoolmaster, who occupied the house of the Queen

Dowager (;ee below).
In 1808 Uriah Hozier surrendered the copyhold of the whole 5} acres to Edmund Anderdon,

and in 1872 Alexander Anderdon Weston enfranchised the property. In 1873 it was sold by
Mr. Weston to Messrs. Chamberlen, and was described as having a frontage of 256 feet from

Hyde Lodge on the west to The Retreat (now Kelmscott House) on the east.

The eastern house (forming, with the land attached, the part of the property referred to

as of 4 acres) is traditionally associated with Catherine of Braganza, the slighted consort

of Charles II. Bowack, writing in 1705-6, just about the time of the Queen's death, says :

*

"
Amongst this Row of stately Houses

[i.e. by the water-side] one was thought Magnificent

enough to entertain Queen Katherine, now Queen Dowager,where she kept her Palace in Summer-

time," and he adds later :
" In the House where Queen Dowager before Mention'd Liv'd,

now Dwells Mr. Henry Najh, Gent." It is not possible from this evidence to identify the

actual house, as no trace has otherwise been found of Mr. Nash. Lysons, however, in the first

edition of his Environs of London (II, p. 406), states that the house was at that time (1795)
an academy in the occupation of Mr. Jones, and the rate-books for 1795 and 1796 show that

Mr. Jones's residence was between that of Col. Winwood, who lived at The Retreat (Kelmscott

House), and that of Mr. Walmsley, which corresponded exactly with the western house of the

Rivercourt estate. Moreover, a lease.f dated 22nd March, 1754, concerning
"

all that capital

messuage, tenement or dwelling-house situate at Hammersmith . . . commonly called the

Queen's House," and stated to be in the ownership of Sir Charles Peyton (who, as we have

noted, was the son-in-law of Henry Box), is conclusive as to the Queen's residence having

Antiquities of Middlesex, p. 43.

t Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1754, I. 558.
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formed part of the Box property. Even without further evidence, therefore, it is impossible
to accept the view of her biographer, Mr. L. C. Davidson,* that her visits to Hammersmith
were confined to the convent which she had established in the Broadway, and who even ascribes
to the convent the description of the Queen's garden at Hammersmith, given by a contemporary
in 1691 (see below).

Further evidence, however, is not wanting, and is to be found in the bundles of Auditor's
Memoranda contained in the Land Revenue documents kept at the Public Record Office,
which preserve an immense number of details connected with the Queen Dowager's establish-

ment at Hammersmith.t
The earliest reference to the house is contained in a note dated 6th September, 1686,

in which Catherine instructs her treasurer
"

to pay unto Ralph Box for a Fine for his house
near Hammersmith hired for our service the sum of 125

"
(Bundle 81). The rent paid was

60 a year. Certain adjacent property also was rented, for we find receipts for rent due
(a)

from

Joan Hollick,
"

for a small piece of ground adjoyninge unto her Majestic House at Ham'smith "

at l a year, and (b) from Richard Venner at 24 a year (Bundle 72), the latter being in respect
of two houses evidently the property now comprising Nos. 22, 24 and 26 Upper Mall

(q.v.).
Catherine took possession at once, for allowance was subsequently claimed by

" Harman
Van Gaunt," the gardener, for a quarter's wages from Michaelmas to Christmas, 1686, and by
Rose Fetter for the same plus board-wages (Bundle 71). Before the house was ready for the

Queen, however, a large number of works of alteration and repair had to be carried out, full

details of which are given. Such were "
takeing downe the chimneys and carrying them up

againe att the Old House "
;

"
levelling the ground where the stable was "

;

"
carrying upp

the nine-inch wall in the Old House next the Thames "
;

"
pantyling the Dayry

"
;

"
makeing

of a Drayne and putting in of 3 windows wch was altered 3 times "
; "a carved Pedestal for

y" Table to stand on in the Greene house
"

;

"
101 feet of coping next the Thames." On

5th April, 1687, John Povey, whose name frequently occurs in connection with the Queen's

business, wrote to Sir Robert Southwell :

"
Spring Gardens is for this day removed to Ham-

mersmith, where the Queen Dowager regales herself for the first time." J
The Queen's residence was intermittent, a considerable portion of her time being spent

at Somerset House. Moreover, in March, 1691, she took over Euston Hall for a year, at a

rent of 400 (Bundle 81). In 1692 she left England, never to return, but her establishment

at Hammersmith continued to be maintained until after her death in 1705. The last receipt
for the rent that can be certainly dated is in respect of the half year ending Michaelmas, 1706

(Bundle 69), but as Richard Hussey,
" her said late Mattes Porter at Hammersmith," successfully

claimed a quarter's wages due at Midsummer, 1707, it would seem that the house was not vacated

before that date.

Among the buildings mentioned in the Auditor's Memoranda as portions of the property
at Hammersmith are : The Old House, the Great House, the Chapel, the Friary, the Dairy,
the Banqueting House, and the Billiard Table Room. The gardens also are constantly referred

to, and the greenhouse, containing, inter alia,
" one marble cisterne, wrought in Italic." The

bird-cage (for which 758 feet of wire-work was provided), and the Boy with the Dial are also

mentioned, and the Queen kept sufficient pheasants to justify the employment of a
"
keeper

of pheasants" (Bundle 71). The MS. of 1691 above referred to thus describes the grounds :

" The Queen Dowager's garden at Hammersmith has a good greenhouse, with a high erected

front to the south, where the roof falls backwards. The house is well stored with greens of

common kinds
;
but the Queen not being for curious plants or flowers they want of the mo.

curious sorts of greens, and in the garden there is little of value but wall-trees
; though the

gardener there, M. Hermon Van Guine, is a man of great skill and industry, having raised

great numbers of orange and lemon trees, by inoculation with myrtles, Roman bayes and other

greens of pretty shapes, ||
which he has to dispose of."

*
Catherine of Braganza, p. 458.

t We are indebted to Mr. J. P. Hore for calling our attention to these documents.

t De Clifford MSS. Arcrneokgia, xii, p. 182.

||
One of Hermon Van Geyn's (his name is variously spelt) bills included expenditure on "

32

fourpenny potts for y
e

Baytrees, orange trees, mirtle trees and Jersamine trees
"

(Bundle 73).

Van Geyn's salary was .60 a year.
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Our information as regards other residents in the Queen Dowager's House is incomplete.
Bowack's statement that in 1705 the premises were in the occupation of Henry Nash is difficult

to reconcile with the known fact that the house continued to b- utilised for the purposes of

the Queen Dowager's establishment until some time after her death.

As regards previous residents in the house we can refer to the Hearth Tax Rolls for 1666 *

and 1674,1 where, b.-tween Gregg's house and Hyde Lodge, we find a large house, assessed at

eighteen and nineteen hearths respectively, which may almost certainly be identified with the

house afterwards occupied by Queen Catherine. In the former year the tenant was "
Sir

Thos. Bomfre," who had succeeded
"
Lady Whitmoor," J and in 1674 &IT Jonn fye was ln

occupation. The latter's residence there probably dates back at least to 1670, for Faulkner

mentions that the parish registers contain an entry of the baptism on 4th December in that

year of Peter Pye, son of Sir John and Lady Rebeccah.

In 1753, Sir Charles Peyton leased the house for twenty-one years to the well-known author

and traveller Edward Wortley Montagu. There is no proof that Montagu ever resided there,

and in the following year he disposed of his lease to William Belchier, of Lombard Street. In

the conveyance II
the building is referred to as

"
commonly called the Queen's House or Great

House," and his Excellency the Duke de Mirepoix is mentioned as a former tenant. The

propmy is carefully described, including
" the Greenhouse,"

"
the building called the Large

Kitchen," and the coach road leading to the
" London to Brentford road," so that apparently

carriages did not need to come along the Mall.^T This seems to dispose of the suggestion that

the bastions opposite Kelmscott House were formed to allow the Queen's coaches to turn in the

roadway bordering the river, though certain references in the accounts suggest that she rebuilt
"
the wharf "or landing-stage for her barge which probably included the river wall. It remains

only to mention the tradition that the fine elm-trees here were planted at the instance of the

Queen.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Rivercourt House is in excellent preservation.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

"The Queen Dowager's House. Tinted drawing in Lysons' Environs (Guildhall copy).
"The Orangery, Queen Dowager's House. Water-colour drawing in the Coates Collection.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

"South front towards the river (photograph).
*

Entrance doorway (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).
Detail of porch (photograph).
Garden doorway (photograph).
The staircase and detail of same (photographs).

"Balusters an.i carved brackets to stair (photographs).

Fireplace in the west room, ground floor (photograph).

Columns, etc., on first-floor landing (two photographs).
Internal columns and entablature (photograph).
The upper landing (two photographs).

A'chway in studio (photograph).

Lay Subsidies (Middlesex), 252/32. t Ibid., 143/370.

t Probably Elizabeth, widow of Sir Thomas Whitmore, of Apsley, Shropshire. She died in

1666 (Burke's Extinct Peerage). Her town house was in Lincoln's Inn Fields (Survey of London,
vol. iii, p. 71).

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 201.

iJlfsex Registry Memorials, 1754, I- 55^-

^1 On the whole it appears unlikely that the Mall roadway was as yet in existence. See also

under Linden House, p. 89. Reproduced here.
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XXXIII. HYDE LODGE, UPPER MALL
(DEMOLISHED)

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The property is freehold, and held by the Latymer Foundation.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The house, in which the Latymer Foundation already possessed an

interest, was wholly acquired in 1889, and pulled down some years later to

make room for the building now known as
"
Latymer Lodge," the resi-

dence of the Head Master of the Latymer Upper School. For many years

previously the income derived from it had been divided between the

Latymer Foundation, Hammersmith Chapel and the Dutch congregation
in London. Latterly it had been empty and, judging by the photo-

graph reproduced here (Plate 79), had fallen into a bad state of repair.
The earliest view in which the house can be identified is the engraving

by J. Boydell, 1752 (Plate 3), and if we compare this with the photo-

graph it is easy to follow the alterations that Faulkner tells us
* were

effected in its external appearance by George Dunnage, who took a lease

of the property in the year 1804 and gave to it the appearance
"
of an

Italian villa."

As will be seen from the Historical Notes that follow, the house can

be traced back without difficulty to the middle of the I7th century. From
its appearance in the Boydell print one concludes that, like several other

of the Mall houses, it was refronted in the early years of the i8th century,

perhaps by Dr. Radcliffe.t The lodge or garden-house (presumably on

the King's Road frontage), of which we reproduce a photograph (Plate

80), would appear to have been erected by Dunnage early in the igth

century.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The starting-point in any investigation of the history of Hyde Lodge must be the occupa-
tion of the house by Isaac Le Gooch, a Dutch jeweller, who by his will,! dated I7th August,

1685, and proved on igth August of the same year, devised
"
the house in which I live

"
to

Anne Billingsley, widow, for life, and after her death to trustees
"
for the most rent that could

b- got, one full half part thereof to be paid to the ministers churchwardens and overseers of the

poor of the Dutch church in Austin Friars or congregation of London, whereof 10 to be paid

yearly to the ministers of that congregation, while of the other half ^10 per annum to be

paid to the Reader of Divine service in the Chappie of Hammersmith in lieu of the 10 the

Reader usually receives from the curate or minister there and the rest of the moiety to be

laid out in and for educating and maintaining so many more scholars at the Latymer School."

*
History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 331.

t See p. 83.

t Somerset House Wills, 109, Cann.
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In a Court held on l8th April, 1687, it is stated that Lc Gooch died seised of I J acres of

customary land, J acre of free land,with the capital messuage, etc., that Anne Billingslcy had been

admitted to the first-named in 1687, and that trustees were appointed in conformity with

the will on 1 8th October, 1686. The identity of Hyde Lodge with the house left by Le Gooch
is assured by the fact that until 1889 it was the joint property of the Dutch church and the

Latymer Foundation.

With the above facts before us it is possible to go a little further back in the hisiory of

the property. The Hearth Tax Roll tor 1674 contains the name of Le Gooch, curiously spelt"
Leagoose," in respect of a house assessed at eight hearths. This is certainly to be idem irk d

with Hyde Lodge. The Roll for 1666 shows that a
" Mrs. Stringer

"
was then living at the

house. From an undated Hearth Tax Roll,* which must, however, be a very little earlier or
later than 1674, we find that the owner of the house was " Mr. Burt." Burt is at the same
time shown as residing in a smaller house on what was apparently part of the same property,
and it is noticeable that in the Roll for 1666 "

John Hide " was resident in the same house,

suggesting that he, too, was the owner of the property. That this was the case is confirmed

by the fact that there is a record t of the sale in 16715-76 of half an acre of land, with

appurtenances, in
" Hamersmith "

by John Hide to Nicholas Burt obviously the half-

acre of free land which formed part of the Hyde Lodge property. It is evidently from John
Hide that Hyde Lodge derives its name.

Hide held the property in right of his wife, for the Fulbam Court Rolls for 26lh April,

1652, record the surrender by Wm. Stoakes of a messuage, with cottage, and ij acrts in

Hammersmith (the customary portion of the property) in his own occupation to the use of

himself for life, with reversion to Mary, wife of John Hide, citizen and draper of London, and
her heirs. Mary Hide was probably Stoakes's daughter.

To return to Le Gooch's trust, in a Court held on 3rd November, 1710, new trustees were

appointed, and it is there stated that Anne Killingsley
"

is since departed this life," and that

the house is
" now in the tenure and occupation of John Radcliffe, in medicum Doctor." The

latter statement is confirmed in a deed dated fth November, 1804, between Thomas Simpson
and George Dunnage, which records that on Z4th December, 1711, the trustees (among whom
was Henry Box) leased (probably a renewal) the premises to Dr. Radcliffe, and that a lease

was granted in 1771 to William Cotton, LL.D. The property is further referred to as formerly
in the tenure of William Cotton, LL.D., late of Mrs. Rcadshaw, late of Miss Green, and late

of Miguel Dias Deffara. From the rate-books it appears that Lady Wintringham lived here

in 1795, and this bears out Lysons' statement J that Dr. Radcliffe's house was lately (he wrote
in 1795) in the tenure of Sir Clifton Wintringhsm. He had left Hammersmith Terrace (y.r.)
in 1789, and it seems probable that he moved to Hyde Lodge and lived here until his death in

1794. A Miss Rigby was in occupation, according to the rate-books, frcm 1796 to 1798.

Frpm the above we can compile the following list of occupants :

1652. William Stoakes.

Before 1666. John Hide.

1666. Mrs. Stringer.
Before 1674 to 1685. Isaac le Gooch.

1686- Anne Billingsley.

1710-1714. Dr. John Radcliffe.

Miguel Dias Deffara.

Miss Green.

Mrs. Readshaw.

1771- William Cotton, LL.D.

1789-1794. Sir Clifton Wintringham.

1794-1795. Lady Wintringham.

1796-1798. Miss Rigby.

1804- George Dunnage.

Lay Subsidies MMx., 143/407.
t Feet oj Fines, Middx., 26 Chas. II., Easter.

J Environs of London ^ist edition), II., p. 407.
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Dr. Radcliffe's occupation of the house *
is of interest, but it is doubtful if he used it as

a residence. Lysons says t that he purchased [sic] a house by the water-side in 1710, and adds
that it was his intention to found a hospital on these premises, and that the building was actually
in great forwardness but was left unfinished at his death. The date would agree well with
the apparent reconstruction of the house before its further alteration by George Dunnage in

the igth century.

John Radcliffe was born at Wakefield in 1650. While at Oxford he took up the study
of medicine, and by 1684, when he removed to London, he had already attained considerable

eminence in his profession. In London he met with extraordinary success, and he soon

accumulated a large fortune. He was, however, frequently on bad terms with his professional

colleagues and with the College of Physicians, and there seems some reason to doubt whether

his skill was really proportionate to his practice. His brusqueness frequently gave offence,

and he incurred some odium on account of his refusal (if, indeed, he actually did refuse) to

attend Queen Anne when attacked by her fatal illness. He died in the same year at his country
seat at Carshalton, leaving most of his property to Oxford University. The Radcliffe Camera,
built from his bequest, commemorates him at Oxford.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Wash drawing by J. G. Simkins in Ravenscourt Park Public Library.

tPhotograph in the possession of G. R. Saunders, Esq.

JPhotograph of lodge in the possession of G. R. Saunders, Esq.

Radcliffe.

*
Faulkner, in his History of Hammersmith (p. 329), quoting Lysons incorrectly, girts the

queen-dowager's house as that occupied by Dr. Radcliffe, but in his History of Fulham (p. 361) he

gives the reference correctly.

t Environs of London (1st edition), II., p. 407.

I Reproduced here.
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XXXIV. UPPER MALL HOUSE, UPPER MALL

(DEMOLISHED)

GROIMI I.AMM.ORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The property is freehold and held by the Latymer Foundation.

\L DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

To the west of Hyde Lodge, also on ground now occupied by the

of the Head Master of the Latymer L'pper School, there used to

stand another fine old house known as Upper Mall House. The building

d about the year 1896 after its purchase by the Latymer Founda-

tion (in 1893), and its appearance can only be judged from the photograph

(Plate 8t), which was taken about the year 1890, together with the descrip-

tion of the house given by Faulkner. A glimpse of the house can, how-

ever, be obtained through the trees in the view of Hammersmith looking
down the river, engraved by J. Boydell, 1752 (Plate 3).

Faulkner's description,* which does bare justice to an admirable piece
of design, runs as follows :

" The exterior of this mansion presents a fine front

constructed of red brick, with stone dressings, with a handsome and bold

cornice resting on consoles, which is continued at the rear of the building.

The rooms above appear to have been a modern incumbrance, and detract

much from the original style of the building ;
a flight of steps supporting

a pediment-headed doorway opens to the hall, an oak staircase with carved

brackets and spiral balustrades leads to the principal rooms, which are spacious
and lofty. The grounds extend to the Great Western Road." The photograph
taken by Mr. G. R. Saunders is a valuable record of a very charming hou>e.

The uppermost storey above the old cornice, the incongruity of which Faulkner
himself mentions, was again altered and rebuilt by Mr. Saunders's father

before the house was demolished. The front, as seen in the photograph,
appears to date back at least to the early part of the i8th century.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

This property is now freehold, and has been so for a considerable number of years, there
. in fact no record of its ever having been otherwise. This circumstance, as well as certain

indications of another kind, suggests that in this property we have one of the numerous strips
.red over Fulham and Hammersmith which formed part of the free lands included in

the various sub-manors of Fulham. Unfortunately, the fragmentary character of the r<

has prevented actual proof of the suggestion being obtained, but such facts as are known are
recorded here in the hope that some more successful investigator may be able cither to pic.\<.-
<>r disprove it.

On 22nd February, 16^0-51. Dame Elizabeth Gurncy sold t to Maximilian Bard those

portions of the Manor of Balingiwid which had not been previously disposed of to Frm ctl

*

Hiitery aid .Intiquitits of . . . Hammersmith, P. IJL
tCfar fed 1650(3
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Finch.* Included in these was "
all that messuage or tenement, together with the orchard

or garden plott and void ground thereto belonging, containing one acre, now or late in the

occupation of Richard London . . . abutting [east] on the lands now or late of William Steek,

gent., now or late in the occupation of William Hill, west on the lands now or late of Hugh
Trussell, north on the London highway leading to Brainford, and south on the river of Thames."

Hugh Trussell is not known to the Fulbam Court Rolls, at any rate for the period 1620 to 1652,
and is almost certainly a mistake for Edward Trussell, the owner of a large amount of property
in the neighbourhood, and particularly of Seagreens, immediately to the west of Upper Mai
House. If this is so, Steek, who is equally unknown, is in a similar way probably a mistake for

Stokes, the holder at this time of Hyde Lodge,t and the messuage in question was Upper Mall
House. The property is not traceable in subsequent transfers of the Palingswick lands, and
was presumably disposed of separately by Bard. It is therefore not possible to verify the

identification.

The Hearth Tax Rolls for 1666 and 1 674 show a house assessed at nine hearths, immediately
to the east of Seagreens, and probably to be identified with Upper Mall House. This was
at the time in the occupation of " Dr. Clarke." It is known that the Rev. Samuel Clarke,
a leading divine of the lyth century, retired to Hammersmith in i666,t and the prefix

" Dr."
used in connection with the occupier renders it probable that this was his house. . In view,

however, of the fact that another house, assessed at eight hearths, unidentifiable, but perhaps
Linden House or Grafton House, was at the same time in the occupation of a

" Samuel Clarke,"
one cannot speak definitely on the matter.

It has been impossible to trace the names of more than two or three of the tenants of

Mall House. Faulkner mentions that a William Maynard lived here in 1741, and from the

scanty evidence of the rate-books it appears that in 1795 Lady Bailey and in 1796 Lady Dillon

were in residence. In 1798 the house was empty.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Wash drawing by J. G. Simkins in the Ravenscourt Park Public Library.

^Photograph in the possession of G. R. Saunders, Esq.

* See p. i 10.

t See p. 82.

t Dictionary of National Biography.

Reproduced here.
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XXXV. LINDEN HOUSE, GRAFTON HOUSE,
AND THE SITE OF SEAGREENS

LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

Owner, Mrs. Arter. Occupiers, St. Katherine's College for Girls.

KRAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

documentary evidence has come to light regarding the precise

date
*
of either of these 1 8th-

century houses, nor have we
the assistance of the rate-books

before the year 1795. In this

year, however, we find next to

Seagreens (the house belong-

ing to Mr. Lewis Weltje,
which is rated at 90) two

houses in the occupation of

Mr. Thomas Winter and Mr.

Barford, with rateable values

of 75 and 30 respectively.
The former of these is evi-

dently Linden House and the

latter Grafton House, and the

existence of the two houses as

far back as 1733 is affirmed

by a deed quoted below.

Whatever their history, they
must have been quite delight-
ful residences before the in-

difference of modern commer-
cialism permitted the erection

of a margarine factory in close

proximity and the interven-

tion of a motor-boat works

between them and the river.

While Grafton House has

been considerably altered by
L-CILUR OOOR T LINKN noi>5L "**"' modern additions, Linden

UPPCR MALL MftHMtRSHITM-

In the basement of Linden House is an old batten door apparently refixed from an earlier

house. On the door is carved in bold letters and figures the initials I D and the date 1764 (see sketch).
It has been suggested that these initials may be those of John Durand, of Park Street, Grosvcnor

Square, painter, who married Marian, daughter of Samuel. Beavor. His marriage took place a few-

yean after the date on the door.
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House still presents a pleasing front, spacious and low in its proportions,
towards the south. The building is of two storeys, treated quite simply in

stock brick, the central portion projecting slightly beyond the face of the
main wall and surmounted by a plain brick-filled pediment. A further

slight projection in the centre marks the entrance with its flanking windows
and carries the lines vertically through the first floor. The horizontal

cornice of the pediment is taken round the rest of the house above the

heads of the first-floor windows, while above this the brickwork is carried

up to half the height of the pediment itself. The entrance is a charm-

ing piece of design. The door and the semicircular-headed windows on
each side are separated by Ionic columns, and flanked by pilasters which

carry a frieze and dentil cornice without any architrave, while the central

portion has a pediment. The whole design is in wood. The grouping of

the windows and door on the ground floor is repeated in the arrangement
of the first-floor windows, and the whole front, though unostentatious, is

an excellent example of the style of the middle part of the i8th century,

worthy of better neighbours than the present oil mills, which disfigure the

river-side and which Hammersmith could well afford to lose.

The two houses are now used as one residence, and in all probability

they were originally designed as such. In the garden is a wrought-iron
gateway of early 18th-century date and of excellent design. Whether it

originally belonged to the property or was brought from elsewhere is not

known, but it is not improbable that it has come from one of the early houses
on the Mall. The gardens have some old walls, and are of good size.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Seagreens, the house which lay west of Upper Mall House, owed its name to a building or
estate which had a respectable antiquity. Now that it has disappeared and Weltje Road

occupies the site of the gardens, its memory is almost lost to Hammersmith. Sufficient informa-
tion has not yet been obtained to enable us to give the full history or extent of the property,
but since it must hold an important place in any account of the Mall, it may be worth while
to give such datazs are at present available, which will at least form some foundation for future

research.

Two early references to Seagreens in the Court Rolls of the Manor of Fulham must be

given to indicate the antiquity of the name, although we have no precise evidence of its position.
In 8 Richard II. (1384-85) Richard, son and heir of John Stiler, is admitted to a messuage and"
10 akeware terre

"
in Fulham called

"
Seg'nns

"
; and in 33 Henry VI. (1454-55) John Burton

surrendered to Robert Burton (son of William Burton) and Isabella his wife a garden of

wood called
"
Segrymeshaugh in Palengswyk,"

* where was formerly the tenement called
"
Segrymmes."
We have already referred to the gift of Edward Trussell to the poor when he closed the

old right of way across the Seagreens' property in the middle of the 1 7th century.t This

footpath is apparently referred to in an entry in the Fulham Court Rolls on 27th September,
1651, from which we learn that Edward Trussell and Susan his wife surrendered, inter alia,

to the purposes of the former's will, a messuage or tenement in Hammersmith, with gardens,

orchards, curtilages and backsides, and z acres of land near adjoining to the messuage, as

well as a piece of waste, lately enclosed, formerly a common footway, lying within the garden

* For the use of Palingswick as a name of the locality see p. 101.

t See p. 76.
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wall of the wL: \ ublet formerly in the church commemorated the- death in 1657

. a married daughter of Edward Trussell. The next reference to be found in

the //>,. .7; is in 1681, after the death of George Thmel] (who came into the

iurin K hi- father, Edward's lifetim '),
when Alderman Breedon t is given as tenant.

This is confirmed by the llf.r It,
which give the name of Alderman Irussell at a

house, assessed at sixteen hearths, in 1<M>. and Alderman Brccdon at the same house in 1674.

Court of the Manor held in loSi George Trussell's deathwas recorded, and itwa*

that, his son Edward Trussell being also dead, his daughter Elizabeth became heir to his t

and she was admitted accordingly. Elizabeth Trussell subsequently married Francis Mernck.t

and in 1707 their son, John Mrrrick of Southall, succeeded at his father's death. He left

the property by will to his sister Isabella, whose married name was Nelson, and Isabella N
widow, w.,,' admitted in 1749, At her decease in 1770 her nephew, Francis Ascough, "of

Southall," inherited the property under her will, and in 1786 he surrendered it to George

jh, his son. The latter sold the premises in 1790 to Louis Weltje. In all

these entries in the Court Rolls the description varies little from the last, which runs :
"

all

that customary messuage or Tenement situate on the Mall in Hammersmith called Seagreeng

with the appurtenances and two orchards, curtilages and courtyards to the said messuage

belonging or appertaining."

Faulkner, after referring to Edward Trussell, says that Seagreens
" was subsequently

William. I,ord Allington, his son-in-law, Sir George Warburton, Sir Thomas

Bcavor and a Duke of Norfolk." The house was divided into two parts at a later date, and

in a document quoted below (1751) the tenants are given as Mrs. Russell and Mrs. Alexander.

Faulkner also mentions that the house was "
divided into two separate dwellings

" when in

the occupation of Christopher, brother of Louis Weltje.
The actual date of the erection of Linden House and Grafton House has yet to be ascer-

tained, but the following notes relate to the property. In the sale of the Manor of Palingswick

by John, Eleanor and William Payne to Richard Gurney in 1631 ||
were included one messuage

with appurtenances and 3 acres and 2 roods of land in possession of Richard London. Dame
Elizabeth Gurney disposed of the property in question to Maximilian Bard in 1651, on which

occasion it is described in detail. The messuage and I acre have already been dealt with

under the head of Upper Mall Housc.f The description of the remainder is as follows :

'

all that close of land in Hamersmyth, now or late in occupation of Richard London . . .

lining zj acres, being now planted with fruites and herbs and made and converted into

an orchard and garden, abutting east on the land now or late of the said Richard London,
west and north upon the land of John Lasleycs, and south on the river of Thames." Tin-

property is mentioned in precisely the same terms (save that the occupiers are said to be Richard

London, then Mrs. Winter, since Richard Rawlins) in a mortgage (afterwards redeemed)
dated rfth November, I7l6." On 25th October, 1733, Dame Persiana Bard sold it tt to

Samuel "
Bever

"
of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, woollen draper. In addition to the names

of the three former occupants, as above, being mentioned, it is stated to be in the occupation" now of the said Samuel Bevcr," and to comprise, in addition to the orchard, etc.,
"

all that

messuage or tenement and dwelling house (heretofore divided into two tenements) thereupon
erected."

There can be little doubt that the 2j acres comprised the land on the east of Beavor Lane

orgc Trussell died in 1663, but his father, Edward, lived until 1691. The latter was a

number of the Clothwerkers" Company, and in the crarter granted by Charles II. on 5th Febru ry.

<5, he is appointed one of the assistants of the Company, his name immediately following that
of Samuel Pepys. (Charters and Letters Patent granted . . . to the Clothtvorkers' Company, p. $1.)

t John Breedon, M.P. for Reading, 1685 ;
Sheriff of Berks, 1676 ; Master of the Ironmongers'

Company, 1685. Died August 1685 (Beaven's Aldermen of the City of London, II., p. 101).
I The name is spelt Merik in all the earlier entries.

$ History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 332.
II See p. 108.

11 See pp.
S
4 .

Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1716, III., p. 131.
tt Ibid., 1733, III., pp. 338-39.
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containing the sites of Linden House and Grafton House on the south and of Beavor Lodge
on the north, all three of which are known to have been'in Bever's possession, though it must
be admitted that the description of the eastern boundary in 1651 as land of Richard London is

a difficulty.

On 8th February, 1750-51, Samuel "Beaver," sold* to Isabella Nelson, executrix of her

brother, John Merrick,
"

all that parcell of land commonly called the Green Walk or Green
Lane f in Hammersmith lying between the land of the said Isabel on the west and the land

of the said Samuel Beaver all along on the east side, and abutting chiefly on a certain messuage
or house standing at the lower end of the said Walk or Lane and near to the River Thames,
but some part thereof on the said River Thames on the south, and on the London to Brentford

Road on the north." In the release the grantor is said to assign a way or passage into, through
and over a piece of ground called the Wharfe or Mall at Hammersmith, lying between the

River Thames and the said Samuel Beaver's brick wall before his two houses in the occupation
of Mr. Clarke and Mr. Winter,

" with full and free liberty and licence for the said Isabella

Nelson . . . and tenants for the time being of her two messuages or tenements and premises
at Hammersmith . . . called Seagreen in the occupation of Mrs. Russell, widow, and Mrs.

Alexander, widow ... to use and enjoy the said way or passage by passing and repassing

through and over the said piece of ground . . . from the lower end of ... the Green Walk
... to the said messuages . . . called Seagreen." The two houses belonging to Sever are

evidently Linden House and Grafton House, and are met with eight years later when Bever

mortgaged t
" those two messuages or tenements, adjoining to each other, with the gardens,

yards, stables and coachhouses thereto belonging, and also all that piece or parcell of Land

laying [sic] contiguous thereto containing about half an acre used for the drying of Linnen . . .

abutting to the south on the River of Thames, west on a lane commonly called the Washway,t
north on lands of Samuel Bever in the occupation of William Bedcut, east on lands of Isabella

Nelson in the occupation of Stephen Ranwall." The two houses were at that time in the

tenure of John Winter and Thomas Walter Young, and thirty-seven years later they were, as

we have seen from the rate-books, occupied by Thomas Winter and a Mr. Barford.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

||View of Seagreens in the "View of Hammersmith" by J. Boydell, 1752,

([Internal door with date and initials (drawing by A. O. Collard).

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

||Plans of Linden and Grafton House (measured drawings)

||South front (photograph).
Centre of south front (photograph).
Entrance doorway (photograph).

| [Detail of the same (photograph).

| [Detail of the same (photograph).

||Wrought-iron gate (measured drawing).
View of same (photograph).

* Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1751, I., p. 125.

t Obviously Beavor Lane.

t Indenture, dated 3Oth October, 1758, between Samuel and Jane Bever and Sarah Burton,

George Burton and Francis Burton (Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1759, III., p. 113).

See under Beavor Lodge.
[| Reproduced here.
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XXXVI. BEAVOR LODGE

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDER, ETC.

Owner : Sir William Richmond, K.C.B., R.A., who resides here.

I RAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

Little i- knun of the site on which Beavor Lodge now stands, except
that it formed part of the same property as Linden and Grafton House (q.v .)

and has already been referred to in discussing those houses. Beavor Lane

(called in a deed of 1758 the
"
Washway

" and in 1750 the " Green Walk ")
own on John Sailer's map of 1830, and Beavor Lodge appears therein

much in its present form. In the middle of the i8th century the house
and the adjoining property were in the possession of Samuel Bever, and
as he seems to have given his name to the lane and to the house, it is probable
that he was the builder of the latter. The earliest reference to Beavor

Lodge that has been found is contained in a lease
*
dated I3th April, 1757,

whereby Samuel Bever demised to William Bedcott a messuage or tenement
with coach-house and stable adjoining situate in a lane leading from the

High Road from London to Brentford to the Thames side at Hammersmith,
\\ith the freehold land adjoining then in the occupation of Samuel Bever,t

abutting south on the garden of John Winter, Esq.,J and west on the said

lane.

It is doubtful whether Bedcott actually lived at the house, as he is

in 1773, after his death, described as
"

late of St. George's, Hanover Square."
In that year the house was in the occupation of Joshua Adams,

"
of Hammer-

smith, wax chandler." Faulkner states that Beavor Lodge was the residence
of the vicar, the Rev. Francis Thomas Atwood.

The house is a simple rectangular building of two storeys, with brick
walls and slate roof. Certain of the rooms exhibit some interesting j8th-
ccntury decoration. In the arrangement of the very charming gardens,
and in certain additions and alterations to the house, the taste of the present
owner has found congenial employment.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

||
Ground plan of house and gardens (measured drawing).

.v of the north front (photograph).
View of the north front from the west (photograph).

Quoted in Middlesex Rtgiitry Memorials, 1773, \ ., p. 250.
t Samuel Bever died in 1761-62, leaving all his freehold, copyhold and leasehold property in

dth and Covent Garden to his widow and two children 'by his second marriage, Robert
and Marian (aftcrMJuU Marian Durand). His will is Somerset House Wills 214. I hv

I See under Linden House.

$ Hiitory and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 339.
Reproduced here.
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XXXVII. SITE OF THE SHIP INN, UPPER
MALL

Very little seems to be known about this old river-side inn beyond
the information supplied by Faulkner,* who says that it was an ancient

building in the style of the time of Charles I. It stood on the south side

of the footway, between the path and the river, and the brick porch and
a part of the front wall (with its sign) have survived its demolition. A
water-colour drawing of the inn, copied in 1867 from an earlier drawing,
is preserved in the Coates Collection (Plate 88), and a painting on panel is

in the possession of Mr. Samuel Martin. A photograph of the porch as

it exists is reproduced here (Plate 89), together with the old view. It

is improbable that the porch dates from before the second half of the Ijth

century. It will be seen that the level of the ground has been considerably
raised of late years. The Court Rolls of the Manor of Fulham contain

entries relating to a Ship Inn situated in the lane leading from the chapel
at Hammersmith to the water-side, but the following entry, dated 6th April,

1795, undoubtedly refers to the inn on the Upper Mall :

"
George Thrale

(heir and younger brother of William Thrale) and Robert Foster surrender

The Ship, formerly in the occupation of John Meredith, late of Salter,

and now or late of Robert Dearman (being one of seven tenements formerly
the estate of John Jones), to the use of John Sich of Chiswick." The rate-

books give the name of John Sich as being in occupation from 1795-98.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Painting on panel in the possession of Mr. Samuel Martin.

tWater-colour drawing by J. T. Wilson in the Coates Collection entitled
" The Old Ship,

copied 1867, from a drawing lent by the landlord."

Lithograph, a copy of which is preserved in the Ravenscourt Park Public Library.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

tPhotograph of the brick porch.
Another photograph of the same.

'
History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 340.

t Reproduced here.
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XXXVIII. HAMMERSMITH TERRACE AND
BLACK LION STAIRS

LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, EH

The proent occupiers are :

I a (shop). Mr. VV. Harvey.
1. Mrs. R. Hicks Shelley, M.B.

2. William Francis Ellis, Esq.

;. I raiui. Osier, Esq., A.R.I.B.A.

4. Ernest Herbert, Esq.

5.
R. W. Thorp.

6. Arthur Needham, Esq.

Emery Walker, Esq., F.S.A.

8. Miss Morris.

9. Mrs. Stephens.
10 & II. Frederick Rovvntree, Esq.
12. Francis Macnamara.

13. Thomas Edmund Harvey, M.P.

14. H. Douglas C. Pepler, Esq.
i ; . Louis T. Rowe, Esq.
16. Oswald Barren, Esq., F.S.A.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

Hammersmith Terrace, which occupies the western end of the

river-bank, almost as far as the parish boundary, is well named, for its seven-

teen houses are certainly typical of the district, which owes much of its

character to the building of the i8th century. Former writers appear to

have dated the row from about 1770, but the Court Rolls of the Manor of

Fulham contain references to the houses some fifteen years before that date.

The row forms one continuous block of building of warm-toned stock brick,

the houses being constructed on practically one and the same plan, with
the exception of Nos. I and 16. The eastern part (Nos. I to 6) is three-

storeys in height, the western possesses an extra storey ;

* while the majority
of the houses exhibit evidence of additions or alterations at various periods.
The variation in height and the irregular spacing of the windows to a certain

extent relieve the somewhat monotonous appearance of the terrace from the

roadside, and the effect is further assisted by the numerous pillared porches
that project on to the pavement. The houses are well, though simply,
planned, and the north front is of secondary importance, as the principal

The evidence of the staircases seems to prove that this extra storey was not a modern addition,
but formed part of the original building. In certain cases the upper part has been rebuilt. An
old print shows (probably incorrectly) Nos. 15 and 16 only with four storeys.
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rooms face the river towards the south. Internally, the best original features

are the staircases (the most interesting example, perhaps, being in No. 16),

although a good number of the rooms still contain their original panelling.
Others, again, have been considerably altered, little of their original character

being left
;
and this is more particularly the case in the large front rooms on

the first floor, from which fine views of the river are obtainable. The staircase

of No. 3 has lost its original balusters. The fireplaces generally are quite plain,
but in a large number of cases retain their old hob grates. The picturesque-
ness of the terrace is greatly increased by the row of pleasant old-world gardens

stretching right down to the water's edge. Until about the end of the year
1880 the end of each garden opened on to a private walk or promenade,
the site of which is now included in sections in the gardens themselves.

The river-wall is of considerable height above the shore, and at high
tide the water is nearly level with the gardens, from many of which a flight
of steps is provided as a landing-stage. The whole terrace is a valuable

relic of the river-side houses which were characteristic of London in the

past.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The idea that these houses were erected in 1770 seems to be due to Faulkner,* but refer-

ences to them in the Court Rolls of the Manor of Fullum extend back a good many years
earlier. The property as a whole is referred to on three occasions between 1755 and 1799.
The earliest references (in 1755 and 1756) are the surrender by Peter Calmel to Henry Bodicoate
of a number of strips of land measuring 20 x 70 or 20 x 100, lying at the Hope between the
River Thames on the south and the footpath from Chiswick to Hammersmith on the north

;

and another piece measuring 28 x loot abutting west on an ate (eyot) or ozier ground and
east on land let by Calmel to John Morrice, glazier, with the new built messuage demised by
Calmel to Ed. Trant by indenture dated gth September, 1756, for sixty years at a yearly rental

of 5. Yet another piece is described as measuring 59 x 70, abutting east on land owned

by Calmel and west on land let by Calmel to Horlock, with the messuage demised by Calmc 1

to George Longstaffe for sixty-one years from September, 1756. This must refer to the sites

now occupied by the shop numbered la and the houses I and 2, and further probably indicates

that only one house was built at this time, presumably No. 2. It is noticeable that the plan
of No. I differs from the others. Several other pieces of land on the other or northern side

of the footpath are mentioned, including two plots, both measuring 57 x 80, and let to Rose
Owen as a kitchen garden.

The entries in the years 1799 and 1800 are more interesting, as the houses are in many
cases referred to by number and thus identification is assured. The references are contained
in a surrender by Henry Bodicoate to Anne Peyton, his sister, and others, and also in a sale

of a number of plots by Anne Peyton, among those not sold being No. 16, which she leased

to Christopher Spencer. To take the entries in detail : The piece measuring 59 x 70 is sold

to William Perry, together with the houses numbered I and 2. There is still no mention of

the shop. No. 3 is not mentioned at all. No. 4 is sold to George Wolfe. No. 5 is sold and
is described as being in the occupation of Mr. Pittman. No. 6 is sold to Benjamin Pugh of

Bartlett Buildings, who also purchases the two parcels 57 x 80 (north of the terrace). No. 7

merely receives its old designation and no fresh details are given. No. 8 is not mentioned.
No. 9 is bought by Lashlan Robert McKintosh

; No. 10 by John Lewis of Hammersmith.

*
History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 342.

t The only house in the terrace with a frontage measuring more than 20 feet is No. 16, and
that the entry relates to this house is further indicated by only one adjoining house being mentioned,
viz. that to the east. In nearly all other cases houses are described on both sides.
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Of No. 11,12,13 an^ '4 no ncw information is forthcoming. No. 1 5 is sold to Samuel Moody,
whose name is given as the occupier from 1795 to 1799 in the scanty remains of the rate-books

;

while the remaining piece, as has been mentioned, is let to Christopher Spemxr. The frontage
is given as 2Ofcct mily. The history of No. 14 can be followed in greater detail, for in the year

1'cter Calmcl surrenders a piece of land abutting east on land belonging to Calmel and
west on a messuage belonging to John Morrice, Elizabeth Joye being admitted

; while mention
is made that the land is part of copyhold lands purchased by Calmel from William Dudley and
Herman Corbctt.* On 2Oth April. 177^, Elizabeth Joyc surrenders to Sir Clifton Wintringham,
who on l8th November, 1789, himself surrenders t to John Beckwith, which agrees with the

ace of the rate-books, as the name of Colonel Beckwith appears here from 1795-99. Faulkner

says that Wintringham lived at No. 15, but that would be accounted for if the shop at the

beginning of the row were included in the numbering at that time.

Mr. dc Loutherbourg is given as being at Nos. 7 and 8 in the rate-books from 1795 to

1799, although Faulkner says he was at No. 13. This discrepancy can be explained by
the fact that the last-named house was occupied for some time by a relative of the same
name. Arthur Murphy appears at No. 16 from 1795-99, and this confirms Faulkner's

statement.

The old stairs to the cast of the terrace leading down to the river derive their name
from the Black Lion Inn, which stands just opposite the end of this terrace on the north
side of the way. Black Lion Lane leads past the inn to the high road, but it is shown on

Salway's plan as St. Peter's Street.

The rate-boob are only available for the years 1795-99. Their evidence regarding
the names of residents, together with the information from the Court Rolls, is tabulated
below :

William Finch.

William Burton.

Capt. Richard Lassclls.

Lloyd.

Empty.
Ann Birch.

William Wood.

Draper.
Miss Mist.

Mary Park.

Empty.
Pittman.

Mrs. Hall.

Empty.
Mrs. Mayott.

Philip de Loutherbourg.
Mary Harris.

Mr Birch.

Mary Boddicott.

B. Simpson.
Mrs. Hayes.

Margaret Morris.

Elizabeth Joye.
Sir Clifton Wintringham.
John Beckwith.

Simon Lesage.
Colonel Beckwith.

Another piece of land went with No. ,4. I, lay opposite, on the north side of the footpath,^ (WCSt l "^ " fCCt (n nh t0 S
Uth)> bei"8 'PP'' 1? "I the site of

t The messuage is first
specifically mentioned in this surrender.
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No. 15. 1795-9. Samuel Moody.
1756. Edward Trant.

No. 1 6. I795-9- Arthur Murphy.
1799-1800. Christopher Spencer.

Philip James de Loutherbourg is mentioned at great length by Faulkner.* He was born
in Alsace in 1740, his father being a miniature-painter of Strasburg and painter to the Court
at Darmstadt. De Loutherbourg became a pupil of Casanova, and quickly obtained a reputa-
tion as a painter of battles, huntings and landscapes. He was admitted into the Academy of

Painting in Paris about 1763, and soon after came over to England, where he was engaged by
Garrick to superintend the scenery at Drury Lane. He was for many years a member of the

Royal Academy. He settled at Hammersmith Terrace about 1783 and made it his home for

the remainder of his life, dying there on nth March, iSia.t The latter part of his life was

spent in the study of mysticism, and his claims to the power of prophecy and the healing
of diseases gave rise to many unedifying scenes. A description of alleged miraculous cures

performed by him and by his wife (" a lady of most exquisite sensibility ") was published by
one of his dupes in 1789.! He was buried in Chiswick Churchyard, and Faulkner quotes in

full the inscription on his tomb, which may still be seen. The following note, apparently in

De Loutherbourg's handwriting, is preserved in the British Museum, and is dated
" Hammer-

smith Terrace, July 7th, 1789
"

:

" Mr. de Loutherbourg, finding that his endeavours to relieve the afflicted have in a

great measure been subverted by the unjustifiable conduct of several malicious persons who
have by violence or insinuation extorted the tickets given by him to the poor and basely sold

them by which means they have deprived the said poor of the relief intended for them only,
and as the peace and safety of the inhabitants and his own family might be endangered by a

continuation of the riotous behaviour of a number of persons. Mr. de Loutherbourg hereby
gives notice that he will admit no more patients, nor will any application whatever be attended

to, which he most sincerely regrets as he is by this means prevented from exercising his charity
and wish (under the blessing of God) to relieve those unhappy persons who from poverty have

it not in their power to apply to physic."
Sir Clifton Wintringham, St., son of Clifton Wintringham, a physician and medical writer

of some repute, was born at York in 1710 and educated at Trinity College, Cambridge. He
entered the Army Medical Service and became Physician-in-Ordinary to George III in 1762
and Physician-General to the Forces in 1786. Wintringham received the honour of knight-
hood in 1762 and was created a baronet in 1774. He was also a Fellow of the Royal Society
and a member of the Societe Royale de Medecine de France. From the Court Rolls

||
we

learn that he took No. 14, Hammersmith Terrace in 1778, and left it in 1789, on whichoccasion
he probably removed to a house in the Mall,1I where he died on loth January, 1794." He
was buried in the North Transept of Westminster Abbey, where a monument by Banks was
erected to his memory. In addition to editing his father's works he himself wrote several

medical treatises.

Arthur Murphy is referred to by Faulknerft as a
"
venerable ornament of British literature."

Born at Roscommon in 1727, he was in 1738 sent to the College of St. Omer, where he remained

*
History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, pp. 345 ff. A detailed account of his career,

with illustrations of his work, appears in The Collectors' Illustrated Circular for 2yd July, 1904, written

by Mr. W. H. Draper, who then resided at No. 13 on the Terrace, which for so long was believed

to have been De Loutherbourg's home (see above).
t Dictionary of National Biography. The Dictionary, apparently on the authority of Faulkner,

gives No. 13 as the house where he died.

J A List of a few Cures performed by Mr. and Mrs. De Loutherbourg of Hammersmith Terrace

without Medicine, by a Lover of the Lamb o God (i.e. Mary Pratt).

Op. cit., p. 349.

II See p. 94.
^ See p. 82.
** Munk's Roll of the Royal College of Physicians, II., p. 251.

tt History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 342.
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till his l8th year. Originally intended for mercantile pursuits, lie- \\.is tempted to venture

on the stage, and appeared at Covent Garden in 1754 in the character of Othello. His expe-
rience as an actor, however, only lasted about two years, and henceforward he devoted himself

the writing of play-. Murphy was a favourite in society and enjoyed the friendlhip
of such men as John-.;:, (iurrulc and Rogers. lie was a prolific writer. In addition to his

numerous dramatic compositions may be mentioned his edition of the works of Henry Fielding,
his Life of Da r

. id (.l.irritk, and his essay on the Lift and Genius of Samuel Johnson, L1..1). I K

also published translations of Tacitus and Sallust. These involved him in pecuniary diffi-

culties, as a result of which he was compelled to sell his residence in Hammersmith Terrace.*

:ig the latter part of his life he resided at Knightsbridge, where he died on l8th June,

1805. He was buried in Hammersmith Church near his mother, and Faulkner t records a

tablet to his memory which has since disappeared.
Mri, Rosamond Mountain (nit Wilkinson), a celebrated vocalist and actress of the latter

part of the i8th and the beginning of the igth century, is said by Faulkner t to have lived
for many years at Hammersmith Terrace. As, however, she did not take up her residence
there until after 1800, a detailed account of her does not come within the scope of this volume.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Engraving of the river front dated 1780.

Photograph from the river, in the possession of Warwick H. Draper, Esq.
fPhotograph from the river in the possession of Mrs. Chase.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:
View from roadway (photograph).
Porch of No. 16 (photograph).
Plans of the terrace (measured drawing).

*
Dictionary of \jtional Biography.

t History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 1 39
I Ibid., p. 350.

} Reproduced here.
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XXXIX. COTTAGES IN TERRACE COURT

On the north side of Hammersmith Terrace is a little pathway leading
at right angles from the roadway and forming part, no doubt, of one of the

early footways with which Hammersmith has always been so well supplied.
A warple way

* hereabouts is constantly mentioned in the entries in the

Court Rolls, and although its position has not been definitely ascertained,
it probably ran from the Highbridge to Chiswick, at some distance north
of the river-bank. Terrace Court would have led from the warple way
towards the river. The two cottages date from the i8th century, but have
no features of importance to record.

XL. No. 5 WESTERN TERRACE

Within the island formed by the beginning of Chiswick Mall, the

northern footway which starts westward from the same point, and Eyot
Gardens which cuts them both, is a cottage of a roughly L-shaped plan,

dating from the ijth century. The projecting wing, which no doubt

originally contained the staircase, turns northwards ;
the old red brickwork

is of interesting quality, and on the north side there remains an original
mullioned and transomed window of two lights.

The interior of the cottage was remodelled in the i8th century
and contains little of its early character. The front room on the ground
floor is lined with Georgian panelling.

* There are many
"
worple ways," generally so spelt, in the west and sou'h-wesi portions of

Greater London, one across the river at Mortlake, another at Richmond, and scveial in this

parish. A writer in Notes and Queries, 8th Series, 1883, says :

" At Iskworth we have a Worple Road,

also known as the Worpks, and corrupted to the Whirlpcols." The rmam'ng of woiple way, viz.

bridle-path, is given in Wright's Dialect Dictionary.
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XLL RAVENSCOURT PARK (PALINGSWICK
MANOR HOUSE)

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

Ravc-nscourt Park is the property of the London County Council,
and the house is leased to the Hammersmith Metropolitan Borough Council
for the purposes of a branch public library. A wing of the premises is in

the occupation of Mr. Samuel Martin, the librarian.

i RAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The present house is in the main an early Georgian structure, and
is' a very good and complete example of its period, excellent alike in arrange-

BASEMEN r PLAN. (WALLS, BLACKED IN, REPRESENT THE PROBABLE REMAINS OF THE OLD HOUSE)

ment and in its architectural detail. That it stands, however, on the site
: an earlier building is sufficiently revealed by the plan of the basement

floor, and the fact is confirmed by the considerable quantity of early panelling,
etc some of which is clearly still i situ, although much has been refixed.

llty Pahngswick Manor House covered a considerable area and
nust have possessed at least one main courtyard. This assumption is borne out
by the discovery of certain foundations at a distance from the entrance front,
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particulars of which have, unfortunately, not been kept. Such walls as

remain and are incorporated in the existing building do not seem to have

belonged to the main part of the old house, and it is impossible to trace the

position of the hall and other principal apartments. The ground has

obviously been made up in front of the house to allow of the old first floor

being converted into a new ground floor, the former ground level being
now the basement. A careful examination of the plan of the latter will

show that certain of the large original rooms have been subdivided, the

position of the chimney-stacks affording a clue to the rooms which they
served.

The various features which have been preserved from the old house
are better enumerated before we describe the Georgian building. In

the area, under the entrance porch, we are confronted by a 16th-century
external door heavily studded with nails. It has its old wrought-iron

hinges and a heavy chain of a later date. From this door we enter a hall,

and immediately on our left is a room which has evidently been subdivided,
and which is entered by a panelled door with moulded frame and carved

stops of Elizabethan date. There are several of these frames on this floor,

and one or two are almost certainly in their original position. This room
is panelled throughout with work of three different periods. There are

the normal Elizabethan panels with moulded stiles and chamfered rails on
the north and west walls. On the east is some panelling of alternate large
and small proportions dating from James L, and in the recess to the south

and in the reveals of the doorway are some heavily moulded, raised panels
of the time of Charles I. Several of the other rooms have been divided

into smaller areas and have lost their old fittings. The store-rooms in

the corridor have well-preserved Elizabethan door-frames, and a good
example of a moulded batten door has been fitted to the wine-cellar. The

lavatory has some early panelling and the doorway in its north-east corner

has an arched head with key-block.
There is nothing on the present ground floor beyond the abnormal

thickness of certain walls to remind us of an earlier period, but on the first

floor in the committee-room to the north of the landing is an important
section of the panelling (temp. Charles I.) already referred to. This room is

a beautiful example of a Georgian panelled chamber, and it is very remarkable

to find the whole of the recess to the right of the fireplace covered with these

earlier panels, which also extend on each side of the cupboard. The only
reasonable explanation seems to be that the builders did not trouble to remove
the old work from a recess which was intended to be hidden, probably by a

deep cupboard. If this were so, we may infer that one of the owners of

Palingswick, possibly Sir John Finch, who lived here some time between

1631 and 1640, fitted up this room with panelling, the bulk of which, together
with the door, we shall find refixed on the second floor. It will be noticed

that one of the windows intended for this room is blocked, from which

circumstance it alone has preserved its original sash. The window imme-

diately below it is also crossed by a partition, and the staircase window is out
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>t centre. It is scarcely likely that this would have occurred in a new plan,

and it seems to suggest that at an earlier period the staircase was narrower

than at present (probably the width of the paved entrance) and that this

panelled room on the first floor was so much the larger, which would allow

of its including the two wind(<

In the attic bedroom over this room, on the second floor, is a large

amount of the same panelling evidently refixed and occupying the south

and west walls. The fireplace is contemporary with the panels and has

a fine architrave moulding with mitred ears, and drops of carved scroll-

work on each side. On the landing is the doorway (the second on the left),

evidently belonging to the same scheme of decoration. Considering the

o >mparative rarity of work of the period of the Civil War, it is a most valuable

example. The broad architrave with mitred ears, containing carved drops,
finishes at the floor with bold scrolls. Above is a curved frieze and dentilled

cornice, the latter of which breaks round a central panel projecting from
the frieze and architrave. A fine circular pediment crowns the doorway,
broken by a well-modelled shield bearing a helm and crest apparently a

hand grasping a broken device. The most striking part of the design, how-
the long border of boldly carved scrollwork and ornament carried

down the back of the architrave on each side. As a whole it represents in

a very marked degree the excellence of that too brief period when English

design was under the powerful influence of Inigo Jones.
The Georgian work is very good of its kind. Unfortunately the

exterior, with its well-proportioned windows and bold, enriched cornice,
has been painted white and no longer shows the quality of its brickwork.
The roof is of green slate

; it is of Mansard shape and has good dormer
windows. The staircase is of ample proportions, having three balusters to
a tread and good carved brackets. The principal room extends across the
whole of the west front, with a canted bay-window and two carved wood
ohimney-pieces. The ceiling here, in three compartments (the centre raised
in an octagonal dome), and that to the staircase are enriched with interesting
designs in plaster.

We have already referred to the committee-room on the north side,

which, like the room beneath it on the ground floor, is complete with panel-
ling and heavy wood cornice. The fireplace in the upper room has a strip
of delightfully carved key pattern. The secondary staircase is of contem-
porary design and of good detail. The rooms to the south on the first and
ground floor have been modernised, probably at the same time that the

nt residential wing (the librarian's house) was added in the middle of the
i<;th centurv.

The grounds of the house, now a public park, contain a lake and a
fine avenue of elm-trees, now fast decaying, which date back to a period
before 1710, when reference is made to their existence (vide infra). The
manor house was once enclosed by a moat, fed doubtless by the Stamford

The windows of the mid-l/th centurv, being two-light casements with transoms, approxi-nuud to the fa.h-window in general shape and were often replaced by sashes at a later date.
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Brook, which ran through the park. Close by the house is a lofty wrought-
iron gate of the early i8th century, with finely designed side panels and
overthrow of scrollwork. A similar gate, of rather smaller dimensions and

considerably restored, is now at the eastern entrance to the park in Shaftes-

bury Road, near Ravenscourt Park Station.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Excellent.

HISTORY OF THE MANOR OF PALINGSWICK, AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The name "
Palingswick

"
is frequently used in the old records as the designation of a

locality. Thus in 5 Henry IV. (1403-4) the Fulham Court Rolls refer to a croft called
"
Frythes

"
lying in "

Palengewyk "; in 3 Henry V. (1415-6)
" Westfeld "

in
"
Palengwyk

"

is mentioned; in 5 Henry V. (1417-8)
"
schepecroft

"
in "Palengewyk"; in 33 Henry VI.

(1454-5) a garden of wood called
"
Segrymeshaugh

" in "
Palengewyk

"
;
in I Ric. III. (1483-4)

64- acres in
"
litel-northcroft

"
in

"
Palyngewick

"
;
in 1550 a freeholding in

"
Palyngieywyke

"

-ailed
"
Northebroke,"

*
etc.

Here, however, we have to deal with the word as the title of a manor. Palingswick (some-

times, corruptly, Paddenswick) Manor reaches back certainly into the I4th century, and it

has even been suggested that it is referred to in Doomsday Book. In that survey immediately
after the description of the manor of Fulham follow the records of two properties

"
in eadem

villa
"
[Fulham], viz. the holding of Fulchered, and the manor of the Canons of St. Paul's.

The latter can easily be identified with the manor of Sutton,t and it has been suggested J that

the former, consisting of five hides, and said to be held of the Bishop of London, was possibly
what was afterwards known as the manor of Palingswick. The suggestion is, unfortunately, not

capable of proof, and is intrinsically improbable. Five hides must have represented a very
much larger manor than Palingswick. Even Gunnersbury would seem too small.

The first definite mention of the manor that has, so far, been found belongs to the year

1373. In the early part of that year William de Gresleye, clerk, John Ploufeld, clerk, and

John Vincent of London, granted to John Bernes, citizen of London, William Mulsho,

clerk, Edward de Chirdestoke, clerk, John de Freton, clerk, and Robert Broun, of Warwick,

amongst other property, the manors of "
Gonyldesbury

" and "
Palyngeswick," a tene-

ment in
"
Braynford," and all other lands, tenements, rents and services formerly belonging

to John de Northwych, goldsmith, in the parish of Fulham. The grant is dated "
apud

Palyngeswych," I5th January, 46 Edw. III. (1372-3). ||
The wording of the grant (" omnia

alia terras, tenementa, redditus et servicia ") implies that Palingswick, with Gunnersbury, had for-

merly belonged to John of Norwich. It is, however, doubtful whether this was the case. In the

grant made some seven years later to William of Windsor the property is described as
" the manors

of Gonyldesbury and Pallyngeswyk with appurtenances, and certain other (' quedam alia
')

lands and tenements, meadows, pastures, rents and services, with appurtenances, which

belonged to John de Northwych, of London, goldsmith, and were cafled
'

Northbrokes,'
i n the parish of Fulham." This implies rather that only Northbrooks had been in the possession
of John of Norwich, and that such was the fact seems to be borne out by other indications.

In 1372 Gresleye, Ploufeld and Vincent had purchased II from John
"
Flemmyng," of Norwich,

*
Probably the word is also used as a place-name in the case of John, son of Nicholas

" de

Palyngewyk" (feet of Fines, 54 Henry III.), the earliest (1269-70) notice of the word that has so

far been discovered.

t The Domesday of St. Paul's of the year MCCXXH (Camden Series), p. iii.

t Feret's Fulham, I., p. 12.

Close Roll, 47 Edw. III. (211).

|j
A deed of William de Gresleye (Close Roll, 211) releasing to Ploufeld and Vincent all claim

he had in certain lands in Yorkshire, dated 6th February, 47 Edw. III. (1372-3), was also issued at

Palingswick, a circumstance which seems to imply that Gresleye was resident there at the time.

f Feet of Fines, 46 Edw. III.

"
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and Margaret hit wife, one messuage, 80 acres of land, one acre of meadow, and 135. 4d. rent

with appurtenances in Fulham. It is obvious that this cannot represent the two manors

of Gunncrsbury and Palingswick, plus Northbrooks.* Northbrooks appears to be what is

described in the Fulham Court Rolls for 1462 as
"
the holding lately belonging to John

Nnrthbmok,'' and if this is so, it is probably identical witli the property cc insisting of one

messuage, 80 acres of land, 2 acres of meadow and 8s. rent in Fulham, purchased by John
"
Klcmyng," of Norwich, goldsmith, and Margaret his wife, from John de Northbrok and

Margaret his wifc.t in 1356-74 The description of this property is sufficiently like that

nl the purchase by Gresleye, Ploufeld and Vincent in 1372 to justify the identification of the

jnd it may therefore be taken as reasonably probable that the purchase only comprised
Ni >rthbrooks.$

It seems most probable that if John of Norwich had owned Palingswick and Gunnersbury ||

as well as Northbrooks, they would all have been included in one sale, and, on the whole, it is

most likely that neither Palingswick nor Gunnersbury ever belonged to John.U
It is probable that John Bernes and his colleagues, the purchasers of the manor in 1373,

were acting as trustees for Alice Ferrers," who was certainly in possession of the property a

short time afterward*.

Gunncrsbury alone had 140 acres of arable and Palingswick 40.
\ This wa not all the land which the Northbrook family possessed in Fulham. In 1359-60

John nt Norwich purchased 26 acres of land in Fulham from John Mirable of Ware and Lattice his

wife (Feet of Fines, 33 Edw. III.), formerly Lettice Northbrook (see statement by Thomas Mirable

Ix>ndon,
"
bocher," son and heir of Lettice (Close Roll, 10 Ric. II., 227)). Agnes Hertwell,

Thomas's sister, was found in 1383-4 to have forfeited one messuage, 51$ acres of land, } acre of
in -jJ. 'W, one cottage and 6s. quit rent in Fulham (Chancery Extents on Debts, 31-2). On I2th April,
1 386, Thomas Mirable remitted to Agnes all his claim in all his lands, etc., in the parish of Fulham
which had come to him by right of inheritance (Close Roll cited above).

et of Fines, 30 Edw. III.

$ The history of Northbrooks is, for the most part, distinct from that of Palingswick Manor.
It subsequently came into the possession of John Harding (Court Rolls, 5 Henry V.), who died in

1416 (see his will made 17th July, 1416, Commissary Court, Brown, p. 345). Afterwards it came into
the hands of John Knotte, passing in 1454-5 (Court Rolls, 33 Henry VI.) into those of his son Richard.
In 1461 William Essex was fined in respect of

"
Northbrokes," and the property formed part of the

estate of his grandson, Sir William, in 1550.

||
If he had acquired Gunnersbury, it must have been after 1364, since the reversion of the

manor of
"
Gonyldesbury

" was sold by John, son of John de Cepham, and Elizabeth his wife, to

(Jeoffrey "Schrop" (Close Roll, 38 Edw. III., 202, "datum apud Gonyldesbury," loth October,
37 Edw. III.).

f John of Norwich, goldsmith, is mentioned twice in the City of London Letterbooks. once
on 3rd March, 1367-8 (G., p. 223), as having been granted a general' power of attorney, and on the
other occasion on I7th June, 1369 (G., p. 247), as a surety. It is possible that he is identical with
the John Norwich who was collector of the small customs in the Port of London (see, e.g., Pipe Roll,
46 Edw. HI., 217). He is certainly to be identified with John Fleming, of Norwich, who held much
property at Fulham. This is afterwards found in the hands first of Robert Lucas (died in 1382,
will in Calendar of Wills, Court of Husting, II., pp. 230-1) and afterwards of Henry Bamme (died'
i

( i1-6, see will in ibid., II., pp. 408-9) in right of Margaret, who was successively widow of John
f Norwich, second wife of Lucas, and first wife of Bamme

;
for the identification see

(i) acknowledg-
: by Robert Lucas and Margaret his wife, formerly wife of John of Norwich, of receipt of Aco

from the King in satisfaction of certain sums due to John by King Edward and Queen Philirpa for
jewels c. (Memoranda Rolls, 3 Ric. II., 1 56), and (ii) demise of property to Henry Bamme of London,

vife, late the wife of Robert Lucas (Ancient Deeds preserved at the Record Office,
II., B., 2181, 10 Ric. II.). Margaret died some time between 4th November, 1386, and loth July,
1387 (see her will, Comm. Court, Courtney, 153).

In the grant to William of Windsor (see below) it is stated that, when sole, Alice had acquired
rs acquired for her to her use

"
certain property, and it is known that John Bernes acted

s her deputy n the acquisition of Stoke Mandeville Manor (Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1377-81,
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The circumstances of Alice Ferrers' birth are lost in oblivion. It is possible that she

was a member of the Hertfordshire family of Ferrers, and, if so, the long-standing enmity of

the family with the abb;y of St. Albans would sufficiently account for the statement made by
the abbsy chronicler

* that she was the daughter of a tiler at Henney, and had bsen a domestic

drudge. The first incident in her life that is known with certainty is that some good while

before Octob:r, 1366, she entered the service of Philippa, Edward III.'s Queen, as "domicella

camerae Reginae."t It is possible that she became the King's mistress in this same year t ;

certainly her connection with Edward began in the lifetime of Philippa. She gradually

acquired great influence over the King, and obtained huge grants of manors and jewels, to the

accompaniment of much unpopularity. Many charges were made against her, and in particular
she was accused of interfering with the course of justice, and of even appearing on the bench

at Westminster in order to influence the judges. One of the first acts of the so-called Good

Parliament, which met in 1376, was to petition the King against her, and inform him that

she was married to William of Windsor. An ordinance, forbidding women to practise in the

courts of law, was passed, and under this Alice was sentenced to banishment and forfeiture.

The proceedings involved the capture of Alice's
"
magician," and as this occurred at Palings-

wick, no apology seems necessary for inserting the account of the chronicler, as given in a

translation made about the time of Henry VIII.
||

" When these thynges were a doynge, yt was tolde in the parlement, that the sayed Ales

had a long tyme kepte with her a certayne freir of the order of St. Dominike [prechers] whoe
in outwarde show professed physicke, and practised the sayme arte, but he was a magician, geven
to wycked enchauntements, by whose experiments Ales allued the Kynge to her unlawfull love,

or els, as I may trulyer say, into madness. . . . Furthermore yt was reported, the sayed freir to

have maid certain pictures, that ys to wytt of the kynge and Ales by whiche with the powre and

force of herb;s, and hys conjurations in places, he mayde that Ales colde obteyne of the kynge
what she wolde, as the famous magician Vertabanus of the kynge of Egypte,1I he mayde also,

as they say Moyses dyd in tymes paste, rynges of memorie and forgettfulnes, and so the freir

imagined, that so long as the kynge sholde use them, he sholde never want the remembrance

of the foresayd harlott. The duke therfor commanded that the freir sholde bs brought furthe

if he colde bs founde in any place ; and so tow knyghtes, that ys to say, Syr John de la

Mare and Syr John Brentwood,** in disguysed appairell, went unto the place where the freir

remained at a maner of the sayed Ales, called Palang Wyke,tt feynynge themselves to have

come thyther to seeke helpe, and askyng for hym that colde cure infirmities ;
the freirstandynge

in hys high chamber, and seynge them carry urinals in their hands, supposynge he sholde gayne
a greate sum of money, presently confessed hyfnselffe to be the man whom they sought. They
straightwaies promysed to satysfye hym, yf he wold come downe and provyde some remedye
for them

; whoe, stricken with the plague of covetousnes, presently came down, and was

taiken by them : and when without remedye he lamented hys taikynge, a certayne mayd sayed
unto hym, What ys the matter, father, that you so lament ? what have you now cause to feare ?

Could you not fore see these thyngs, that were accustomed to tell unto others thyngs to

come ? to whom he answeared, I dyd foresee truly these thyngas, but when they sholde chaunce

I was ignorant, for I tolde of a parlement to come, wherein both I and my mystres sholde suffer

many adversatyes. He was brought to the presence of the duke and noblemen, where he

vaynely, with ambiguous answeares, spent the day. At the laste the Archbishopp of Canter-

burye, whoe was the protectoure of the freir preachers, scarcely obtained of the duke and noble-

men that he myghte ba commytted to the freries of hys order, manye exclaimynge out and

*
Chronicon Angliae, p. 95.

t Notes and Queries, /th Ser. vii., 449.
+ A grant was made to Alice in 1366 of two tuns of Gascon wine yearly, for her long service

to Queen Philippa (Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1364-7, p. 321).

Died in 1369.

|| Arcbaeokgia, XXII., pp. 236-7. A slightly difL-rent version is contained in the Chronicon

Angliae (Rolls Edn.), pp. 98-9.
H In the Chronicon Angliae : "ut quondam fecit ille magus famosissimus, rex Egipti Nectanebus."
** In the Chronicon Angliae :

" Kentwod."

tt In the Chronicon Angliae :

"
Palange Wyk."
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appoyntynge that he sholdc b: burned with fyre,
and so by mediation of the Archbishopp,

h v brotben rcccavcd hym to keapc in close pryson. Ales Peres, whoe alwayes before had pre-

fcrcd wantonncs to servitude,* hcaryngc of the apprehension of her freir, began vehernently

to fcarc, and her colour failed."

On 26th December, 1377, an order was issued to the Sheriff of Ix>ndon to sell her goods

and chattels for the best price obtainable, and if her husband, William of Windsor, would pay

more than any one el,e, he was to be permitted to buy them.t

inquisition taken of Alice's property on the occasion of her forfeiture mentions

that she held of the Bishop of London lands and tenements in the parish of Fulham "
apud

Pallyngwick." "And they say that the aforesaid manor is well built, as in halls, chapels, kitchens(r),

bakehouses, itables, granges, gat Mso they say that there are two gardens
" worth i8d..

and not more " because the orchards have been laid low by the wind." Also there were 40

acres of arable land, 60 acres of pasture lying scattered, and an acre and a half of meadow.t

Alice soon returned to court, and was present with the King during his last illness.

Accounts vary as to her conduct, but the Cbronifon Angliae states that when his voice failed

she stripped his fingers of rings and left him to die unattended, except by a single priest. In

Richard II. 's first Parliament she was again condemned, but in 1379 the sentence was revoked

She died at the end of 1400 or the beginning of 1401.$

On the forfeiture of her possessions
in 1377 it would appear that Palingswick was granted

to Sir Richard de Abberbury, for in 2 Ric. II. (1378-9) an order was directed to him to make

agreement with the treasurer concerning the manor of
"
Palyngwyke

" and pieces of land

.:id
"
Gornyngesbury," on pain of having the property taken again into

the King's hand.||

Sr Richard dc Abbirbury (or Adderbury) was born about 1330.1! In 1377 he was one

of four knights sent to I/>ndon to convey to the citizens the official news of King Edward's

death,
* and a few months later was, with certain others, commissioned ft to view and make

an inventory of the late King's jewelsand goods. In 1378-9 he was appointed,!! jointly with

Sir John Golofre, warden of Brest Castle. He is referred to as the first master of the young

King, and in 1385 received a grant ||||
of the reversion of the manors of Yiftcle and Carrswcll

(held by him for life by grant of Anne, Richard's first queen) to compensate him for loss sus-

tained by selling his manors of Shorham andTadham to support the King's estate in his youth.
He died some time between 1397 and 1399-ff

In 3 Ric. II. (1379-80), in consideration of his furnishing the King with men and aims,
a grant was made to William of Windsor of much property, formerly forfeited by Alice.

Perrers, including the manors of
"
Gonyldesbury

" and "
Pallyngeswyk

" and certain other

lands and tenements, meadows, pastures, rents and services, with appurtenances, which

('-longed to John of
"
Northwych," of London, goldsmith, and were called

"
Northbrokcs."

Sir William de Windsor, Baron Windsor, was the son of Sir Alexander de Windsor, of

(irayrigg, Westmorland. The date of his birth is not known, but he was of full age in 1349,
and served in the French wars of Edward III. The most important part of his official career

' The Chrotticon Angliae has
"
quae semper antea et ubique frontem praetulerat meretricis."

t Originalia Rolls, I Ric. II., 137.

I \l ucfllaneous Inquisition], Chancery 213, I Richard II. (in places illegible).

$ Her will is dated 2Oth August, 1400, and was proved on 3rd February, 1400-1.
I Calendar of Close Rolls, 1377-81, p. 152.
C In the depositions taken in October, 1 386, in connection with the dispute between Sir Richard

Scrope and Sir Robert Grosvenor, he is said to be 55 years of age (The Controversy between . . .

Serope and . . . Gnsvfnor, by Sir R. H. Nicolas, II., p. 378).**
Chronicon .jngliat, pp. 147-8.

ft Calendar oj Patent Rolls, 1377-81, p. 122.

H Memoranda Rolls, 3 Ric II

$$ Caltndar of Patent Rolls, 1377-81, p. 155.

l\lbid., 1385-% p. i;.
'

,- he alienates lands to the Prior of St. Cross, Donyngton (Calendar of Patent Rolls,

'396-9- P- 469). a"d >n '399 " referred to as deceased (Ibid., 1396-9, p. 6)."
Patfnt Roll,, 3 Ric. II. (3), 307.
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was spent in Ireland, where he held a command before 1369. In that year he was appointed
the King's lieutenant in Ireland. The measures which he adopted to secure order, and the

extortions to which he was compelled to have recourse, involved him in much unpopularity,
and on his leaving Ireland in 1371 he received a formal rebuke for his misdeeds. Two years

later, however, Edward was forced to reappoint him, as anarchy had followed his withdrawal.

In 1376 he definitely retired from Ireland. In 1379 he went on an expedition lo France,
and in 1381-2 took a leading part in putting down the peasants' revolt. Some time before

1376 he married Alice Ferrers, and at various times between 1379 and 1384 he received large

grants, previously made to her and confiscated. He died in 1385.
From the time of the grant to William of Windsor in 1379-80 no certain information

concerning the manor of Palingswick is obtainable for over a hundred years.

The first specific mention of it occurs in 1484-5, when in the description of certain land in

the manor of Fulham one of the boundaries is given as "the land of Palyngewick,nowSirThomas

Frowyk's."
* In the inquisition held on the death of Thomas, grandson of Sir Thomas, in

1514, it is stated that Henry, SirThomas'sson,haddiedin 1 505, seised "in his demesne, as of fee,

of the manors ... of Gonelbury, Palynswyke and Butelers, with meadows, pastures . . . and

certain houses in Braynford and Acton and the churchyard of the latter, and all the lands and

tenements formerly Henry Shere's in Yelyng , Acton, West Braynford, Hanwell, Palynswyk,

Hamersmyth and Fulham."t These words might be taken as meaning that Gunnersbury and

Palingswick, as well as all the remaining property, had previously belonged to Henry Shere,t

but such is certainly not the natural interpretation^ and there are not wanting indications which

suggest a different history.
It will be remembered that the two manors of Palingswick and Gunnersbury had been

united in
(i) the purchase on behalf of Alice Ferrers, (ii) the grant to Richard of Abberbury,

and (iii) that to William of Windsor. When Palingswick reappears at the death of Sir Thomas

Frowyk it is again coupled with Gunnersbury. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that

they had been owned together during the whole of the intervening century^ and, therefore,

whatever can be ascertained concerning the ownership of Gunnersbury during this period

may be regarded as so much additional information concerning Palingswick.
In his will, ||

dated 8th April, 1459, Henry Frowyk, the father of Sir Thomas, refers to
" omnia uscilmenta, vasa, utensilia, apparatus et necessaria mea infra manerium de Goneldes-

bury." It is therefore clear that Gunnersbury, and therefore probably Palingswick also,

had come into the hands of the Frowyks before 1459.^!
The Frowyk family were, however, connected with Gunnersbury at a much earlier date.

In 1389-90 a final concord was made between John Shordych, senr., John Shordych, junr., John
Roulond, John Herny, Geoffrey Martyn, John Newman, John Gauche and John Bernes,

Hue-rentes ;
and Thomas Charlton and Alice his wife, deforciantes, of the manor of

"
Gunnyldes-

bury." Alice renounced for her heirs.** Whatever the precise force of the document may be,

it certainly implies that Gunnersbury was at the time in the possession of Alice Charlton.

Now Alice Charlton was the mother of Henry Frowyk (see below), whose father, the elder

Henry, had died in 1384, and one can hardly help assuming that Gunnersbury (and Palingswick)
had come into the hands of the Frowyk family before 1390.

We have up to now been dependent on the assumption that during this period Gunners-
*

Court Rolls, 2 Ric. III.

t See Inquisition on his son Thomas (Inqq. Post Mortem, Exchequer, 2nd series, 6 Henry VIII.

47VO-
t A Henry Shere was living in 1439-40, when he was "

presented
"

for default as the Acton

ale-taster (Fulham Court Rolls).
"
Palynswyk

"
in the last line is, of course, merely a place-name, like Hanwell or Hammer-

smith, not the name of the manor.

||
Somerset House Wills, 20, Stockton.

f Cass's statement (South Mimms, p. 95) that the name of Sir Thomas Frowyk appears as the

owner of Gunnersbury in a list of the gentry of Middlesex returned in the year 1433-4 ' s incorrect.

The list in question (Cotton MSS., Claudius, C. III.,f. 66b) does not say a word about Gunnersbury; it is

siniply a list of names including that of
" Thomas Frowyk," who is undoubtedly to be identified with

Sir Thomas's uncle, the head of the family, and owner of the estate at South Mimms. He died in 1448.
**

Feet of Fines, 13 Ric. II.

I0 5

Windsor.
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bury and Palingswkk were in the same ownership. Although the FMam Court Rolls

unfortunately do not give any precise information on the point, we are, nevertheless, not
left entirely without corroboration from this source.

In 1409 Thomas Charlton was "
presented

"
for having two perches of ditch unsecured

at
"
PaJengewykgrovc." It may be that the land in respect of which he was presented was

< ustomary land of the manor of Fulham, unconnected with the manor of Palingswick, but there
i> no evidence that he held such land. It seems much more probable that the item in

question is a further indication that Palingswick was in the hands of Alice Charlton.f
In 1414-5 (rV. probably after his mother's death, see below) the name of Henry Frowyk
rs as the owner of land mentioned as the boundary of two pieces of customary land lying

in Westcroft. It is known that Palingswick Manor possessed several acres of land in \Vest-

croft.t and although again it may be the case that Frowyk's land was merely customary land
"f the manor of Fulham such ai he certainly bought afterwards, nevertheless, as there is no
record among the existing rolls of such lands having yet been surrendered to his use, it seems
more probable that this is another indication that the Frowyks held Palingswick quite early.
From this date onwards their names frequently occur in the Court Rolls.

Having regard to the above facts.it may be said, although actual proof is wanting, that

probably Palingswick (with Gunnersbury) was in the hands of the Frowyk family as early
;<. How had they obtained it f Henry Frowyk, the elder, had died in 1384, leaving

his wife Alice (who afterwards married Thomas Charlton) executrix.^ It sttms most likely
that the property was acquired before Frowyk's death, and in that case it was perhaps sold

by William of \Vindsor,|| some time between 1380 and 1384.
Alice Charlton survived her second husband, and died some time between 1412 and 1416.1!

'ahngswick and Gunnersbury, if our assumption is correct, passed to her second son, Henry,
while the eldest son, Thomas, succeeded to the estate at South Mimms.

Henry Frowyk occupied a distinguished position amongst the civic notabilities of the day.On five occasions he was elected master of the Mercers' Company, for the same number of times
he was m:mb:r of Parliament for the City, and twice mayor, namely, in 1435-6 and M11~5

**

The second time his election was carried through in defiance of the expressed wish of the
.ing that William Estficld, who had already fulfilled the duties of the mayoralty three times,

should be again appointed.tf He married, some time between 1420 and 1422, Isabella,:!
widow of William Otes, mercer.^ He died in I459-6o,||j| leaving one son, Thomas.
*

Court Rolls, after Hokeday, n Henry IV.

j
Of course, her husband was regarded as the owner. Similarly in the case of the manor of

old South Mimms, wh.ch is known to have belonged to the Frowyk family from the time of
[..John Payne is said, in 1397, to have held one toft and 2 acres

"
of Thomas Charlton, as of

his manor
(Inqq. Post Mortem, Chancery, Ric. II., File 96-45).

', See p. 109. Westcroft actually adjoined the manor house,
i See his will, Comm. Court, Courtney, p. I22b.

r JU^c" H
L

* ld tht ma" rs f Meonstoke
( William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester

ofF,nes Southampton 4 R,c. II.), West Newland (Morant's Essex, I., p. 373),
"
Kcyngham

"
and

Compton Murdak (feet oj Fines, Divers Counties, 4 Ric. II.). Unfortunately his I^isitio Post
r Middlesex is wanting, so that it cannot be

definitely said whether or not he had disposedM the manor of Palingswick before his death.

Undated
2

othScptember,i4i2^^B.-avcn s Aldermen of the City of London, II., p 7
t Calendar of Letterbooks of the City of London, Letterbook K, pp. 301-2The suggestion of C*K(SouthM,mms, P . 95),whowas unaware of her

identity, that she broughtZ r^Vr " V h<

if.
)lUsband

:

"
as h" will contains several references to property in The

ourhood of
Gunnersbury" surpnsing, inasmuch as her will (Somerset House H'ilb, 10, Godyn)mentions no such property. She died in the early part of August, 1465

Calendar of Letterbook, of the City of London, Letterbook I, p. 266. The will of Otes"dated 5 h Septcmk-r. ,420 (Calendar oj Wills, Court of Hus,,ng, II., pp 422-3) Isab-lTa must havebeen Otes' Kcond w,fe, a, the will refers to his dead wife Johanna

Stockton, jo)':*

' Apri!> '459 ' and "" pr Ved 8th M"ch
> '460
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It is said that Thomas, like his father, was an alderman of the City,* but this is probably
a mistake.t He was knighted on the occasion of the marriage of Richard, Duke of York, in

1478, and earned an unenviable distinction by being one of four who,
"
not counselled to their

most worshippe, denyed part of the duties belonginge unto the Officers at Armcs." I The
said duties, which in Sir Thomas's case amounted to zos., eventually had to be paid. Sir

Thomas died on 26th September, 1485,5 seised of the manors of
"
Gonelsbury, Palynges-

wyke, and Buttlers
" and other very extensive property. He was buried in the chapel of

St. Anne's, Ealing. He had married Joan,|| daughter and heiress of Richard Sturgeon, and

by her left two sons, Henry and Thomas,^ and a daughter Isabella.** There is no evidence

that either he or his father ever lived at Palingswick, their place of residence being Gunnersbury.
Little is known of the elder son, Sir Henry Frowyk, born in 1447,!! who inherited Palings-

wick. The copyhold possessions of his father came, in accordance with the custcm of the

manor, to the younger son, Thomas.}]: Sir Henry married twice, his first wife being Jane

Danvers, and his second Margaret Leigh. By the former he left a daughter, Margaret, born

in I484~5, who married Sir Michael Fisher; and by the latter two sons, Thomas and Henry,
and two daughters, Elizabeth and Mary. He died on 3rd October, 1505, "seised, in his

demesne, as of fee, of the manors ... of Gonelbury, Palynswyke and Botelers, etc."
||||

This

property he had conveyed to certain trustees for the purposes of his will.fiH He also was buried

at Ealing.

Thomas, his son, was only 14 at his father's death. He afterwards married Agnes,
the daughter of Sir Walter Strykland, whereon the above-mentioned trustees conveyed the

property in their hands, including Palingswick, to other trustees to the use of the young

couple. Thomas died on 1 5th November, 1513, without issue.

His brother Henry was then 16. A few years later he took the extraordinary step (though
it must be admitted that he had an illustrious example in the case of his reigning sovereign)
of marrying his deceased brother's wife.*** He did not long survive his marriage, dying on

5th September, 1520. He left the whole of his property to his wife, with reversion to his

sister Elizabeth, wife of John (afterwards Sir John) Spelman.ttt
In 1547 a division of the Frowyk property was made, as a result of which the manor of

Palingswick came into the hands of Elizabeth, Lady Spelman.Jtt The manor is afterwards

found in possession of John Payne, and was no doubt included in
"
certeyn of my landes and

tenements lying in the Countie of Middlesex " which Lady Spelman in her will refers to as

*
Cass's South Mimms, p. 95.

t His name does not appear in Beaven's Aldermen of the City of London.

I Cotton MSS., Claudius, C. III., f. 65, 66b.

Inquisitiones Post Mortem, Henry VII., II. (4), (Chancery 2nd series).

||
Died in 1500. Her will (2,Moone) contains bequests to many religious houses, including

the lazar at
"
Hamersmyth."

U Afterwards Sir Thomas, who became Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, and is said by Fuller

to have been " accounted the oracle of law in his age
"

(Fuller's History of the Worthies of England,

II., p. 42). Fuller mentions that he was born at Ealing (i.e. Gunnersbury).
** She married Thomas Hawte.

tt He was 39 at the time of the inquisition, 3151 October, 1486, on his father's death

(Inquisitiones Post Mortem, Henry VII., II. (4), Chancery 2nd series).

Jt See Fulham Court Rolls for St. Katherine's Feast I and 4 Henry VII.

Inquisitio Post Mortem on Henry Frowyk (d. 1505) (Inq. P.M. for London, Index Library,
Part I., p. 24). She died probably in 1552 (Somerset House Wills, 29, Powell).

Illl
See p. 105.

Iffl Included in the property was a messuage
" vocatum le ferme de Padeswyk

"
in the tenure

of Robynson (Inquisitio Post Mortem on Henry Frowyk, d. 1520, see below).
***

Cass (South Mimms, p. 98) admits the marriage of Henry with Agnes, but suggests that

Thomas became a priest. The facts, however, are quite clear.

ttt Inquisitiones Post Mortem (Chancery 2nd series), Vol. 79, 231.

Jtt Final concord between Edmund Grey and John Colbek and Sir Michael Fisher and

Margaret his wife, and Elizabeth the widow of Sir John Spelman (Feet of Fines, 38 Henry VIII.).
Somerset House Wills, 5, Wrastle.
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Poynt.

having been "heretofore barganyd and sold to John Payne of London." The transfer was

apparently effected in 1548-9, for, according to the Fulham Court Rolls, Lady Spelman was
fined in 154^. while at Whitsuntide, 1549, certain land in Westcroft, given as a boundary, is

referred to us
"

latelj Lady Llizabeth Spylman's, now John Payne's." Lady Spelman died

probably in the beginning of 1557.*

John Payne died on 26th April, 1573,! leaving to his son William inUr alia the manor of
"
Palenrwicke." J That he had resided at Palingswick may be assumed from the following

interesting item in his will :

" Furthermore my will and entent is that my saied wief shall

have for her owne use and commoditie one upper chamber called the grene chamber in my
house at Pallenswicke aforesaied, with bedd and hangingcs thereunto belonginge of the best

torte. And also one other chamber in the saied house mete for her servauntes. With free

lybertie into the gardein there at hir pleasure during all suche tyme as my saied wief shall

kepc her sclffe widowe and no longer."
William Payne also evidently resided at Palingswick, for he is referred to as

"
of

"
Paling

wiik in hiswill,in the inscription on his tomb in Fulham Church, and in a marriage settle

ment dated 4th June, 1577.!! His will.^I moreover, contains a bequest to Sir Francis Castilion

of
"

a square tree stone, which standeth in my garden at Pallenswicke, in the corner ncere

unto the mote." William Payne died in the early part of 1626.

At his death the manor passed to his nephew," John Payne.tt Shortly afterwards a family
agreement was come to whereby John was to hold the manor of Garton in Yorkshire and
the

" manor of Pallenswick
" and 3 messuages, 4 cottages, one dovecot, 8 gardens, 8 orchards,

loo acres of land, 6 acres of meadow, 30 acres of pasture and 20 acres of wood, with appur-
tenances in Fulham, Chiswick and Acton, for the term of his life, with remainder to his wife
Eleanor for her life, reverting at her death to their son, William, and his heirs male.Jt

On 2oth May, 1631, John, Eleanor and William Payne sold to Richard Gurnard,"
citizen and clotfcworker of London,"

"
all that the manner or cappitall mesuagc of Pallings-

wuk, with all ... thereto belonging, lying and being in Fullham, Cheeswicke and Acton."
The whole of the property is given in detail, and it is mentioned as held of the manor of

Fulham.

The property consisted of :

four closes
"
of arable or pastureland nere adjoining to the backside of

the said capital! mesuagc
"

one close also
"
neere adjoyning," etc

two closes called Warners

meadowland in
"
Cheeswicke Mcade "

land in
" Hamersmith feildcs

"
called The Hills .

part of the Hundred acres in
" Hamersmith fcildes

"

the Hethcr Hills

the Leyes .......
land "

lately stocked or grubbed up
"

the Further Hills....
land in

"
Westcrofte

"

land in the Further Hills

16

4

3*

3*

i

6

6

3

4

J

J

acres

acre

acres

acre

Her will is dated 3Oth October, 1556, and was proved on loth February, 1556-7.Not in 1 552, as stated by Faulkner (History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 374).
t Inq. Post Morten in Inqq. P.M. for London (Index Library), Part II., p 17;

Somerset House Witts, 1 8, Peter.

II Deed between Anthony Walker and Thomas Payne, in the possession of the London County

f Sonnet House Ifills, 25, Hele.

'neologies (Sussex Families), p. 164.
John Payne, described as of Pallenswick in Hammersmith," was elected M.P. for

Courtney's Parliamentary History of Cornwall, p. 65). Courtney's identifica-
tion of him with \\ ilium's father is obviously a mistake.

I Feet of Fines, Double Counties, 5 Chas. I., Hilary.
ft Close Roll, 7 Chas. I. (2X04). See also Feet of Fines. Middlesex, 7 Chas. I., Ka<ter.
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Charcrofts ........... 14 acres

one messuage and land adjoining Charcrolts ..... acre

Penger .... . . . i
Percroft .... I ,,

one messuage and land ......... f ,,

one messuage and land .......... 3} acres

land in
" Cheeswicke feild

"
. . . . . . . . 4^

land in
" Cheeswick feild that lieth by the way to the highway gate

"
i acre

land in the Westcroft .... .... 5 acres

do 2

one messuage and land ......... acre

land in possession of Symon Waddop ...... J
a cottage ........ . .

in
" Fulham Meade " ... . 1

Excepted was the Round Close already sold to Thomas Foote I

Sir Richard Gurney, or Gurnard, was born at Croydon in 1577. He was apprenticed
to a silkman in Cheapside, and gradually attained to great wealth and high reputation in the

City. He was chosen Lord Mayor in 1641, and experienced a very stirring year of office,

at every point supporting the King against the Parliament. Finally, on the King, in June,

1642, issuing his proclamation prohibiting the execution of the Parliament's militia ordinance,

Gurney had it publicly read in the City, a step which led to his imprisonment in the Tower,
and his being declared incapable of all honour or dignity. He remained in theTower for nearly
the whole of the remainder of his life.* He died on 6th October, 1647. He had been knighted
in November, 1641, and received a baronetcy in the following month.

There is no evidence that Gurney ever resided at Palingswick. Probably he did not,

for only six months (26th November, 1631) after his purchase he sold,t to Francis Finch t

and others, a portion of the property, including
"

all that the mannor house or capitall mesuage
of Pallingswick with the appurtenances."

The manor is next found in the hands of Finch's cousin, Sir John Finch, Baron Finch of

Fordwych, on whose behalf it is quite possible the above transaction had been carried out.||

Sir John Finch, Baron Finch of Fordwych, son of Sir Henry Finch, was born in 1584,
admitted to Gray's Inn in 1600 and called to the Bar in 1611. In 1620 he entered Parliament

as M.P. for Canterbury. He subsequently became recorder of that city, was dismissed, and

again appointed under pressure from the Privy Council. In 1626 he was knighted and appointed
K.C. and attorney-general to the Queen. In 1628 he was elected Speaker of the House of

Commons. In this position his attachment to the King brought him into sharp conflict

with the majority in the House, culminating in the well-known, scene in which he was held

down in the Chair by Denzil Holies and others while Sir John Eliot's remonstrance was read.

In 1634 ne was appointed Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, a position in which he distinguished
himself by his zeal for the royal prerogative and the brutality of his sentences. He seems to Finch.

* On 22nd July, 1646, he was allowed six weeks' leave to go to the Tunbridge Waters for his

health's sake (Journal of the House of Lords, VIII., p. 438). Whether he was still imprisoned at the

date of his death is uncertain. Clarendon (History of the Rebellion, V., p. 424) says
" he continued

[at the Tower] almost to his death." On the other hand, his daughters pleaded
"
that he had suffered

five years' imprisonment, dying in prison
"

(Committeefor Compounding Cases, 1643-6, p. 859).

t Close Roll, 7 Chas. I. (2896).

t Fifth son ofjSir Moyle Finch, and brother of Sir Heneage Finch, Speaker of the House of

Commons, recorder of the City of London, and father of 1st Earl of Nottingham.
The sale included an acre of land in Westcroft " now or lately used for a way or passage

by the owners of the said mannor house . . . to the south highway leading from London to Brentford,

together with the sommer house lately builte upon the said acre of land and adjoining to the said

south highway."
||
He was apparently at Palingswick in 1635, for Lysons' Extracts from the Parish Books contain

the entry
" Ld. Finch, before Sir John Finch, 1635, Hammersmith

"
(British Museum, Addl. MSS.

Lysons' Collection, 9451, f. 393).
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have been mainly responsible for the decision of the judges on the legality of ship money.
In 1640 he was made lord-keeper, and raised to the peerage as Baron Finch of Fordwicli.

( )n the meeting of the Long Parliament in the same year he was impeached and fled to Holland,

-state was accordingly sequestrated. On 241(1 March, 1644-5. the Committee for Se-

questration reported on the petition
* of Mab?l,t Lady Finch, to be granted an allowance

nut of her husband's estates, from which report it appears that the property comprised inter
'

the houses and lands at Pallingsworth in the county of Middlesex, vallewed at the

ly rent of fortie pounds." J Subsequently Finch applied to be allowed to compound
ti >r his delinquency in leaving the country without permission. From the particulars submitted

by him it appeared that
" he is seised of an estate for his life of and in ye Mannor of Pallings-

wick in . . . Fulham . . . of ye yearly value, over and above a quit rent of 7s.6d.issueingout
of it, / ;/ u 6d. Out of which he craves allowance of 400 debt to one Mr. Berisford for

which he saith ye Mannor of Pallingswick is extended, but produceth no proof thereof."

On 9th August, 1649, a fine of 1,678 I2s. 6d. was assessed as his composition fee.|| At the

ration he was appointed one of the commissioners for the trial of the regicides. He died
in the same year (1660). He had previously disposed of the manor of Palingswick, selling
it to Maximilian Bard in 1650.%

Maximilian Bard was the elder son of the Rev. George Bard, vicar of Staines, and brother
;t Bellamont, who distinguished himself as a traveller and as a soldier on the Royuli>t

side in the Civil War. Maximilian, on the other hand, devoted himself to trade, grew rich,
was elected sheriff in 105 1," and in 1652 and again in 1663 was appointed Master of the
Girdlers' Company.ft He is said to have met the expenses of his brother, when the latter

was living far beyond his means, and to have been "
a great admirer of his accomplishments

and as much despised by him." tt He died on l6th February, IO9O.
Bowack tells us

|||| that Bard had lived at Palingswick, and reference to his occupation of
the house is probably to be found in the Hearth Tax Assessment for 1666, where " Alderman

gar B;ard
"

assessed in respect of twelve hearths.lHF His eldest son, Thomas, is said to have been"
of Hammersmith, after of Caversfield and of Forcote Manor House, by Buckingham," and

one of the latter's sons, Samuel, was buried at "Hamm;rsmith" in l669.*** This would
seem to imply that Thomas was resident at Palingswick during a portion of his father's
lifetime.

'
I.-irdi' Journals, VII., 2733.

- second wife, daughter of the Rev. Chas. Fotherby, dean of Canterbury
: Addl. MSS., 5494, p. 274.
$ Interregnum Papers, G. 217 (133-9).
II Ibid.,G. VI., !(;.

f Feet ofPints. Middlesex, 1650, Mich., concerning
"
the manor of Pallingswick with its appur-

tenances, and 3 messuages, 4 cottages, I dovecot, 4 gardens, 4 orchards, 12 acres of land, 4 acres of
3W, 20 acres of pasture and common of pasture for all beasts." The statements of Faulkner

(History and Antiquities of . . . Hamm-rsmith) as to the method by which the manor came into the
are inconsistent. On p. 374 he asserts that Bird purchased it of LadyGurney in 16501 he property disposed of on that occasion (Close Roll, 1650 (3553)), however, was only a portion of

. k property, and did not include the manor house. On p. 375 he states that it was sold
ney to Bard in 1631 for n,i6o. The date is correct, but the sale was not to Bard, but to
rmch, etc. (see p. 10;), and the sum, which is enormous, appears to be a mistake for/i 160

the amtmnt of the sale effected by Lady Gurncy in 1650.
Udermn of the City of London, II., p. 77.

\ ,' Danville
Srnvthc's Historical Account of the Worshipful Company ofGirdUrs, p. 255.

I Wood's Faiti (ed. 1721), p. 39.

ph in Cuvrsfield Church (Collectama Topigraphica et G IV., 6l).
itngswuk-Creen, where there is an Ancient w.-ll Built Seat, in which some time since

Beard G.-nt. and is now in Possession of his Family" (Antiquities of Middlesex,
p. 58 (published in 1706)).

ff Lay Subsidies (London and Middlesex), 252/32. His chief residence after 1653 seems to
hive been at Civersfield.

Collectanea
Topigraphica et Gtmalogica, IV., pp. 59-61.
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On the other hand, one of Maximilian's younger sons, Nathaniel,* said to be " ot

Caversfield," t certainly held the manor house. On gth-ioth May, 1710, he and his wife, the

Right Hon. the Lady Persiana Bard,t sold to Robert Ferryman, of Leicester Fields,
"

all that

the Manor house or capitall messuage of Paleingswicke . . . and the messuages, buildings,

birnes, stables, pidgeon houses, yards, orchards and gardens therewithal! used and enjoyed ;

and also the two fields or closes lyeing next adjoyning to the moate encloseing the seid

mannor house on the backside of the said mannor house," of an estimated area of 4 acres,
"

late

in the tenure or occupation of the now Earl of Clarendon, but then Lord Cornbury, since in

the tenure or occupation of Thomas Shipton, his under-tenants or assignes ;
and also one

acre of land . . . called the Great Walk, now enclosed on each side with great timber trees

and used for awayor passage from the said mannor house to the south highway leading from
London to Brentford, together with a somer house built upon the said walk and adjoyning
to the said south highway ; being part of the premises purchased by Maximilian Bard . . .

and conveyed to the said Nathaniel." ||

This deed, it will be seen, gives the names of two persons who probably lived at Palings-

wick, namely, (i) the Earl of Clarendon, and (ii) Thomas Shipton, of whom nothing is

known.

Edward Hyde, 3rd Earl of Clarendon, was the grandson of the famous Lord Chancellor.

He was born in 1661, and became Lord Cornbury on the succession of his father to the earldcm

in 1674. From 1701 to 1708 he was captain-general and governor-in-chkf of New Yoik
and New Jersey. While in America he "

earned a most unenviable reputation, which he

appears to have fully deserved, and his character and conduct were equally abhorred in both

hemispheres." He succeeded to the earldom on the death of his father, Henry, the second

earl, in 1709. He died in 1723
"
in obscurity, and deeply in debt, but had honourable burial

"

in Westminster Abbey
"
in the vault of his ancestors whose good name he had so sadly dis-

graced." IT No details are known of his residence at Palingswick, but it may be noted that

the residence of his family at Hammersmith is attested by the parish registers,** which mention

Flora, "daughter of Lord Cornbury," under the date of 6th February, 1701-2.
Robert Ferryman, who bought the house from Nathaniel Bard, evidently resided there,

for after his death he is described as
"
late of Pallenswick in the towneship of Hammersmith."

On 7th October, 1717, his son Robert "of St. Nicholas Aeons . . . London, merchant,"
sold ft it to John Birch, serjeant-at-law.

John Birch was the second son of the Rev. Thomas Birch, rector of Hampton Bishop, in

Herefordshire, and afterwards vicar of Preston, and nephew of the famous Colonel John Birch,
who left his estates to his youngest daughter, Sarah, on condition that she married her cousin

John. The latter entered Gray's Inn in 1680, transferring to the Middle Temple in 1686,
and was called to the Bar in 1687. He succeeded his uncle as member forWeobley in 1700.
He became a serjeant-at-law in 1706, and in 1729 succeeded Sir William Thomson as cursitor

biron of the Exchequer, remaining in office until his death. In 1732 he was expelled from the

House of Commons for having used his position as Commissioner for the sale of rebels' estates

to manage a corrupt and illegal transfer of property belonging to the Earl of Derwentwater.
He died in 1735.

His residence at Palingswick is referred to in the following entry tt in the Middlesex Sessions
Book relating to the sessions held at Westminster, April, 1719 :

" The mansion house of John

* He died in 1713 (Somerset House Wills, 269, Leeds), and his wife in 1739 (ibid., 22$,

Henchman).
t Collectanea Topografhica et Genealogica, IV., pp. 59-61.
t She was his first cousin, being daughter of Lord Bellamont.

Evidently the elms (now mostly dead or dying) that at present line the main avenue in

Ravenscourt Park. They could easily be 300 years old, in which case they would have been in their

prime in 1710.

|| Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1711, III., 19.

1T The . . . Registers of . . . Westminster, ed. by Chester, p. 308.
*

Faulkner's History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 202.

tt Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1727, VI., 304-5.
It Middlesex Sessions Books and Orders of Court Calendar, Jan. 1718-9 to Mar. 1721-2, p. 33.
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Birch, esquire, at Palingswick, near Hammersmith, in the parish of Fulham, is certified for

a place of meeting of Protestant dissenters."

On llth December, 1727, Birch sold
* the manor house

"
called Pellensweek" to John

Poplar, and on 2$th May, 1732, the latter's executors transferred the property t to

Obadiah Marryat, of Boswcll Court, St. Clement Danes. On 191)1 January, 1732-3, a further

tale was effected, and the manor house became the property of Alured Popple of Whitehall.!

On 4th~5th December, 1746, Mary Popple, widow of Alured, Ruth Sclwyn and Henry
Popple disposed of the premises to Thomas Corbett, of St. Martin-in-the-Fields.||

Thomas Corbett, of the family of Corbet of Moreton Corbet, accompanied Sir George

Byng, Viscount Torrington, as secretary on the latter's expedition to Sicily in 1718-20, and

afterwards published an account of it. In 1723 he was appointed chief clerk of the Admiralty,
and gradually rose in position, becoming senior secretary in 1742. He died in 1751. By his

will f he gave instructions for the sale of his
"
messuage or dwelling house . . . and also

all other [my] messuages, lands, tenements and hereditaments which I lately purchased at

Pallinswick."

Faulkner quotes" from the Morning Advertiser in 1754 an advertisement announcing
the sale by auction of

"
the manor of Paddinswick at Hammersmith . . . late the estate of

Thomas Corbett, Esq., secretary to the Admiralty, deceased." The house is said to be "
in

the finest repair, and improved with every conveniency that can be desired . . . the gardens

elegantly laid out, and the whole calculated to give delight."
In the same year Thomas Powell,

"
devisee in trust of the freehold and copyhold estates

late of Thos. Corbett, Esq.," sold to Arthur Weaver "
all that messuage or manor house called

Paddingwick, otherwise Pallenswick, with the moat inclosing the same, together with the

messuages, pavilion, buildings, bamcs, stables, outhouses, yards, orchards, gardens and appur-
tenances thereunto belonging . . . containing 3 acres 36 perches." ft Special mention is made
in the indenture of a cowhouse, shaped like a temple, situated in the meadow adjoining the

long walk.

From Arthur Weaver the- property passed to Edward Weaver, his uncle and heir, and
from him in 1759 was purchased by Henry Dagge.tt Faulkner states that Daggc leased the

premises to the Earl of Northington. Precise confirmation of his statement has not
;

obtainable, but a presumption in favour of its correctness is afforded by a letter written by the
Earl from "

Hammersmith," ||||
dated 7th January, 1762.

Robert Henky, 1st Earl of Northington, second son of Anthony Henley, wit and poli-
tician, was born about 1708, and was educated at Westminster School and Oxford. He \\.i^

admitted to the Inner Temple in 1728 and called to the Bar in 1732. His marriage, in 174;.

brought him wealth, and the death of his elder brother in 1745 gave him possession of ihe
estates formerly belonging to his father. He was Member of Parliament for Bath frc n

t<> 1757, and was appointed Attorney-General in 1756 and I-ord-Keipcr (the last to

designated) of the Great Seal in 1757. After being, although a commoner, Speaker of the

:'.fsex Registry Memorials, 1727, I., 317-8.
t Ibid., 1732, II., 52-3.
I Ibid., 1732, V., 334-5.

Ibid., 1740. I.. ; 39-40.
II It will be noticed that the assertion of Faulkner (History and Antiquities of . . . Htmmer-

smtlh, p. 374), that the manor house was sold to Corbett in 1747 under the will of Lady Persiana

Bard, is incorrect. The truth is that Faulkner traced a portion of the Palingswick estate which did not
includ* the manor house.

Proved 2nd May, 1751 (Somerset House Wills, 135, Busb\).
*

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammer.<mitl\ p. 375.
Middlesex Registry Memorials, 17;;, 1., ;o, ;i

I! V/W.. 1759, III., 86-7.

tf History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 375.

""."^rd Chancellor presents his comp' to the Duke of Newcastle and is obliged to him for
his kind Inquiry. He has been confined with the gout in his Head ever since Christmas Day till

yesterday, when he flattered himself that the Fit was going cff. But he is very indifferent lo-day
"

(Rr,ti<h Museum Addl. MSS. 32,933 (96)).
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House of Lords for three years, he was created a peer in 1760 and Lord Chancellor in 1761,

holding the office under Bute, Grenville and Rockingham until 1766. In 1764 he was created

Viscount Henley and Earl of Northington. During 1766-67 he was Lord President of the

Council. He died on I4th January, 1772.
From 1749 to 1768 he resided successively at three different houses in Lincoln's Inn Fields,*

and for a portion of the time seems also to have had a house at Hammersmith. This was

probably Palingswick (see above). His tenancy of the house was evidently quite a short one,
for in the indenture relating to the sale of the property in 1765 no mention of any lease is

made.

On 8th February, 1765, Henry Dagge sold t to John Dorville, of Soho Square, "all

that messuage or manor house, now commonly called . . . Ravenscourt, and formerly . . .

known by the name of Paddingswick alias Paddenswick, with the moat enclosing the same,
etc."

In 1812 it was purchased by George Scott. On 2Oth November, 1887, the Scott family,
at the direction of Richard Birkin, the beneficial owner, sold the house and about 30 acres of

land to the Metropolitan Board of Works for 58,000, half of the purchase-money being

supplied by the Vestry of Hammersmith. The mansion is let to the Hammersmith Metro-

politan Borough Council for the purposes of a library, and the remainder of the estate is main-
tained by the London County Council as a public park.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

Plans of Jbasement, tground, tfirst and second floors (measured drawings).
ISection through the house (measured drawing;).

North, south, least and west elevations (measured drawings).
JDetail drawings of doorways, etc. (measured drawings).

JWrought-iron gateway (pen-and-ink drawing).
View of the same (photograph).
Detail of gateway (photograph).

Gateway to Shaftesbury Road (photograph).
IView of entrance (east) front (photograph).
View of west front (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).
JView of staircase (photograph).

Ceiling of staircase (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).

JUpper balustrade (photograph).
JView in entrance hall showing chest (photograph).
Marble fireplace, ground floor (ohotograpL).
Panelling in basement (photograph).

JFireplace in large room, first floor (photograph).

Fireplace in committee-room, first floor (photograph).
Panelled room, second floor (ohotc graph).

Fireplace in same (photograph).

tSeventeenth-century doorway on second floor (photograph).

*
Survey of London, Vol. III. (St. Giles-in-the-Fields, Part

I.), p. 54.
t Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1765, II., 223-24.
t Reproduced here.
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\LII.--VENCOURT, Nos. 267 AND 269 KING
STREET WEST

LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDER, I. U .

jn-holder and occupier, Sir William Bull, M.P.

KAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

the- time- of the admission of the present copyholder these premises

\\ere described in the Court Rolls as
"

all that cottage or tenement situate

and being in Hammersmith on the South Side of the Great Road there and

holden of the >.iid Manor with the stable-yard and garden thereto beloru

containing in front at the north end next the common footpath 45 feet

and in depth from North to South in the west side thereof 166 feet. At

J next the orchard of Ann Wilson 37 feet and on the east side

thereof 160 feet .1- the same was enclosed with fences and were formerly in

the occupation of William Pilton and afterwards of Ann Pilton." In the

>ame admission a further description is given of the premises, viz.
"

all

that piece of copyhold land situate and being on the south side of the turn-

pike road leading from Hammersmith to Brentford and near to Beavor Lane

her with the messuages erected thereon known as Claremont House

and Cu-orge Place respectively and formerly in the occupations of Mr. Skeels

and Mr. M. Cooke and now known as 267 and 269 King Street West.".

There is no difficulty in tracing back the property under the first

of the two descriptions given above. It is referred to in 1842, 1823, and a^ain

in 1809 and 1808. A William Pilton was admitted l8th April, 1808, on the

surrender of the trustees of the will of William Pilton, deceased (presumably
his father), dated 20th July, 1793, the said William Pilton having been him-

self admitted on 22nd March, 1788, to "all that piece or parcel of meadow
land containing one acre 27 perches lying and being in Chiswick Field there-

tofore in the occupation of Samuel Sever and then of Daniel Springthorpc

upon which piece of land two messuages and also one cottage or tenement

have since been erected late in the several occupations of the said William

Pilton and John Clark and now of the said John Clarke, Anne Wilson and
William Pilton." One more reference to the property should be quoted,
\i/. the admission of William Pilton in 1788 when Richard Eaton and
Thomas Falser surrendered:

"
the meadow land formerly in the tenure of

William Fletcher, since of Samuel Bever * and then of Daniel Springthorpe."
In this admission no reference is made to any buildings at all, consequently
the date of the houses numbered 267 and 269 King Street West can be

confidently ascribed to approximately the year 1790.
The house is a pleasant example of its date without any features of

outstanding interest. It retains its old wrought-iron railings.

Samuel Bever was in possession of the property south of Vencourt in 1757-58 (see pp. y
and ,o).
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XLIIL DORVILLE ROW (Nos. 182 TO 198) AND

Nos. 200 TO 224 KING STREET

This long row of shops preserves to a certain extent its late :8th-

century character. Nos. 182 to 198 constitute the original Dorville Row,
but they are less picturesque than the remaining houses, since their plastered
front walls are now crowned by parapets in place of the original eaves. Nos.
200 to 224 are of two storeys, with rooms in their mansard roofs which are

slated and provided with dormer windows. On the first floor throughout
the wall is plastered and forms a too ready background for advertisements.

No. 208 is the Foresters' Arms.

HISTORICAL NOTE.

The only mention we find of the Row in Faulkner *
is to the effect that a Mr. Crook

took a lease for ninety-nine years. From an indenture t dated izth July, 1780,
" between

John Dorville of Ravens Court . . . Hammersmith, Esq., and John Crook of the same hamlet,
timber merchant," relating to a piece of land on the west side of Frog Lane (later Webb's

Lane, and now Dalling Road), Dorville Row is described as
" houses belonging to the said

John Dorville standing in King Street." The Row was clearly named after the Dorville

tamtly who occupied Ravenscourt. The references to the terrace in the Fulham Manor Court
Rolls are also very scanty. Amongst a number of entries relative to property belonging to the

Djrvilles in the year 1799, wa pick up a thread on the admission of Anne Dorville at a Special
Court Biron to Nos. I to 8 Dorville Row, in King Street, abutting east on Frog Lane, south

on the Great Western Road, west on 9 Dorville Row on the site of other houses, to which

John Dorville was admitted 1 3th November, 1776, on the surrender of Henry Thomas Gott.
We get two entries relating to No. 9, for we find that Elizabeth Hanthorne lived in this house

herself, and was admitted to it on surrender of John Dorville on 3rd November, 1796, on the

yearly quit rent of zd., and again on 5th March, 1799, James Milne of Grosvenor Street is

admitted to this house on the death of Elizabeth Hanthorne. The admission of John Dorville

on I3th November, 1776, reads as follows :

"
to 5 customary tenements theretofore in occu-

pation of John Hinton and 2 acres of land behind them and all other customary lands and
tenements theretofore of Bernard Hutchinson and Mabel his wife on part of which premises
are now standing 9 messuages now or late in the occupation of Williams, Lucas, Watkins,

Goodall, Haints, Davis, Tripp, Stevenson, and Mooring and all the garden ground behind
in the occupation of Mrs. Bentley which premises abut east on Frog Lane, north on premises
in the occupation of Mrs. Stevens conveyed or intended to be conveyed by the said Henry
Thomas Gott to John Dorville, west on premises of John Dorville formerly the estate of Richard
Dunn Gott who surrendered having been admitted November 25th under the name of Henry
Thomas Greening."

A further entry in the year 1761 says that Thomas Greening (who was admitted by copy
of Court Roll dated 5th December, 1735, on surrender of Richard Dunn and Elizabeth his

wife)
"
leaves all those 5 customary messuages heretofore in the occupation of John Hinton

and 2 acres of land behind formerly in the occupation of John Lacey to his son Henry Thomas

Greening."

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is:

Nos. 200 to 224 King Street (photograph).

*
History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 262.

1 Middlesex Registry Memorials, 1780, IV., 552.
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XLIV. THE COCK AND MAGPIE,
No. 170 KING STREET

Hammersmith has long been famous for its old coaching inns and

taverns, and an interesting set of water-colour drawings of sixteen of them

by J.
T. Wilson, in the middle of the last century, is preserved in the Coates

Collection. Few have remained to the present day. The Cock and Magpie

is a pleasant, long and low building with tiled roof, set well back from the

road, part of the forecourt being now occupied by the bar.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Water-colour drawing by J.
T. Wilson (1870), in the Coatts Collection.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

View from King Street (photograph).
Another view (photograph).

XLV._THE WINDSOR CASTLE,
No. 134 KING STREET

This late Georgian building of three storeys stands back from the road,

about half-way between Waterloo Street and Holcombe Street, but on the

opposite side. It has an ample courtyard in front, and a long, low building
.irlier character, with pantile roof, bounds the open space on the west.

The Windsor Castle (though probably not the present house) was in

existence in 1753, when it was leased by Jonas Benjamin for twenty-one years,
as we learn from a mortgage dated 1765.! At the latter date it was in the

occupation of James Beech, vintner, his predecessors being Montague
Grover, Robert Moore and Henry West. An entry in the Fulham Court
Rolls under date 6th April, 1790, records that

"
Anthony Newman surrenders

the Windsor Castle, which was built on part of 4 acres of land in Great

Bradmore, 2 acres of the same land being enclosed as a field." In 1800
Newman surrenders to Joseph Cromwell. Faulkner t records a serious fire

la-re in 1823.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is:

Virwfrom King Street (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.

IdlfSfx Registry Memtrials, 1766, VIII., 158.
I lli'i'.'y ,in<l

Inti'jititifS of . . . Hammersmith, p. 262.
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XLVI. THE WHITE BEAR, 100 KING STREET

This little tavern was apparently at one time part of a larger house,
and the drawing by J. T. Wilson in 1869 (Plate 106) shows us the whole

building with some cottages west of it. The front wall on the first floor is

still plastered, and beneath the eaves of the tiled roof shows the old blocked

cornice. The modern public-house shop-front takes away from the old

character, but the structure remains to show the proportions of the older

houses that lined King Street. The white bear on the sign seems to have

undergone a considerable change in the process of repainting since its

delineation by Wilson.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

*Water-colour drawing by J. T. Wilson (1869) preserved in the Coates Collection.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:
"View from King Street (photograph).
Three other views (photographs).

XLVIL- -THE GEORGE, BROADWAY (DEMOLISHED)

This inn has now been demolished. It was, despite a modernised

front, an ancient building with two parallel tiled roofs. Originally it was
called the White Horse, as appears from the entries in the Court Rolls. On
1 7th April, 1775, John Scott t surrenders

" The White Horse now called the

George in the Town Street and the adjoining building." Montague Grover
was admitted and held the property until 1779, and in his surrender a passage
"reserved as a highway" is mentioned under the next building (to the east),
and this still exists. When the Sussex Arms, a modern building on the west
of the George, was demolished, the twin gables of the latter were disclosed.

The George Inn was subject to an annual charge of 303., left by
will to the poor by Nicholas Dauncer in 1656, and of ros. for an annual

sermon,
" to be paid out of the profits of the house in Hammersmith called

by the name of the White Horse."J

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:
The George, and the Sussex Arms (photograph).
The George (photograph).
*The George, after demolition of Sussex Arms (photograph).
Another view of the same (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.

t According to Faulkner (History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 257) the records

of the adjoining meeting house contain an entry, dated 1st January, 1770, recording a declaration

by John Scott that he had no demands on the meeting house and that he had a copy of its deeds.

I Endowed Charities (County of London), IV., p. 361.
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XLVIII. -THE OLD MEETING HOUSE,
BROADWAY

(IROUNP LANDLORD, ETC.

The Trustees of Broadway Chapel.

(MMKAL INSCRIPTION AND DATE OK STRUCTURE.

In an entry in the Court Rolls for 1788 relating to the surrender of

some adjoining land mention is made of
" the Chapel in White Horse Yard

belonging to the Dissenting Congregation."
* The White Horse (latterly the

George) has disappeared, but the old chapel is still in existence behind the

Congregational Church in Broad\\av. It 13 a rectangular structure of warm-
coloured brickwork with three semicircular-headed windows to the side and t \\ <

at the end. The roof, of \ery old tiling, is hipped and lias no cornice at the

eaves. Severe and unadorned as it is, the little building, by its appearance of
:

ts rather ruinous condition and rich colouring, is decidedly picturesque.
The present building was erected in 1724 and enlarged in 1815.

HISTORICAL ANP BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.
Faulkner t gives the following notes on the chapel :

" The Independent >

gational Chapel, commonly called George Yard Chapel, which is allowed to be the .

dissenting place of worship in Hammersmith, [and] is situate at the foot of George Yard near

the Brookgreen-lane, corner of Broadway. The present main approach is by an arched gate-

way of brickwork, of considerable height, and at the end of the yard are remains of a square
or court, of which the side of the chapel formed the east front. . . . This meeting house origi-
nated with the Presbyterians, and enjoyed a succession of clergymen from that body till .ihout

the end of the last century. Before the erection of the present place, its founders used t"

meet in the rooms of an old edifice in Union Court, which is said to have been used for the
celebration of divine worship by the Presbyterians, from the time of Charles the Second."
He proceeds to give the names of some of the ministers as follows :

1706. Samuel Evans.

1724. Mr. Bearne. It was under his ministry that the present chapel was built, as

appears from " An Account Book for the New Meeting-house in White Horse Square."
1731. David Millar, A.M. He was the writer of a number of theological pamphlets,

and was buried in Bunhill Fields, where his tombstone describes him as
" Late minister of the

gospel at Hammersmith." He died 1759.

1758. George Turnbull, until his death in 1783.

1783. Robert Winter, D.D. (resigned 1796).

1790. Henry Summers (morning preacher).

1792. William Humphries (morning preacher, 1792-96; pastor, 1796-1808).
1809. Thomas Raffles, D.D., LL.D.
1812. Daniel Washbourn. He was buried (1834) under the pulpit.
1834. John Tarras Cumming.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

tPhotograph of the chapel.

Vol. 171678, p. 343.

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, pp. 225 et seq.
I Reproduced here.
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XLIX. WEST COTTAGE, BROOK GREEN
(DEMOLISHED)

Brook * Green a pleasant open space surrounded by houses which

has, happily, not lost its identity and has retained something of its old-time

character, in spite of the changed neighbourhood around it, connects the

Hammersmith Road with the thoroughfare leading from Broadway to

Shepherd's. Bush. On the west and shortest side of the triangular green
stood West Cottage, which has recently given way to the London County
Council School for physically defective children. The house was of early
1 8th or late i/th-century appearance, of two storeys, built of brick and

having an old tiled roof with a chimney-stack at each end.

The interior possessed ceilings divided into compartments by moulded
wooden ribs, and from these and indications in one of the rooms of diminishing

pilasters to the fireplace, it may be inferred that in the house were perhaps

incorporated parts of an older building dating back to the earlier part
of the I Jth century. An Elizabethan sideboard with turned legs and three

panels carved with Scriptural subjects stood in one of the rooms.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

tExterior (photograph).
Two interior views (photograph).
Old piece of furniture (photograph;.

L. Nos. 2, 3, 4 AND 5 BROOK GREEN

These four houses are all that remain of the old buildings that lined

the southern edge of Brook Green. They are built in pairs, each being of

three storeys ;
Nos. 4 and 5 have a hipped slate roof, while that of Nos. I

and 2 is of low pitch and barely visible. The houses are plastered and painted
white, and date from the latter part of the i8th century.

*
Concerning the origin of the name see p. 122.

t Reproduced here.
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LI. BLYTHE HOUSE, BROOK GREEN
(DEMOLISHED)

The present Augustine Road leading from the north side of Brook

n lies on the site of the drive which gave access to a large structure

called Blythc House. This stood at the junction of Augustine Road and

Blythe Lane, and the house and drive are clearly marked on Sailer's

map of 1830 (Plate 2). The house was in a dilapidated condition when
it was pulled down, but our photographs (taken in 1902) show that

it possessed remarkably good detail of the mid-Georgian period, in-

cluding some ceilings of the time of the brothers Adam. The elaborate

Ionic portico to the exterior was no doubt a very much later addition.

There is reason to believe that the house replaced one of much earlier

date.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Since Blythe House is the only residence of any size of which we have any record

in this position, it is probable that the following reference in the Manor Court Rolls refers

to this property: On nth May, 1652, a surrender is recorded to the use of Thomas
and Mary Upman of a house in Hammersmith in the occupation of John Paget, Doctor
in Physick. Fifteen rooms are mentioned, a passage to the highway, a garden to the

east of the passage, a barn, stable, back-yard, and two newly built rooms adjoining the

bam. Beside these is a parcel of ground planted with trees "
lying east of the kitchen

as far as certain barbery-trees now growing there overthwart the said orchard, eastward

and westward, and adjoining to the common sewer there leading from Blinde Lane towards

Brookes Green."

No area of the property is given and the description is somewhat vague ;
in general terms,

however, it seems to apply to the area between Brook Green, the parish boundary (the common
sewer), and Hammersmith Road. Blinde Lane may be that lane which Salter shows (Plate 2)

leading from Hammersmith Road towards the sewer, or it may refer to a portion of what is

now Blythe Lane.

Again, in the Court Rolls (6th December, 1792) we find that William Douce surrendered
a capital messuage and large orchard on the north side of Brook Green formerly in the occupa-
tion of Susannah Downing, since of Charles Smith.

Faulkner says
*

that Blythe House is called in the Court Rolls
"
Blinde Lane House,"

and he states that it was an "
ancient mansion, surrounded by large gardens," and " was

occupied in 1740 by Captain Henry Doughty." In Warburton's map (1710) the house is

also given as the residence of
"
Doughty Esq." The following is the substance of Faulkner's

further remarks : For some time the house remained uninhabited and became the refuge of a

gang of smugglers whose strange movements gave rise to a report that it was haunted. In
1801 the house furnished temporary accommodation to a community of Trappist nuns who
later settled at Wimborne, and was afterwards occupied by Mrs. Wyatt as a Roman Catholic
school. In 1826 Count de Puisaye, a French Royalist who had led an adventurous life in the

support of Louis XVI, retired here. He died in the house in 1827 and was buried in Hammer-
smith Churchyard. In Faulkner's time Mr. J. H. R. Mott apparently lived here and carried
out "

great improvements."

History and Antiquities of . . . Hammmmith, pp. 398-99.
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IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE :

*Front of house showing portico (photograph).
Another view of same (photograph).

Large room on first floor showing ceiling (photograph).
*Detail of same ceiling (photograph).
Smaller room with ceiling (photograph).

'Entrance door (photograph).
Internal doorway (photograph).

Georgian fireplace (photograph).

*Fireplace of the Adam period (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.
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LII. COUNTER'S BRIDGE

the mo:-t easterly point of the Hammersmitli parish boundary,
\\here Hammersmith Road meets Kensington Road, stood Counter's Bridge,
which spanned a watercourse flowing in a south-easttrly direction to the

river. It had its origin in the neighbourhood of Wormwcod, properly

nholt, Scrubs, and flowed into the Thames at Sandford Creek, some-

times now called the Chel.-ea Basin. It appears to have had no name that

applied to it as a \\hole, but is of much topographical interest, as it formed
a pari-h boundary almost throughout its course, first dividing what is IK w
Hammersmith from Kensington and finally Fulham from Chelsea.

InRocque's map of 1741-45 it is distinctly marked from Counter's Bridge to the Thames,
but the northern course is not shown, though it appears in a plan of 1813 included in Faulkner's

History of Fulham. In Fulham Old and \fw (1900) Mr. Feret gives instances of the name .is

Contessesbrcggc (1421), Contassebregge (1422), Cuntassebregge (1445), and he finds it reported
at a Court General in 1475 that the

"
bridge called Countesbregge is ruinous, and the Lord

ought to repair it."

Perhaps we may be allowed to say a few words about the portion of the stre.im which
wa* south of this bridge, because it was intimately connected with Hammersmith parish, though
not actually in it, and because the various names by which it was known would otli

to confusion. In Salway's Plan of the Turnpike Road from Hyde Park Corner to Coui

Bridge, 1811, it is called Stanford Brook, but its commoner names were Counter's Crc<

Billingwcll Ditch, and between Chelsea and Fulham it was the New Cut River, Chelsea Creek,
or Bull Creek. Stamford Bridge, carrying the Fulham Road over what was once this creek,
was in the I5th century Samford or Sandford Bridge, with various slight differences of

spelling, meaning the bridge at the sandy ford. In the I7th century the word w.i^

corrupted to Stanford, and later took its present form. The village called Little Cl

Jiaving sprung up hard by, the bridge is called in Rocque's map of 1741-45 Little Chelsea

Bridge, a name which has long been dropped. In 1827-28,31 a cost of about 40,000, this

watercourse, forming the eastern boundary of Fulham from Counter's Bridge to the Thaim -.

was widened and formed into Kensington Canal, about two miles in length. In 1845, except for
a short distance at the mouth, which is still a creek or haven, the canal was bought by the
West IxMidon Railway Company and, having been drained, was turned into a railway.

We have referred to another Hammersmith stream (the Stamford Brook), under t lie-

High Bridge and Creek,* but there is yet a third watercourse which calls for a short note. Near
Si Mary's Church on the south side of Hammersmith Road are four houses originally calKd

' . Mary's Place. Mr. Feret records that
"
here the Black Bull Ditch, coming from Shepherd",

Bush, reached the Hammersmith Road, which it crossed under a brick arch." It was named
after the Black Bull Inn, where the house of the High Master of St. Paul's School now stands.
The bridge over this ditch was called in early times the Brook Bridge, and there are refer.

respecting the failure of the lord of the manor to keep it in good condition. The Brook is

mentioned in the Fulham Court Rolls for 1479-80. when Richard Bedille surrendered half
an acre in Northcroft (the land between Hammersmith Road and Brook Green) abutting on

Brook" to the ,..-!. \ "Broke Close" is referred to in 1614-15 as lying between
Blynd I,ane

"
and the Common. Brook Green evidently takes its name from the stream,

h is shown as a sewer in Salter't plan of 1830 (Plate 2). South of I lammersmith Road it

bwed the parish boundary as far as the Thames and was called in its lower course the Parr
Ditch. The road to Fulham crossed it at Parr Bridge

-' P- S3-
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LIII.--THE RED COW, No. 157 HAMMERSMITH
ROAD (REBUILT)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

The old Red Cow Inn, which has recently given place to a new struc-

ture, was a picturesque building, formerly two cottages, standing on the
south side of Hammersmith Road at the corner of Cow Lane (now Colet

Gardens). The western cottage had two deep bay-windows, round which
the eaves-cornice was taken, and two dormer windows in its steep tiled roof.

The eastern cottage also had a bay-window on the ground floor, only with
a doorway in the centre. An entry in the Court Rolls of the Manor (the

only one that has so far come to light) takes the inn back to 1768, when
William Tyson surrenders to Nathaniel Tyson, who in turn surrenders the

property to Matthew Graves. It is described therein as
"

a cottage called

the Red Cow (formerly 2 tenements) . . . formerly in the occupation of

Anne Bryant and now of Edward Huddle."
A water-colour sketch (Plate 115) made by Mr. Philip Norman in

1897 gives a faithful impression of the old building. The inn was a favourite

of Charles Keene the artist.

Ol.D PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Water-colour drawing by J. T. Wilson in the Coates Collection.

'Water-colour drawing by Mr. Philip Norman (1897).

*
Reproduced here.
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LIV. FAIRLAWN, No. 159 HAMMERSMITH
ROAD

joining the Red Cow is still to be seen a large brick house known
..irlawn, the front of which is boarded up, the property being for sale.

A water-colour drawing by Mr. Philip Norman (Plate 115) shows the house

as it appeared a few years ago. The entrance door alone is visible now. The
door-case has a fluted frieze with a ram's head at each end. The entablature

is supported by columns with Ionic capitals encircled by leaves below the

volutes. The chief interest of the house lies in its association, according to

Faulkner,* with Dr. Charles Burney. The house, which is of late i8th-

century date, was evidently at one time of considerable importance, but

latterly it was occupied by John Barker's Auction Mart. Some seventy
years ago it was the residence of a family of the name of Weigall.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Dr. Charles Burney was the second son of Charles Burney, the celebrated musician and
historian of music. He was born at Lynn in Norfolk, 4th December, 1757, and educated at

the Charterhouse and Caius College, Cambridge. He was celebrated throughout Europe for

his classical attainments, though his writings have not succeeded in maintaining his reputation
at the very high pitch which he enjoyed in his own day. His wonderful classical library was,
after his death, purchased by the nation and deposited in the British Museum. He was brother
of Fanny Burney, afteiwards Madame d'Arblay. Faulkner states that he opened a school at

Fairlawn in 1786 and seven years later removed to Greenwich. He died at Dcptford in 1817.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

tFairlawn is shown in the water-colour drawing of the Red Cow Inn by Mr. Philip Norman.

'

History and
Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 234

t Reproduced here.
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LV. SPIKE HOUSE, No. 161 HAMMERSMITH
ROAD

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The property belongs to the trustees of the Latymer School.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

This is a good-sized house probably dating from the i8th century
but altered in the iQth. It has an early fanlight over the entrance door,

and the iron railings belong to the original house. The porch and balconies

are, however, of the Early Victorian period.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Good.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Spike House occupies the site of one of the parcels of Shortlands
"
in the Highway Shott

"

formerly included in Butterwick's Manor, and devised by Latymer in 1624 for the purposes
of his educational foundation.* In 1794 it was let to William Keene on a thirty-one years'

lease.t According to a footnote in Faulkner's History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith %

the house was at the time he wrote (1839) occupied by Miss Wright as a boarding school, but

the issues of Pigot's London Directory for 1838 and 1846 show the Misses Wright at Sudbury
House, so that the footnote has evidently become displaced. On the other hand he gives
"
Spike

"
as the name of another tenant of the Latymer Trustees in Hammersmith Road, and

we may with confidence adopt him as the eponymous occupier of Spike House.

LVI. HOGARTH HOUSE, No. 163 HAMMER-
SMITH ROAD

West of Spike House and, like it, fronting almost on the pavement
level, is a narrow low cottage of two storeys called Hogarth House. It has

no great depth, for the buildings of Corunna House, its western neighbour,

project behind it and occupy the whole width. Its frontage to the street

has an overhanging bay-window with canted sides similar to several others

already noticed in Hammersmith. The building dates from the late i8th

century and has a good iron gate and railings.

* See p. 14.

t Endowed Charities (County of London), IV., pp. 356, 367.

I P. 185.
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LVII. CORUNNA HOUSE, No. 165 HAMMER.
SMITH ROAD

(.ROUND 1. \\DLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The house i> occupied by the London Laundry.

KAI. DESCRIPTION AM) DATE OF STRUCTURE.

unii.i llou-c I- a simple Georgian building of three storeys dating
to the- early years of the i8th century ;

it stands some distance back

from the road, and has a good iron gateway with arch and lampholder above.

The front walls of the ground floor are cemented to imitate stonework with
J joints. The original window frames and sashes remain, while the

rooms in the root are lighted by two dormers.

The principal feature of the interior is the staircase with continuous
moulded string and slender turned balusters. The newels are treated as

columns in the lower part of the stair and the handrail is ramped over them
in the usual way. Above, however, the earlier method is used of a square
newel, turned only beneath the handrail.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Go

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

In 1863 Eleanor Page Jago, wife of Francis Robert Jago, inherited from her husband two

properties : (l) Corunna House, copyhold, and (2) Trejago, held on lease of three lives, both

being held of the Bishop of London as lord of the manor. The copyhold property is thus
described in Kleanor Jago's admission :

"
all that cottage or tenement in which Jane Chapman

formerly dwelt, afterwards in the possession of Madam Smith, since of Mr. Plunkett,
wards of Mr. 1 larrop, and after that of Mesdames Notre and Frith, near the Red Cow." Earlier
entries can be traced in the Court Rolls as far as 1749, when John Smith Weston surrendered
"
the cottage near the Red Cow in which Jane Chapman formerly dwelt, afterwards in the

possession of Madame Smith and late of Mr. Plunkett, with the colehouse and parcel of land

belonging." Thereupon George Lewis was admitted, and in 1796 Mary, his widow, dies
seised of the premises which pass to John Francis Bell. At the latter's admission Mr. Harrop
is mentioned as tenant. The admission of Francis Robert Jago was not until ix $;.

K i UK COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:
'Staircase (measured drawing).
Staircase (photograph).

*
Reproduced here.
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LVIIL SUDBURY HOUSE, No. 167 HAMMER-
SMITH ROAD

GROUND LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The property belongs to the Latymer School Trustees
;
the house

is occupied by Messrs. G. and A. Brown, Limited.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATE OF STRUCTURE.

Sudbury House is an interesting example dating from the latter part
'

of the 1 8th century. It has suffered considerable alteration and has been

model nised externally. It stands well back from the road and retains a

good porch (Plate 117) supported by Doric columns and wall pilasters ;
at

the garden entrance is a wrought-iron gate, with panels of scrollwork on
each side.

The main building forms a rectangular block the north-west and
north-east rooms of which have each a marble fireplace of the Adam period,
the latter having a carved and fluted frieze. The same room has a cornice

of this period and a frieze with vases in relief. To the south-east is a good-
sized addition to the house of somewhat later date, but still of the i8th

century. The room on the first floor has a three-light window with an arched

central light, overlooking the garden. From an early view preserved at the

Ravenscourt Park Library, it is evident that the house possessed charming
grounds ;

these are now occupied by workshops and sheds.

CONDITION OF REPAIR.

Gx>d.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

The site of Sudbury House, and of a portion of the ground adjoining, originally formed

one of the parcels of Shortlands devised by Latymer in 1624. On I5th June, 1775, an exchange
of lands was effected with a neighbouring owner, by which a strip of ground lying between the

highway and the Warple way, 33 feet in breadth and 625 feet long, was added to a strip already
in possession of the Latymer trustees, and formed therewith the site and garden of Sudbury
House. On 24th June, 1775, the whole property was leased to John Crowder *

for a period
of sixty-one years. When Faulkner wrote (1839) it was occupied by the Misses Wright as a

school.t He states I that it had previously been the residence of Alderman "
Crowther,"

who was Lord Mayor in 1829, but it is very unlikely that two John Crowders, who

apparently were not connected in any way, should have successively occupied the same house.

It is probable, however, that the alderman was at one time resident at Hammersmith, for in

1805 he acquired the remainder of a lease of No. 6 Theresa Terrace, holding it for two years

* Endowed Charities (County of London), IV., pp. 368, 356.

t See p. 125.

t History and Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 234.
Alderman Crowder was born i.i 1756, according to Faulkner, and was a native of

Backs.
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and then disposing of it to the West Middlesex Waterworks Company.* Faulkner, knowing
(i) that the alderman resided in the locality and (ii) that a John Crowder had occupied this

house, evidently confused the two.

OLD PRINTS, VIEWS, ETC.

Lithograph of garden and south front of house. Ravenscourt Park Library, Hammer-
smith.

IN mi COI-NCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

tView of porch (photograph).
Another view of same (photograph).

^MM, ,805, III, 687, and ,808, 1,1., S74 .
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LIX. Nos. 205 TO 213 HAMMERSMITH ROAD
AND THE JOLLY GARDENERS INN (Nos. 215

AND 217)

This group of houses appears as a little island of old buildings amidst

the modern premises which line the southern side of Hammersmith Road.

None of the houses are of remarkable interest, but together they produce
a picturesque reminder of the earlier days of the parish.

Nos. 205 and 207 may once have formed one comfortable Georgian
house. They stand under the same steep roof of old tiles with its ample
wooden eaves-cornice ornamented with the usual square modillions. The
roof retains its old chimney-stacks and has two dormer windows.

Nos. 209 and 211 are two-storey buildings of the early igth century,
the former having a small bay-window and the latter an old tiled roof and

original frame to its sash-window, which suggests an even earlier building.
No. 213 appears to have been rebuilt in the last century.

The Jolly Gardeners Inn occupies two cottages, of which No. 215 has

been rebuilt, but No. 217 possesses a small original gable, and a bold over-

hanging bay-window with a dentilled cornice carried round it.

OLD PRINTS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

Water-colour drawing by J. T. Wilson (1868) in the Coates Collection.
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LX. VINE COTTAGES, SHORTLANDS

In a little foutuay which runs south from Hammersmith Road and

ultimately joins Rose and Crown Lane stands a row of four two-storey brick

outages facing south and dating from the early part of the i8th century.
Tin.- lower sash-windows have their old broad flush frames, while in the

bedroom windows horizontal sliding sashes have been fixed. The cottages

are roofed with old tiles, the ends being hipped, and there is a long sloping
roof at a lower level at the back. The group is picturesquely overgrown
with a large vine, and on a board at the east end is inscribed

" Vine Cottages,
Shortlands."

*

1\ i UK COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

tPhotograph of the south front.

LXL BURLINGTON COTTAGES, ROSE AND
CROWN LANE

On the east side of Rose and Crown Lane, about half-way between
Hammersmith Road and Great Church Lane, and just south of a pathway
running east, stand three small houses, numbered I to 3 Burlington Cottages.
Nos. i and 2 (commencing from the west) appear from the character of the
brickwork to be of quite early 18th-century date. They have flush, square-
headed frames to the sash-windows, which have external shutters. The
cottages are of two storeys with rooms in the roof lighted by dormers. No. 3
appears somewhat later and may have been refronted.

For the district of Shortlands see p. 131.
t Reproduced here.
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LXII. Nos. 55, 57 AND 59 GREAT CHURCH
LANE

It appears from a number of references to property in this locality
that Great Church Lane was originally a bridle-path running east from the

church one of the various Warple
*
ways which figure so constantly as boun-

daries in the records of Hammersmith. It seems to have traversed a large

meadow, one of the
" common fields

"
into which the parish was divided,

called Shortlands. The Fulham Court Rolls for I4th October, 1692, contain

an entry relating to two cottages and half an acre of land, formerly part of

Shortlands,
"
abutting north upon the King's highway leading from London

to Brentford, and south upon the Warple way leading from North End to

Hammersmith chapel." t The southern part of this property corresponds
to the present No. 47 Great Church Lane. Shortlands, therefore, extended
northward from Great Church Lane to Hammersmith Road. It also

extended southward to the sewer (the Parr Ditch) whose line marked the

subsequent parish boundary, for the list of Butterwick's lands devised by
Latymer in 1624 includes certain portions of Shortlands, of which one was
bounded by the Warple on the north and the common sewer on the south.!
This is obviously to be identified with that item of the Latymer Foundation

property described in a lease of 1804 as containing by estimation 3 roods,
and abutting north on the Warple way. The estimate was too high, and
the same piece of land when let on lease in 1871; was said to be I rood 27 poles.
It now consists of Butterwick Cottages, Nos. 128 and 130 Great Church
Lane.

Another parcel of Shortlands included in the same list was bounded

by Parr Lane (i.e. Fulham Palace Road) on the west. It may, therefore, be

concluded that Shortlands extended between Hammersmith Road and
Great Church Lane eastward from Fulham Palace Road.

The neighbourhood is veiy much altered now, but a few old houses

are still to be found. Nos. 55, 57 and 59, at the south-east corner of Rose
and Crown Lane, date from the i8th century, but they possess no particular
architectural features.

See note on p. 97.

t Endowed Charities (County of London}, IV., p. 360.

: ibid., iv., P . 355.
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I XIII. MANOR HALL, GREAT CHURCH
LANE

GROIN!* LANDLORD, LEASEHOLDERS, ETC.

The building is occupied by the Royal Female Philanthropic Socieu .

(lENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATK OF STRUCTURE.

M.mor Hall stands on the north side of Great Church Lane, and its

garden adjoins Rose and Crown Lane on the east. The building is an

interesting one, but its history is by no means clear, nor have we any docu-

mentary evidence to help us. The internal detail of the house belongs to

the first quarter cf the i8th century and probably to the reign of Queen
Anne, but the curious arrangement of the rooms and staircase suggests that

they have been inserted in the shell of an earlier building, which seems partly
corroborated by the thickness of the walls.

A reference to the plan (Plate 119) will show the triangular stair

with a panelled passage passing south and west and enclosing a large room
with the angle taken off. The whole is panelled on both floors, as is also

the smaller room to the north-west, and the detail is of an early character.

The stair, with three balusters to each tread and vigorously carved stair-ends,
is made more picturesque by its unusual shape and the later gateway on its

third flight. The south-west room has been enlarged towards the roadway
and fitted up as a chapel. The eastern part is occupied by the kitchen.

The exterior of the house has been modernised, but the old entrance

doorway with Ionic pilasters, entablature and pediment remains, as also

some of the old window frames with original sashes. In the centre of the

railings is a wrought -iron gateway, flanked by scrollwork panels and sur-
mounted by a simple overthrow, beneath two arched stays supporting a

lamp-ring.
is quite probable that the fabric of the house is of considerable

age, but, however that may be, its 18th-century details are of the first intei\-t .

OF REPAIR.

Good.

HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Although the identification is not certain, it seems probable that Manor Hall is the house
occupied in Thomas Faulkner's time by the Burlington House School kept by Mr. Hoare.*

From the Court Rolls of the Manor of Fulham we learn that on 1 5th December, 1773,
Mary Oakes was admitted to the property on the surrender of Augustine Styles, under the
terms of a deed of settlement dated 8th May, 1764, between Augustine Styles, Sarah hi-

(under her then name of Oakes), and Mary Oakes. On 3rd October, 1821, Mary Oakef, widow,

*
History and

Antiquities of . . . Hammersmith, p. 300.
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surrenders and George Caviller is admitted. On 26th January, 1822, he surrenders to William
Hoare the schoolmaster, and the property is thus described : "all that messuage or tenement
situate in Great Church Lane, heretofore called the Back Lane, in Hammersmith, and holders
of the said manor, formerly in the occupation of Sir Christopher Hales Bart., and now of the
said William Hoare and known by the name of the Burlington House Academy, and also in all

that piece or parcel of garden ground in the rear of the garden belonging to the sard messuage
formerly in the occupation of Peer Watts." *

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION ARE:

fGround and first floor plan (measured drawing).

tSection showing stair and panelling (measured drawing).
General view from road (photograph).
Entrance doorway (photograph).

tStaircase (photograph).
Detail of balustrade to stair (photograph).

LXIV. Nos. 10 AND 12 GREAT CHURCH LANE

This pair of Georgian cottages stands almost opposite the
lately-

opened entrance to the District Railway station. A tablet in the garden
wall facing the road bears the following inscription :

E L

1748

announcing that No. 10 is part of the endowment of the Latymer Schools.

The houses are called respectively; Latymer House and Victoria House, and
are now occupied by a laundry. The former has had a wide passage cut

through it as a cartway.
The buildings retain their old doorways, flush moulded window frames

and simple panelled rooms within, which agree well with the date, 1748,
of the above panel.

IN THE COUNCIL'S MS. COLLECTION is :

Victoria House : view of sitting-room, interior (photograph).

* A plan of the hereditaments is referred to as part of an indenture of even date between

George Caviller, Harriet Styles, etc., and William Hoare, but we have not been able to refer to it.

t Reproduced here.
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-
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-
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.
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